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Real Work of the Conference Is Transferred From
Open Meetings to More
Secluded Precincts.

Officers Are of the Opinion

A

SPED

$500,-000,00-

If Five Jurors, One a Woman,
Are Tentatively Accepted
to Try Movie Clown on
Ex-

t'rraa.l
(by the Aswork of the
sociated Press.) The Washington
Formally Ended,
was transconference will spell the end for
ferred from the open conference
battle cruisers as naval weapons.
to the more secluded precincts of
AUSTRIA. HUNGARY
WORK IS NOT" TO BE
In the opinion of many naval offithe committee room.
was
sail
TO BE ACTED UPON
not
it
It
cers.
is
AT
PRESENT
alone,
STOPPED
After a debate which developed
today, that the American proposals
widely separated views on the adtor naval reduction seem to tend
publicity to the
Will Continue Until Agree- visability of giving
toward elimination of tho craft Disposition of Cases of Men
negotiations, the big five, comprisUnited
from future fleets; but aircraft deConvicted of Violating
ment Is Reached By the ing chief delegates of the
States, (Jreat Britain, France, Italy
velopments and the battlo of JutWar Laws Must Await
Conference and Ratified and Japan, settled on the commitland are held by some naval extee plan as tho only acceptable
perts to have answered In the negthe Final Step,
By the Governments,
solution.
ative theories on which battlo
Far Eastern Questions.
construction was first uncruiser
(By The Amocliifed Pm.)
To ono committee, whoso mem(Rf The Awioclntccl I'reM.)
dertaken.
Washington, Nov. 14 (by the As- bership will bo identical with that
It may be that the willingness of
Washington, Nov. 14. Peace besociated Press.) Actual
reduccost of of the full conference, was assigntho United States under its
tween the United States and Gerthe United Slates of the scrapping ed the task of working out a solution proposals, which would leave many wan formally proclaimed
v
battle
fleet
without
American
of the present naval building pro- tion for Far Eastern question. Anthe
by President Harding.
of the delegates of
other,
Britain
composed
Great
cruisers,
Tho
although
In
gram, naval officials estimated to- the five great powers, was created
president
and Japan would be given four signed nt 3:52 p. m.proclamation
day, would be between $400,000,000 to take over negotiations on tho
today, deG. Richardson of Toronto. each, rests partly at least, on thess clared the state of war between
and $500,000,000, exclusive of any main
7rgt.
of armament limitation'
topic
Vic-la
the
conditions.
wearer
of
oldest living
the United States nnd Germany, exsalvage plan. In his statement to Since
delegates of the fi
The original argument for battlo isting from April fi. I'll 7, to have
,tho conference Secretary Hughes powers only
cross, placed a wreath of
are qualified to act on a
emwas
heavily
eald that the work already done
that
swift,
cruisers
Canadian
the
terminated In fact
2, 1921.
leaves,
.laplo
limitation in the conferenc
invaluable when the Joint peace July
had cost $330,000,000, but these ament
resolution of
In each case will be to blem, on tho grave of America's armed ships would beto
tho
result
ahead
go
figures do not Include costs inci- resolve the delegates into a "com- "unknown soldier' when the body for scouting purposes
congress was approved by the exdent to abandonment of the ships mittee of the whole."
of the unknown hero was laid to of the battle fleet and establish ecutive.
under construction.
Naval
pracwith
touch
the
National
cemetery
Issuance of the proclamation
enemy.
in
rest
Arlington
Although no official would make
Assistant
Roosevelt
which followed exchnnge of ratiArmistice day. Sergeant Richard- tice had then devised the
Secretary
p.ior to the assembling son
said today that the American pro- aofprediction
of
and light fication of treaty at Berlin, effectdestroyer
represented the Boldiers
tho new committees, tho pregram would save the government sumption everywhere
Canada. He won his cross during cruiser screen Idea to mask move- ed Armistiee day, as reconsidered
tonight was
about $200,000,000 in naval ex- tr t the
A
batt'e the first of a series of three steps
of
a
main
fleet.
ments
be1855.
of
Indian
tho
mutiny
meeting would be held
The figure Is the difpenditures.
cruiser, It was said, would have which when completed, will return
closed doors and that the pubference between the total cost of hind
power nnd speed to rush through the United States to a peace status.
lic would get a glimpse of tho procompletion of the ships, about ceedings only
such a line, locate the masked fleet
The Second Step.
when, In their capac$000,000,000 and what ecrapping
The second step prohablv will be
and escape to its own fleet with
the delegates
es
committeemen,
ity
would cost. Included in the scrau-pin- g have an
reInformation.
vital
the
to
the
decision
promulgation of n nroclamation
Important
costs are allowance for reAt best, however, it is said, bat- declaring the wnr with Austriu to
port as the most direct method of
imbursement
of contractors for attack
tlo cruisers of the largest type yet have ended, and the third iRiuance
on
problems before the
work they have been compelled to conference, the
sinco It would permit
planned would not exceed thirty-fiv- e of a simllnr proclamation as to
do in their yards in preparation for
exconfidential
of
knots, while aircraft capable Hungary. The proclamation dealliberty
greater
the
building
huge craft.
of 100 knots an hour, immune ing with Austria is expected to be
pression between representatives of
Work Will Continue.
from attack by surface craft as signed by the president and Issued
various governments and would
There is no intention by the gov- the
obviate much of the procedure that
long ns they stay high in the air through the Rtate department wttb-I- n
ernment to stop work on the new would
a few days ns ratifications of the
be necessary, should the sesnnd
cheap of construction, can ophips until an agreement actually
AnIn the open.
erate much more effectively when treaty between the United States
Is reached by the conference and sions continue
other argument used by those who
it Is necessary to know what may and Aurtrla were exchanged at Viratified by the governments.
favored the proposal was that It
lie behind an enemy screen.
enna lart Tuertav, Ratifications
That was made plain today. would
modifications Frank A. Vanderlip Scores
such
fecilitate
The other point In favor of bat- between the United States nnd
Construction on the great majority of
necesbecome
as
TTunirarv are expected to be exwas
cruiser
might
tle
construction
program
that
of the vessels is proceeding slowly,
Allies for Their Action; they could form a swift ring for a changed soon.
through changes In the perhowever, the division of available sary
of
various
the
sonnel
delegations
Unttl the third and flnul step
fighting fleet, able to lie In the
Administration of Greece line
building funds averaging about
diplomatic situation genof battlo to some extent be- Is taken, the purposes of tho. fora year per capital ship In- and in the
conference.
the
will
confronting
mal
of
cause
pot ,
erally
their
proclamations
heavy guns,
Is a Failure.
volved.
The only ships op which
One Result of Derision.
That theory Is now held to have nehleved In the opinion of officials.
work has been halted, pending dedecision may
the
of
result
One
gone by the board at the battle of These purpose nre fated to be
(By The AeMieinled Preee.)
velopments, are the two at New be to make tomorrow's open session
What happened to tho to end without doubt certain war
York navy yard. Stoppage there, of the conference, the last of those
Constantinople, Nov. 14. Frank Jutland.
battlo cruisers there engaged, it laws unaffected by the congres.It was said, does not Involve probaYork
financier,
New
A.
actual
of
Vanderlip,
precede the period
was said, proved they could not sional resolution of repeal approved
bility of damage suits for breach of which
decision of the questions on which who has been making an economic lie in the lino,
March 3 Notable among these lnws
contract.
most
The
the
hinge.
said
negotiations
nre sections of tho espionage act.
countries,
In any case, it was added, exdo not expect survey ot European
officials
in
optimistic
the
that,
this
city
Liberty bond net and tradtnc
penditures In progress on ships that delegates to report without long when he visited
with the enemy act. Portions of
ihts opinion, the allies coramiuf U
may be ordered scrapped, are of
out
Is
It
debate.
and
pointed
study
ON RAILWAY
the law named statute are preact of "tragic political folly'
inch a nature that they couJd not that
there is no Injunction against Ian
tho
served
however,
through
be saved.
but in giving the Greeks a mandate
committee
meeting,
an
open
He
area.
trenty.
over tho Smyrna
The b"lk of the $2,000,000 a the likelihood of such a developWnr Tnw Violators.
the Greek administra
year for each ship Is for materials ment is generally conceded to be
o
and of
Disposition of the cases of
ordered nnd which would have to remote at the present state of the tion of that territory
V.
"towDebs and others convicted
Trace and Macedonia were
bo paid for in any case. Only In negotiations.
of violation of war laws likewise
failure."
one or two cases Is there a largo
An additional result, nt least, at ering monuments inofthe
will await the third and film step
Near East
He said peaco
labor force at work on actual build- the beginning, will be to permit tho
Attorney General Daw:Verty has
ing.
whole body of delegates to deal was hopeless so long as Asia Minor
PLAN
prepared an opinion for the presiPlants May Shut Down.
with subjects before the conference. was convulsed by a deadly warfare
dent, ruggest'ntr a method of disOne phase of the program naval Intsead of leaving the decisions to between the Greeks and Kemansis.
posing of the Debs case, and it is
officers have been struck with Is the "Big Five" or the "Big Nine." All tho economic blunders in the
definite
understood,
proposing
are Versailles treaty which resulted In
lis probnblo effect on the three Creation of
for Brotherhood Leaders Con- treatment of cses of others congreat shipbuilding
plants doing provided in tho plan, however, fD,.i. f.rriit1o cnnspmiences
offenses.
reof
similar
victed
most of the new ship construction. should that step be found advis Central Europe, he added, were
has no
sider Their Officers' AcToday's proclamation
Those plants, it was said, wore en- able.
peated in the Sevres agreement.
bearing on the resumption of the
"If a man put into a ring two
The decision to create the armagaged almost entirely on governin
tion
Off
the
between
Calling
relations
ment work nnd on those ships ment "sommittee of the whole" was Tdirhlv tired bulldogs." said Mr.
United States nnd Germany, state
Threatened Strike.
which would be scrapped under the reached at a meeting of tho heads Vanderlip, "and told them to
department officials sssertlne that
tho quarters and live peacca-!blplan. All three, it wrs predicted, of the delegations of the five powtho exchange of ratifications rewould in all probability be forced ers, and was adopted for the handhis act would be as likely to
(By The Amnrlntfri Pre.)
Just when
stores such relations.
to close. They nre the plants of ling of Fur Eastern questions also result in peaco ns was mo act oi
Chicago, Nov. If (by the Asso- Germany will resume her old dipthe New York Shipbuilding com- at a ater meeting of tho heads of all the allies in permitting the Greek ciated Press.) Six
hundred and lomatic status in Washington Is not
It was also army to enter this part of the fifty general chairmen
pany: the Kore River (Massachu- nine delegation.
and offi known but it is thought Baron
world. The present conflict in Ana- cers of the
setts) company, and the Newport
(Continued on Pnge Two.)
Brotherhood of locomo Edward Thermann, former counNews company.
tolia," he continued, "Is paralyz- tive
the German legation at
Officers Optimistic.
Engineers and Brotherhood of sellor of will
ing the whole of the Near East.
arrive shortly to arIt was evident that naval officers
There never can be peace and or- Locomotive Firemen and Engine-me- n Budapestfor a technical
Installation
Mr.
range
three-da- y
generally bo expected with
quite
der, commercial activity and staa
opened
meeting of a German embassy.
accepted
nor a restoration of confi- today to consider their officers'
Hughes plan to
bility,
Proelnmation.
of
Tost
There
only minor modifications.
dence until the Greeks are mada action In calling off the threatened
The text of the president's procwas some surprise Indicated that
to return to their homeland and railroad strike, and to plan their lamation
follows:
annot
the British delegation had
the Turks are given a chance to future course.
TO
"By the president of the United
nounced ncceptanco immediately
on their feet."
W. S. Stone, grand chief of tho States
get
America.
o'
when the plan was pres, .ited. leavMr. Vanderlip, who eame to Con- engineers, and W. S.
presi"A proclamation.
from Athens, criticized dent of the firemen Carter,
ing until later such adjustment of
engine-mestantinople
and
By a Joint resolution
"Wheren,',
desirable.
seem
details as mieht
the allies with equal vehemence
3,
announced that they would
r,
congress approved March
HARA
The modifications which Mr.
for the boundary lines they set in have nothing to say before tomor- of
declared certain acts
was
1921, It
British
group,
the
Greek
row night.
heading
southeastern Europe. "The
of congress, Joint resolutions and
will submit tomorrow It was said,
Union officials
frontier." he observed, "hag been
explained that proclamations should be construed
worked
disto
the
within
apparently couldas have been
chairmen
in
bombarding
attendance
general
as If tho war between the United
well as before a Change of Prime Ministers brought
out afterward
tance of Constantinople. Bulga- were those who did not respond to States
of America and the imperial
to the Aegean sea has the railroad labor board's order to
general agreement
outlet
ria's
Not"
had ended,
Will
Change Japan's been given to Greece and the cer- attend the hearing here two weeks German government
acts of congress and
certain
but
war
sown."
which
callof
In
ago.
culminated
seed
future
tain
ADJOURN
Arms
MAY
the
the
Attitude Toward
C0MGRESS
proclamations based In pursuance
disfinancier
ing off of the threatened strike.
The American
thereof were excepted from operaCut Conference.
cussed the confused political sitFollowing an explanation by Mr tion of the said
BEFORE THANKSGIVING
resolution:
uation in Constantinople and said Stone and Mr. Carter of the rea"Whereas, By a Joint resolution
sons
Aftttiichifrrt
PreM
which
The
har)
actuated
in
lack
the
was
unions
a
of
noticeable
Frew.)
The
(By
An"1:ilc1
there
(Br
July 2,
congress approved
Toklo, Nov. 14 (by the Associated mony between the allies. He be- cancelling the strike order, sev- of
Washington, Nov. 14. A pro1921, the state of war which was
Premier Takahashl, in a lieved that the Sevres treaty which eral committees were appointed to declared
gram comprising enactment of th Press.)
of
resolution
Joint
railroad debt bill, statement to the press today, de- was designated' to represent the consider problems of future action, congress, by
$500,000,000
fi, 1917
April
approved
and
to
declared
directed
adherence
to
the
tomrrrow
and
allies
finitely
measure
the
report
of
between
terms
and the tax revision
peace
The grand chief of the engineers to exist between the United States
the Washington and
policies toward
had failed completely
adjournment of the extra session of armament
Gerof America and the
conference laid down by of itsTurkey,
and had been rati- denied that today's session had any man government wasImperial
purpose
congress before Thanksgiving, be- the late Premier
declared at
Hara.
He was fied by no ono. "There Is an In connection with the announcement
gan to take definite form today. convinced, he said, that the
an
end;
conmade at
last week that
Republican leaders said prospects ference would be crowned with suc- tense rivalry," he declared, "amon? the unionsCleveland
"Whereas, A treaty between the
revive the strike
the big powers for commercial vote if the would
for putting through the program cess.
States nnd Germany was
United
to
labor
board failed
zones of Influence, and a disposiWere good.
make good on the unofficial prom- signed at Berlin, August 25, 1921.
"As a member of the Hara min- tion to Ignore
United
States
the
The railroad debt bill was before
to
restore
no further wage cuts would
friendly relations existise
istry," said the premier in hl and undermine American
pres- be that
the senate again today, wnne me statement,
ing between the nations prior to
of
"I
considered
had
the
until
all
pleasure
pending
comcommerce
senate Interstate
rules and working conditions on the outbreak of the war, which
part in framing the policy, tige."
"ft is true," continued Mr. Van- the
mittee continued hearings on bills taking
in particular always supported
lines involved are settled. Mr. treaty Is word for word as follows:
has
States
the
United
"that
to restore rate and other powers of and
derlip,
(Here follows text of treaty.)
sincerity In the conduct of a never been at war with Turkey, Stone said he did not expect to see
the states Rnd for repeal of the entire
"And. whereas, the said treaty
be
of
member
board
the
labor
any
foreign policy. It need hardly
6 per cent rate guaranno
we
have
posisaid, therefore, that the line of that technically
(Continued on Page Two.)
occu- while in Chicago.
law.
tee of the
action already adopted for the guid tion in a city under military
we
the
that
three
allies,
pation
by
ance of the delegates in WashingATTACKS tVH'K, KILLS SELF ton will in no way be modified have declined to take the respon
Canon City, Colo., Nov. 14. Dan through tho change of prime min- sibilities of a mandate and of our
own will have withdrawn politic
jphlllipa. 70, a Canon City store- isters.
"While fully convinced that tho cally from participation with the
keeper, last night attacked his wife.
will be allies In the administration of the
conference
Injured her seriously and then shot Washington
Tonight will hrliijr the first test of the attitude of the men
himself to death. Phillips, former- crowned with the greatest success affairs of Europe.
and women of Albuquerque townrd a rejuvenated effort in city
"All that Is an academic excuse
ly a pioneer citizen of Leadvllle, by virtue of the distinguished perbuilding.
had been a resident of Canon City sonality of the president of the for the absence of any disposition
The difference between a city nnd a town may be n question
noble ideas entertained by the on the part of the allies to
for about a year.
of population in the statute books, bnt It is a question of menial
with our high commissioner
United States, the other powers
attitude
any other place. There arc little cities nnd big towns.
represented are prepared to exert I think a broader point of view
Give
Intelligent man a glimpse of the leading men and
their utmost endeavors with a view by the allies would lead them to women of any
a community and lie will tell you whether It Is a town
to afofrding whatever contribution work more closely and harmonior a 'lty.
is within their power towards that ously with our officials here."
There Is no real reason for Albuquerque being whore It Is
Mr. Vanderlip paid warm tribsuccess."
for tho men who made It. Bernalillo or Islcta could either
except
ute
to
of
Mark
the
Admiral
work
FORICCAST.
of them been the city had a smull group of men so decided.
comAmerican
the
Bristol,
Nov.
14.
New
Colo..
high
Denver,
FLAYS VIOLATORS OF
is men nnd women who make a city. The city is an effect,
missioner.
"I doubt," said he. not It
Mexico: Fair, Tuesday, warmer
n cause. While there are topographical, geographical nnd
LAW whether a better trained man climatic
extreme northeast portion; someconditions which fix, an ultimate limit beyond which a
could havo been found to reprewhat colder southeast portion;
In
city cannot grow, those limitations are not easily reached.
sent
the
United
He
has
States.
fair.
AxMirlated
PremO
Wednesday,
(By Thr
Albuquerque that point is fur beyond the 100,000 mark.
the
and
Arizona:
of
gained
respect
14.
Nov.
everyone
Fair, Tuesday and
President
Ogden, Utah,
A vision and a
and a
make cities.
Wednesday: not much change In Heber J. Grant of the Church of Is a vigorous representative of tho nre not the things will,
we mean when we sny "vision" and "will."
He combines
temperature.
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, American spirit.
We mean a real mental grusp of the possibilities and a dynamic,
in an address here yesterday before broad, naval and military experiobstacles In reaching obcompelling determination to over-rld- c
a conference of church members ence with keen administrative ca,' IiOCAIi WEATHER.
jectives.
'. Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
denounced prominent citizens who pacity, sound Judgment, and exChamThe thing necessary to begin with is In a
law. ceptional tact and diplomacy."
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, violate the Utah
ber of Commerce. Tho time to begin Is tonight at 8 o'clock.
recorded by the University:
"I have seen men of high standComThe
second
to
on
of
tho
of
floor
Chamber
is
the
begin
place
68 ing in this state smoking in places
FAMILY CREMATED.
Highest temperature
merce building. The person to begin tn l'OV.
34 where the practice is prohibited by
Nunda, S. D., Nov. 14. Oswald
Lowest
They tell us "George Is dead." Ho died the other day over nt
34 law," he said.
"And yet these men "whether a better trained man
Range
The cause of his death was pronounced to bo overwork.
Gallup.
d
61 would be indignant if they were
to cinders at their
Mean
So-- , "Let
George do It," will not do any longer as a slogan. If
35 called lawbreakers.
farm home, seven miles northeast
Humidity at 6 a. rn
the work Is done, you must do It.
19
"Men don't like the laws which of here 'early Saturday morning.
Humidity at 6 p. m
Your help Is needed tonight. Xo subscriptions will lo taken.
None hit them. Thieves don't like the The cause of the tragedy Is not
(j'rectpltatlon
It Is your head and heart which ore needed. Cancel oilier engage10 laws which prohibit thievery and known, but it is thought that the
Maximum wind velocity
South theso smokers are really in the explosion of a stove started tho ments and come.
Direction of wind
i
Ilro,
(,'haiactcr of day . ... . ... . ..... . Clear same class with the thieves,"

greeIindTte

over smyrna a

follusserts

1

Ku-gen-

lo

Miff

ADHERE

TO

IIt The Asaorlnted Prem.)
San Francisco, Nov. 14. Roscoe
Arbuckle appeared today for the
first time In the most notable role
of a broad career defendant in
manslaughter proceedings
arising
from tho death of Virginia Kappo,
like himself a figure in tho motion
picture world. Arbuckle's audience
was one of the smallest that ever
wutched him, only a few hundred
persons crowded into a court room,
nut what it lacked in size mado up
in Interest.
No crowd
ever
watched tho
screen unties of the comedian more
closely than today's gathering gave
intention to tho dry proceedure of
selecting a jury. Arbucklo himself
showed he felt tho importance of
He glanced nervously
the
about the room and gave the impression that he was worried. His
sin i lo was lacking.
Indeed, sinco charges were filod
In court accusing him of being Instrumental in Miss Kappc's death
as un outcome of a party held in
his rooms ut tho Hotel St. Francis
here, there is only ono time on
record that the famous smile has
been in public evidence. That was
when tho chr.rges
were reduced
from murder to manslaughter.
Mrs. Arbuckle la Court.
Arbuckle's wife was in court todid not sit beside him at
but
day
the counsel table.
Gavin McNab, chief counsel for
Arbuckle, early confirmed public
expectation that the defense woulj!
make no effort to discuss tho character of the dead girl. He told the
court this formally.
When adjournment came lute
this afternoon, five Jurors, one of
them a woman, had been accepted
tentatively and the only inklings
rf tha linn. tr ht nnr.iiffil Vitr nrnH- edition and defense that had been
brought out were McNab's statement, already described, and a hint
that sonio evidence to be offered by
the' state would bo clrcumstanslal
in character.
McNab told the court that he
would establish, if he could, that
Miss Happo died of an organic and
chronic uffection, "that might at
any time have produced death."
Attorneys t'liisli.
There was one clash, a conseof
a statement by Mr.
quence
in which Matthew Brady, district attorney, was accused indirectwith
ly of threatening witnesses
imprisonment if they did hot make
oertnin statements.
in
llrady, who is personally
charge of the prosecution legal
forces, leaped to his feet and answered: "ft Mr. McNab can prove
that statement tnw, I will hand in
my resignation to the mayor.
McNab said ho had seven
who will prove that "wit
nesses were taken to the cny prison and intimidated by the district
attorney's office."
Examination of the veniremen, involved a reading by the defense of
the names of a group of San Francisco club women nnd tho mention
of the women's vigilant committee,
which was formed to aid the moral
forces of the city ana wwen nas
Alrepresentatives ut the trial.
though the defense counsel did not
In
divulge the reason for bringing the
the names of tho women and
vigilant organization, tho prosecution made tho charge that tho defense "seemed to be afraid." of the
interest taken by the women and
the organization named.
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More

Than
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$200,-000,00-
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fill

REDUCTION PLAN

a

PRINCIPLE'

With Several
Acceptance,
Important Details Altered,
Will Be Presented at the
Conference Today,

Charge of Manslaughter.

Vfff

JAP

IS

111

An"oi-lnte- l

BRITAIN

ACCEPTS

HEARING

the Washington Conference Will Spell the End
Technical State of War
of These Vessels.
isting Between the United
(By The
rre.) Asand Germany Is
States
Washington, Nov. 14 (by the

0,
and
(By The Ani'h,tr(1
Exclusive of Washington,
Nov. 14
sociated
Heal
Salvage, Officers Claim, armamentPress.)
negotiations

GARRETT CHOSEN
TO RECORD PARLEY 'GREAT

DISAPPEARS

PROCLAMATION

EDITION

Dully by Carrier or Mall. 85c a Month
Single tiplc So

FATTY'S SMILE

HARDING

CITY

JAPAN IS EXPECTED
TO FALL INTO LINE

Formal

Action,

However,

May Be Delayed,

As the
Japanese Delegation Must

Confer With Tokio,
(My The Arluik
rrcse.)

John Work Garrett.
Nov.
John
H.
Washington,
Work Garrett, Baltimore banker,
has been selected us secretary general of the arms conference,
liy
virtue of his office he will have
complete charge of all the details
of the conference and the general
conference staff will be under his
charge, lie will !iie all the formal statements of the conference,
and if any kind of general treaty
or convention Is arranged, It will
be drawn up under bis supervision.
All the records not only of the
public but of the secret meetings
of the conference will be In charge
of tho secretary-genera- l,
who will
he expected to relieve Secretary of
State Hughes of all the general details of the conference except that
of presiding.
The selection of Mr. Garrett for
the place was made by Secretary
of State Hughes and the American
delegation after a thorough examination of the qualifications of various persons suggested for the post
had shown that Garrett, with a
record of twenty years in the diplomatic service, during which ho
has had many Important assignments, was by far the most capable
man of any considered.

DARWINISM AND
HERESY BEING
TAUGHT CHARGE

Washington, Nov. 14 (by the Associated Press.) Great Britain's
acceptance "in principle" of the
American proposals for limitation
of naval armaments contemplates
an alteration of the plan in several important details.
The British acceptance will be
presented at tomorrow's plenary
..ossion of th conference by A. J,
Balfour,
hid of tho mission,
Japan's acceptance "in principle,"
although forecast by the statements of Baron Admiral Kato,
may be delayed as the Japanese
mission must confer with Tokio.
Proposed Ciiunges.
Mr. Bslfour may not outline details of Great Gritaln's reservations
but they are substantially described
this way.
Instead of a flat
holiday, Great Britain wants tho replacement program to be an elastic
one spread over a period
of
years.
Great Britain would like to sea
the submarine outlawed from naval
warfare; failing this, she wants to
see their tonnage and equipment
distinctly limited. She feels that
the submersible fleets allowed by
the American program are too
great; she has never had so lange
a submarine fleet as the propotM
would allow her.
Thu United States, Great Britain
feels, would have her at a disad
vantage In airplane carrying ships,
under the American proposals, be
cause while Great Britain has an
equipment of these craft, the United States would have to build the
number allotted. They would be
of later design and of superior Imwhile British ships
provement
would be obsolete.
What Britain V'mts.
Great Britain wants tho replacement program Bpread over a period
of years, because, British naval experts argue, tho program could be
carried on with a small equipment
of building plant at a small scale,
probably a ship at a time. If a
Hat
holiday were to be
declared, they say, facilities for
making a wholesale replacement
after ton years world ha'e to be
kept In organization and although
great fleets of warships might be
consigned to the Junk pile, facilities
for
them still would
exist.
Such a program,
the British
naval experts say, does not go lo
the root of the question. Therefore, they will propose that, nr
instance, a one ship productioa
equipment be left to each nation, to
fit in with a replacement program
extending over a period of years,
and that tho Immenso properties,
technical
staffs and
equipment,
which would
other organization
havo to be kept in readiness to take
; up a replacement
program in ten
years, ue uispeuDuu wiiu.
ten-ye-

ar

ten-ye-

(Iy The Aannfinfrd ITmi.I
Atlantic City, N. J., Nov. 14.
Charges that heresy nnd Darwin
ism are being taught by certain pro
fessors at the Dubuque University
of tho Presbyterian church were
made today before tho executive
commission of tho general assembly of tho Presbyterian church in
the United States. It also was
charged that in tho collegiate department disclplno had become lax
by reason of "subsidized athletics."
The statements were made by tho
Rev. S. C. Manus, of Illinois, after
th adoption ot a report by the
committee appointed by the general assembly to investigate at the
Tho report said that
university.
desired reforms at the institution
Mr. Manus
had been effected.
urged that some changes be made
in the faculty and declared efforts
had been made to eliminate German professors.
Rev. W. H. Foulkes, of New York,
a member of the board of directors
of the university, said the objection
concerning athletics had been
or would be soon, and that
tho allegation that there was a
movement to eliminate Germans
from tho faculty was unfounded.
Ho made no reference to the heresy
charge.
RAID ARMY TRANSPORT,
BOOZE
NAB CONCEALED
(By The Annorraled

San Francisco, Nov. 1 4. A cus.
toms raid on an army transport
l
B The
i'"
was mado today for the first time
Washington, Nov. 14 (by the
history ot the port, accordAssociated Press.) The advisory In the
to officials.
They gathered in
committee of the American dele- ing
134 bottles of liquor concealed in
gation at its organization meeting double walla of the engineers' quartoday selected six
ters on the transport Logan on its
to work out a plan in connection arrival
today from the Far East.
of
on
the
items
agenda
the
with
the general armament conference.
After Assistant Secretary of the
Navy Roosevelt had explained the
it
declaring
program,
Hughes
iV
would mean a saving of more than
two hundred million dollars on
construction, there was Informal
discussion, members saying later
tho committee stood "as one man"
In support of the program.
(Br The A.noct.ilrft rr-.was
Sutherland
Chairman
Mexico City, Nov.. 14 (by
of
named as chairman
Pr .)
Associated
the
the executive committee, with Mrs.
While a religious ceremony
Eleanor Frank Eagan, as secreGuadathe
at
was In progress
tary. Other members are: Under
cathedral
today, a bomb
lupe
Secretary of State Fletcher. Samwas exploded on the altar beuel Gompers, Secretary
Hoover,
low the image of the Guadad
Assistant Secretary Roosevelt,
lupe Virgin. There were no
Saulsbury, of Delaware, and
casualties, though the church
W. Boyce Thompson, New York.
was crowded, and no serious
The other committees:
damage was done.
PerGeneral
armament:
The author of the outrage
S.
C.
Mrs.
shing, chairman;
was arrested, the police savBarrett,
Walter
Charles Sumner
Bird,
ing him from being lynched.
George Smith, Representative S. G.
Guadalupe is the meoca of
Porter, Assistant Secretary of War
Mexico, to which the Indian
Lewis.
Walnwright, and John J,.
population flocks to pay horn1-agPacifio and Far Eastern questo tho Virgin of Guadations: S. G. Porter, chairman:
the patron of Mexico.
lupe
Mrs. Katherlno rhllllps
Edson,
According to tradition, the
M.
Mr. Gompers, Mr. Saulsbury, H.
virgin appeared before a humSewell, Mr. Smith and Mr. Walnble Indian,
demanding that
wright.
the church bo erected on thu
Naval armament: Rear Admiral
hill top. The Indian sought
the church authorities and
Rodgers, chairman: Governor J.'
M. Parker, of Louisiana: .Mr. Sewshowed them a piece of cloth
ell. Mr. Smith, C. A. Thompson,
on which the picture of the
Mr. Walnwright and Mrs. T. G.
virgin was painted. The caWinter.
thedral was erected and tho
C.
A.
New weapons of warfare:
cloth has since been preEdson.
Mrs.
served.
Thompson, chairman:
Mr. Lewis, Governor Parker. GenThe outrage appeared to be
eral Pershing, Admiral Rodgers
an attempt to destroy the Im-- ,
and Mr. Roosevelt.
age. but only the base of tho
William
General information:
altar was damaged. The rich
Mm.
frame In which the Image Is
Boyce Thompson, chairman;
contained
remained Intact.
Barrett, Mrs. Bird. Secretary HoovThe worshipers attributed this
er, Mr. Iwls. Governor Parker
'
ana Mr. Winter,
to a miracle.

Atl

BOMB EXPLODES

CATHEDRAL;
CASUALTIES

m

)

Wll-lar-

Ind

e

-

XAVAIi RESTRICTION'
PROGRAM WELCOME
London. Nov. 14 (by the Associated Press). Officials In Downing street today de lared frankly
that Premier Lloyd George cordially welcomed the great principle of
America's naval restriction pro- He Is keeping In close touch
with proceedings at Washington. A.
J. Balfour, head of the British delegation, already has submitted a
report and it was thought there
would be dally communication between him and Mr. Lloyd George's
office.
Government
afflcials
empha.
sized, however, that It hould not
be inferred that the policy of th
British delegations was beins dictated from London.
It was pointed out that whIU
neither Mr. Lloyd George nor Mr.
Balfour had the requisite technical knowledge to approve of tha
American proposal off hand, they
were both heartily In favor of its
general principles.
A NEW
ESTABLISHED
RECORD FOR OPENING
OYSTERSjHE CLAIMS
ny Tbe Anftnentreff ffre.e.)

New York, Nov. 14. Old Bill Txjw-newhoso lite has been devoted to
opening oysters, claims that when
he split 100 of them in three minseconds
utes, three and
not long ago he established a world
record. He has challenged any and
all oystcrmon to meet him In competition with a barrel of bivalves
and a knife.
Old Bill was born up Cape Cod
way 63 years ago, and he knows
the names and records of all the
speedy oyster openers along the
coast. He has two loves oysters
and the handles he makes for his
knives. His hates are those who
spoil the flavor of bivalves by dipping them In water, and the uneducated eaters who use sauces on
them.

y,

IMPORTANT DISCOVERY
IS MADE IN PALESTINE
(lijr The Amoelnled

rrrt.)

14. What
Nov.
Philadelphia,
archaeologists say may prove one
of the most Important discoveries
ever made In Palestine, was reported by Dr. Clarence S. Fisher,-'
head of the University of Pennsylvanla's expedition to the holy
land. In a letter made public today.
on
It was a large stone
stela,
which were engraved about thirty
in
Egyptian
parallel lines
unearthed at Beisan (Beth-Sha- n
of the nible) the first
Egyptian inscription ever found In
Palestine.
hlero-glvphl- cs
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Addthe New
of
the
Confident
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of
Return
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FORECAST
III NEW MEXICO

CAMPAIGN

Participant Yield Will Be 7,306,000
An
Is
Guaranteed
Bushels,
Estimate;
Yield for the U. S. Shows
Auto or Sum In Cash;
There

TreM.)

Will

a Falling Off.

Be No Losers

When It is taken into
that every active participant
In tho Morning Journa. Salesmanship Club Subscription Campaign,a
is positively guaranteed either
cash prize or ono of the automobiles, it seems very strange that so
few readers are taking advantage of
g
this tremendous

(Sperinl

tn Tba Jouronl

Correffponflf-nr-

Las Cruces, N. M., Nov. 14. The
estimates of crop production for
New Mexico und the Unltod Status
have been issued by R. F. Hare,

agricultural statistician, as of

No-

DIVORCED WIFE

agreed that at tomorrow's open
session, an
opportunity would
be given any nation to express its
views on the American
plan for
limitation of naval armament.
I ctails Are Withheld.
Details of what transpired at
today's meetings were i kept in
closest confidence, but it was Indicated Secretary Hughes, for the
American delegation, Had proposed
open sessions in principle, with
frequent executive sessions whose
results should be made public.
Sumo other governments wanted
absolute secrecy and the commit'
teo plan was decided upon by way
or a compromise.
The naval armament proposal of
the American government came be
oro the delegation heads incident
ally in the discussion ot the Pro
ceduro and at the suggestion o
Premier Urland of France, It was
decided that each Interested na
tlon should first inform the arma
ment committee how much of the
ac
It could
American
plan
cept and what parts are considered
Suggested
necesfary to amend.
substitutions for lnacceptable por
tions would be submitted as the ne
In making
gotiatlons proceeded.
these decisions, the heads of dele
gations of the five big powers acted
aa a "committee on program and
procedure with respect to the limitation of armaments," and the
heads of all nine delegations acted
as a committee on program and
procedure with respect to Pacific
On
nnd Far. Eastern questions."
both committees J, Butler Wright.
an official of the state department,
was chosen secretary and will as
sist Chairman Hughes In preparing

as follows:
Corn.
g
and
opportunity.
Reports from the farmers In
KIVK ItKi AUTOS
tho stato indicate an average yield
HEAD XI IK LIST.
TIkj First t upltul Prize Is
of 26 bushels per acre, which Is
5
Stiidcbnker Scdun, worth
equivalent to 7.306, 00 bushels.
and Is a car that anyone
This is a record crop for tho state.
should be proud to drive. The
of corn
The October condition
Second Capital I'rizo Is a
forecasted 7,334,000 bushels. The
touring rnr worth
7,155,- 1920 estimated production
4ft0. Then
there are three
000 bushels. Tho census figures
1H22 model Chevrolet touring
for corn production la 1919 is
cars, one to ho awarded to tho
and
4.7S7.000
bushels
28,0OU
lender In each of the throe
on farms In the state November 1.
districts after the two capital
252,000
On this date last year,
prizes have been awarded.
bushels of old corn were left on
Following tho ntitos are cash
when
in
No
while
1919,
prices
farms,
prizes to everybody.
crimp
were nlgn, only zu.uuu pusneis
prizes In the entire list If Jou
were on farms November 1. Elgh
don't win an onto you get paid
In CASH for all the effort you
per cent of New Mexico
corn was of merchantable quality,
put forth.
CAMPAIGN IS
compared to 90 per cent In 1920,
JUST STARTING.
and a ten year average of 84 per
and
la
Tho campaign
cent. About 13 per cent of the
just starting
man, woman New Mexico corn crop is used for a report for tomorrows conferis ooen to everybody
or child, living In any section where silos, or cut green for fodder. The ence.
Communique Issued.
There is corn silage averaged els tons per
the Journnl circulates.
After the second meeting today,
at the present time about five times acre.
first official communique of
as many prizes as there are active
The corn
for the the
the conference was Issued an folcandidates entered and a willing United States production
is estimated at
"The committee on
lows:
worker can enter the campaign
bushels, compared with and procedure with respectprogram
to the
now while the biggest and best 3,232,367,000 bushels
and
in
1920,
credit offer Is on and win any an average of 2.760,484,000 bush- limitation of armament, appointed
the conference November 12,
prize In the list with just a little els for the years 1914-1The by
met at 11 a. m., Monday, Novem
earnest effort.
stock on farms November
1, her
blank
nomination
14, there being present the fol
the
out
Tear
to 281,216,000 bushels,
lowing delegates: Messrs. Hughes
that appears In every Issue of the amounted
with
142,211,000
this
at
compared
Brland
Balfour,
Journal and send It in at once time last year. The
(chairman),
quality was 84 Schanzer and Koto, with their re
or nominate
Nominate yourself
to a ten year spective secretaries.
some friend that yon would like to per cent, ofcompared
83.2 per cent.
"It was decided to recommend to
see win an automobile or a big sum average
Grain Sorghums.
the conference the appointment of
in cash. It costs nothing to enter
The
sor
of
cost
production
grain
It
does
nor
a committee composed of all pleni
the cnmpalgn,
You do not ghums in New Mexico In 1D21, Is potentiary delegates of the United
anything later aon.subscriber
at 6,832,000 bushels, States, the British empire, France,
to the estimated
even have to be
to an estimate of 6,480,-00- 0
and Japan to examine and
Journal to enter and compete and compared
bushels for 1920. These fig- Italy
win. The campaign Is a strictly
report to the full conference with
business proposition and Is open to ures for both years include all respect to limitation of armament
grain sorghums whether threshed and with power to set up such subeverybody.
for grain or used as fodder. The committees as It might deem deOFFICE OPEN
consus
figures show that the pro- sirable. Mr. Hughes, as chairman
EVF.MNOB.
duction of grain for 1919 amount- of the committee
The Campaign Office Is open
and of the coned to 3,784,000 bushels, and
every evening for the benefit of
ference, undertook to submit thl
to
tons
of
forage.
to the conference.
,.
those who cannot find time
The United States produced proposal
call (lurlm? the day. Irop In
"J. Butler Wright was nominated
127,930,000
bushels, compared to secretary to the committee on prothe very next time that yon
143,390,000 bushels in 1920.
nre down town and henr full
The gram and procedure with respect
light demand and low price of this to limitation of armament.
particulars about the Salesmancicellcnt
nml
has
the
Clnh
resulted
tn
crop
reduced pro"It was agreed that the delegates
ship
If
duction, both in the state and na should be Riven an opportunity to
opportunity for all to towin.
cull In
tion. Only 85 per cent of the usual speak. If desired, at the conference
yon cannot find time
person, thou use the phone;
acreage was harvested In the state tomorrow concerning the proposals
for
tho number Is 13 and ask
of the delegation of the United
Apples.
The production of apples for the States with
tho Salesmanship Club Mnna-BC- r.
to limitaton of
state Is reported at 465,000 bush- armament. regard
els, compared with 566,000 bushels
Committee on Program.
In 1920, and 1.329,000 bushels In
"Tho committee on program and
PEACE DECLARED
1919. Of the 1920 crop there are procedure with respect to Pacific
IN
HARDING
BY
estimated to have been 310,000 and Far Eastern
questions, apboxes of commercial apples.
In Its
A pointed by the conference
A PROCLAMATION
quality or 75 per cent for this session of November 12, met at
8
November 14,
year's crop, compared with 84 per
p. m. Monday,
(Continued from Page One.)
eni quamy last year.
there being present tha following
The crop In the United States Is delegates: Messrs. Hughes (chairhas been duly ratified on both estimated at 102,000,000 bushols. man), De Cartier de Marchlenne,
parts, and the ratifications of the compared with last year's estimate Balfour, Sze, Briand, Schanzer,
two countries were exchanged at of 240,442,000 bushels,
Shldehara, Sze. Briand, Schanzer,
and an
Berlin on November 11. 1921;
for 1914-1- 8
of 202,698.000 D'Alte, with their secretaries.
It
be
known,
"Now. therefore,
bushels. The commercial crop thli
"It was decided to recommend
that I. Warren G. Harding, presi- - year was 18.600,000 barrels,
com- to tho conference the appointment
dent of the United States of Amer- pared with 36,272,000 barrels Inst of a committee composed of all
lea, hereby proclaim that the war year. The quality of the crop this plenipotentiary
delegates of the
States and year averaged 79.5 per cent, com- United States, Belgium,
between the United
the Brit2,
on
terminated
July
Oermany
pared with 78.4 per cent last year. ish empire. China, francs, Italy,
1921. and cause the faid treaty to
Netherlands
and Portugal
Whlto Pot ill ocs.
Japan,
be made puhllo to the end that
The crop of white potatoes for to examine and report to the full
every article and clause thereof tha state is estimated at 360,000 conference with respect to Pacific
and
may be observed and fulfilled bv bushels. Last year's, cron wna re and Far Eastern questions,
the United States and citizen? ported at 475,000 bushels. The with power to set up such subthereof.
time
as
committees
from
it
yield averages 90 bushels per acre
might
"In witness whereof, I have hereThe cron In the United stot
unto set my hand and caused the small this year: 356.000,000 bushseal of the United States to be af- els are estimated, as against 421 fixed. Done at the city of Wash- 252.000 lust year, and an
LIMBERS
YOUR
ington, this fourteenth day of No- for 1914-- 8 of 382.118,000.
vember, one thousand nine hunSweet
Potatoes.
and of the
dred and twenty-on- e
The total sweet potato
for
Independence of the United Blates New Mexico, is estimated crop
at 240 the one hundred and forty-sixtuuu ousneis. The
reports show an
(Signed)
average yield per acre of 120 bush-elexposure and hard
"WARREN O. HARDING.
Dona Ana and Roosevelt WEATHER pains and aches la
President.
the
By
counties both have
muscles and iointa. Havo a
plants,
"CHARLES B. HUGHES,
and are shipping thiscuring
crop in car bottle of Sloan's Liniment handy and
"Secretary of State."
lots.
apply freely. Penetrates without rubbing.
President Harding, for some
In the United States, the producYou will find at once a comforting
time, has had undor consideration tion Is estimated
at
sense of warmth which will be followed
the names of several possibilities bushels, as against 106.000,000
112,368.000
by a relief from the soreness and
as ambassador to Germany and It bushels last year, nnd
Is understood Representative Alan-so- n bushels average for 1914-1- 74,983 000 Stiffness of aching joints.
Also relieves rheumatism, sciatica(
R. Houghton of New York, is
Small grain crops grown in
sprains and strains.
first In his mind In that
usually weigh more per neuralgia,
For forty years rain's enemv. Ask
measured bushel than the average
for the United States but tha
your neighbor.
e
The return of
this season Indicate that the reports
At au aruggwta ac, 7uc, i,V3.
wheat
added
300.000
to
about
has
the oats and barley are below
their ten
els.
-Protestant population of France.
year average weight. The average
weight for wheat this season was 58
pounds, compared with a ten year
average of 59.3 pounds.
bats
Wf.uhed. 33 Pounds, compared
with a ton year average of 83 9
saWasfa
pounds. Barley 49 pounds, com60.6
with
pared
pounds average of
ten years.
The ten year average for the
Wind Shield Glass-LumbUnited States Is: Wheat, 68; oaYs
C. BAI.IIHI. ;K I.I'M H Kit CO.
48 4 p0unds
badey'
per i.
bushel
itt South Viral Street. Pbone 40S
Other Crops.
The TJnlted State,
has produced
year 15.000.000 bushels
of
compared with
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
last
to those vacation days, there'
year.
Iiollermakrrt ana 1 ciders.
The tobacco crop Is 1,021,000.-oo- o
LOOKING BACK, now,
2100 8. Hecoad St.
of joy even in the memory of appetite at
Tel. tlM7-pounds, compared
to last
years estimate of 1,608,064 000
.
meals.
camp-fir- e
011 "bout
V?rd"'
of the
1920 crop.
vember

1,

money-makin-

profit-sharin-

twenty-three-stor-

$2,-2I-

er

$55,0U0,-OUO.uo-

--

ty-fi-

OBENCHAIN GETS
LICENSE TO WED

(Continued From Page One.)

Either

New York, Nov. 14. Confident
of becoming an International market of greater proportions ami to
come extent assuming the position
held far generations by the London
stock exchange, the New York stock
pushing to
exchange is steadily
y
completition Its handsome
addition.
Despite the reaction which has
followed almost two years of unspeculation and
precedented
values, officials of America's
leading security market apparently
have absolute confidence in the return to the country of business
prosperity.
While trading Is slack, they are
improving their opportunity to provide greater facilities for a future
which to them seems limitless. In
addition to marketing and making
u
otherwise negotiable some
stocks and
of American
bonds, the stock exchange has listed
about $8,000,OUO,000 of foreign securities for trading on Its floor.
The site of the new stock exchange wing occupies the block
upon Wall street between Broad
and New mreets In the very heart
The steel
of the financial district.
structure, which rests upon a cofto bed rock
fer dam extending
seventy feet below the street, is
finished and the Georgia marble
facing of the building should be
hi place before the snow flies.
Van Sant in etion.
Owing to the complicated mechanical and electrical equipment
14 to 0 victory over
California's
to' be instaried, however, almost a Washington State indicatei aprain
buildyear will pass before the new
that the U. of C. team is one of the
ing will be made ready for use.
most formidable on the Pacific
The stock exchange will occupy coast. The
kicking I Van Sant
the basement and the lower seven has
been a feature of the team's
stories and will
of the twenty-thre- e
rent the remaining upper stories to work this season.
brokers, preferably members of the
exchange. The ground floor of the
new building will give much added
upace to the present trading floor
of the exchange.
d
of the new space
About
will be devoted to trading in bonds,
while the remainder will contain
eight new stock posts. These new
DOUBTANY
posts and the twenty already In the
board room will be equipped with
an extension of the present Intertube
pneumatic
communicating
system, of which there is already
over twenty miles under the present
exchange floor.
The new tube system will also
accommodate over 300 hew tele"From this time on I will never
phone booths to be located In the doubt
anything good I hear about
new board room. This trading hall
will be connected with the present Tanlac," said Mrs. Eudora Carter,
Los Angeles,
floor by three large open door- 2227 Juliet street
Calif.
ways.
Mrs. Carter Is also well known
Although In mechanical equipment the New York stock exchange In Lincoln, Neb., where she lived
unrivaled
among the for thirty years before moving to
Is today
stock exchanges of the world, no California.
"I suffered for two years from
expense is being spared to provide
every facility which science has Indigestion and nervousnese and
was so badly run down I felt 1
made possible.
should never be well again. NothFor Colds, Grip or Influenza.
ing I ato seemed to agree with me
Laxative
and 1 had an awful burning oml
and as a Preventive, take
The
Tablets.
sourness
in
KHOMO
My
my stomach.
QUININE
hears the signature of E. nerves were all unstrung, I slept
W. Orovu. (Be sure you get but little and just felt worn out
from morning till night.
liROMO.) 30c.
"I asked a druggist who is a
of mine what ho thought of
friend
ADVANCED
IS
$112,000
It so
Tanlac. Mo recommended
TO NEW MEXICO BY WAR highly that T beganI taking It and
now I feci so well am like a dif
FINANCE CORPORATION ferent person altogether. My food
agrees with me and I never have
a touch of indigestion.
My nerves
(By The nummftO rra.)
14.
Nov.
Approvare much better. I sleep soundly
Washington,
1
and
fool
have new
and
that
for
lust
of
al
agrioulture
advances
livestock purposes and to finance strength and energy. Tanlac Is the
sugar beet growing, aggrecatlng greatest medicine I ever saw and
was
I think I am a good Judge, for I
more than 17,000.000.
today by the War Finance0 have had much experience In nursOf this total $4,160,-00- ing, both in Los Angeles and In
corporation.
will be advanced at once in Lincoln, Neb. my former home."
Tanlac is sold in Albuquerque by
the Utah and Idaho sugar beet
the Alvarndo Pharmacy and by all
growing districts.
The agricultural and livestock other leading druggists everywhere.
Adv.
advances were distributed as follows:
Montana.
$248,000:
Oregon,
$112,000
$120,000; New Mexico,
CHANGES IN SUPPLY
Missouri.
$25,000;
Wisconsin,
OF AMERICAN GRAIN
Iowa.
$272,000; Illinois, $100,000;
$94,000
Minnesota,
$728,000;
Dan The Aiaorliiled Prrna.)
North
South Dakota, $260,000:
New York, Nov. 14. The visible
kota, $50,000; Nebraska, $20,000;
Texas, $730,000; Georgia. $67,000: supply of American grain shows
0
the following changes:
Louisiana, $34,000; Florida.
decreased
1,113,000
Wheat,
and North Carolina, $50,000.
bushels.
' The aviation section of the UnitCorn, decreased 186.000 bushels
ed States army Is to have 300 new
Oats, decreased 1,277,000 bush
airplanes with all the latest Im- els.
b
to
The
amount
provements.
Rye, Increased 441,000 bushels
hpent on the planes is in excess of
Barley, increased 304,000 bush
one-thir-
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RH6ER

I'll!.!

November 15, 1921.

Hj Th

Aorlntfd

Vrent.)

Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 14.
A marriage license was obtained from the county clerk
here late today by Balph
Obenchaln, to wed his divorced wife, Mrs. Madalynne
C. Obenchaln, for whom he Is
attorney In the esse In which
sho, under Indictment
on
charge of murder of J. Belton
Kennedy, is awaiting trial
here.
to time deem
Mr.
desirable.
Hughes as chairman of the committee and of the conference, undertook to submit this proposal to
the conference.
"J. Butler Wright was nominated
as secretary to the committee on
program and procedure with respect to Paclfio and Far Eastern
questions.

COLLEGE MEN URGE
ARMS
LIMITATION
(By Tb

Asiotlntea FreM.)

14. Resolutions
Chicago, Nov.
urging limitation of armaments, reduction of armies and elimination
causes of war
of the underlying
were adopted by representatives of
225 colleges at the national con
vocation of colleges and universities
on disarmament, which today effected a permanent organization to
be known as The National Student
Committee for the Limitation of
Armaments.

MARTIN APPOINTED ON
HIGHWAY COMMISSION

3.152.-000,00-

Santa Fc, Nov. 14.

Gover-

nor Mechom today appointed
Robert Martin of Hot Spring?,
president of tho First National

bank of Hot Springs, as a
member of the stnto highway
commission, to fill tho vacancy
caused by the death of tho late
of
Kngene Kcmpenlch

SHE WILL NEVER

Bayer on Genuine Aspirin
Warning! Unless you see the
name "Bayer" on package or on
tablets you are not getting genuine
by physicians
Aspirin prescribed
for twenty-on- e
years and proved
safe by millions.
Take Aspirin
only as told in the Bayer package
for Colds, Headache,
Neuralgia

Take Yeast Vitamon
Tablets To Clear
The Skin
Build Firm

"Stay-There-

Flesh Increase Energy.

"

If you want to quiokly clean your skin and oomplszion, put some firm
fiesh on your bouts, iosreaM your nerve ore sod power sod look aud healthy
feel 100
better, simply try taking two of Mastin's tiny yeast VITAMON Tablet
pernt.
with each meal and wstoh th
results.
Mutin's VITAMON

Tablets contain highlyiooncoitra- -.
tod yeut-vitamlnm well as
the two other still more imporvitaniines
tant
(Fat solubls A
and Water soluble O and are
now being used by thousands.
They positively will not upset
the stomach or cause gas, but.
on the contrary, are a great aid
to digestion, to overcome ooniti-patio- n
and ss
general conditioner of the whole system. Pimboils
and
(kin eruptions
ples,
seam to vanish like magio, the
complexion becomes fresh and
el ear, the cheeks glow with ruddy
health, the flesh becomes firm,
the eyes bright Mastin's VITAMON Tablets are positively
to give you new
guaranteed
health, energy and ambition and
Do
improve your appearance.
not accept Imitations or substiVou
tutes.
can got Mastin's
VITAMON Tablets from any
good druggist.

m

W what
are line features with
urlr.
matt lad akin, flabby Bh, aunkan an
chMka!
und.r
the eyea or a careworn, IcklV.
pouch,
faoaT
Let Vitamon tnmu .k.L.
looking
aoadUlona.

THING

Are Positively Guaranteed

to Put On Firm Flesh,

249,-00-

Of IT

Clear the5kin and Increase
Energy When Taken With
Every Meal or Money Back

FIRST SUBSCRIPTION COUPON
Ihree

VIRGINIA

BURLEY

Friendly
Gentlemen

TURKISH

The perfect blend of the three
perfect cigarette tobacco

in on? perfect cigarette

one-eleve-

Albuquerque Journal Salesmanship Club
Good For 20,000 Extra Credits
Accompanied by the nomination blank, and your first
subscrlpiton. this coupon will start you In the race for the
magnificent Morning Journal prizes, with a grand total of
more than 37.000 credits.
This coupon may be used only
once and la valid only "when accompanied by a subscription

remittance.

n

Name of Subscriber,

cigarettes

20forl5

Candidate's Name
Amount

.

. .

Enclosed,

m

This coupon will count 20,000 free credits when returned
to the Salesmanship Club Manager, together with the first
subscription you obtain. H must be accompanied by the cash,
and the subscription must be for a period of one year or
longer. The 20.000 free credits are In addition to the number
given on the subscription, as per regular schedule.

SORE STIFF JOINTS

s.

8.

Alsace-Lorrain-

Km

Liniment (SeW

'And Man, How
Real Food!"

vm

S3?

enDTA.

UP

$25,-1)0-

$8,000,000.

say "Bayer"
"

Earache. Toothache
Rheumatism,
Lumbago and (or Pain. All druggists sell Bayer Tablets of Aspirin
In handy tin boxes of 12. and in
bottles ot 24 and 100 Aspirin is
the trade ma'k of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlcacldester
of
Sallcylicacld,

I Did Eat

You

can't get anywhere in the
world unless you are

business
properly

trained.

This school offers superior advantages in DAY AND NIQH1
SESSIONS. Special Speed Classes
Private Instruction to backward
students in all grades ot public
school work.

Aztec Fuel Company
Phone 251

LUMBER

MIMkOGRAI'H
TYI'KWRITKU
CARBON PAPERS

Albright

er

Gallup Egg

ALBUQUERQUE

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

423 NORTH MKK1 KTKKKI.

Anderson
PRINTERS

tSJ'41'1'

B1NDKRS
STATIONERS

208

West Gold Ave

C H. CARNES

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057-- tt

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
lOCRNAl OFFICE

two-thir-

Real food

and real hunger

I

nri?xs!e(I
000
bushels

That's the
relationship between appetite and
s
that crisp and wholesome gift from the great out
of doors the perfected goodness of Nature's best food grains.
year-arou-

,g

for

t'mated at

1921.

9,360

.

In 1920 the

"00nbautsehe,rdUCtlOn W" 10'990'- -

Grape-Nut--

There's a flavor and charm to Grape-Nu- ts
that appeal to
the appetite like the tang of the summer camp, and there's a
scientific balance of nutrition and a readiness of digestion that
make Grape-Nu- ts
a wonderful aid to health and vigor.
find

"Real foodr Is the verdict of enthusiastic thousands who
a daily delight in the unique sweetness and crispness of
and who "carry on" splendidly with its body-

Grape-Nut-

s,

Carrlzozo-M- Iss

TJla L.

Edmls-ton- ,

assistant cashier of
National bank, is In receipttheofFirst
no-cof her
to a posi
on in the appointment
office of the chief nabank examiner, Dallas
tional
she will
to
.Tere
lerself
for the positiong0 of national
'
nm'i.eX,amln.lr- - The aPPointment

e

comptroller of the

building nourishment.

currency, and carries a

Let the zest of appetite be a companion of your indoor
meals, too.
Grape-Nu-

STATE NEWS BRIEFS

of
to
13.000 and expenses. Her
appllca- Hon was endorsed
by various
ftnd th appolntment

PrbabIe ,n"

PROFIT SHARING SALE
& Co.
at Kistler-Collister

COMMENCES TODAY
We Ask You to See the, Values We Are Offering in Ladies' Suits, Coats,
Dresses,

Blankets, Underwear and Linens.

ss

ts

is sold and served

wherever

sold and served.

"There's a Reason" for Grape-Nut- s

good food is

Edmlston

has been
the First National since her with
uation from the Carrizow gradhigh
school, and has achieved signal
success in her work,
receiving the
highest encomiums from the officers of the bank, and these offl-cesay she possesses a knowledge and ability of bank work sec
ond to none.

rs

"The Growing

Store"

Phone 283

'

November

GERMAN PAPERS,
FLAY

lEMd
PLAN

HOLIDAY

Hughes' Proposals "Lies. Hypocrisy
and Dishonesty;" No Relief From Frencn Cruelty.

Discover

in

lly The Anwlntnl ITesi.)
Berlin, Nov. 14 (by the Associat-

The nationalist
press
ed Press.)
discovers In the. proposals of Sec"American
retary Hughes only
egoism" and "lies, hypocrisy anj
The newspaper dedishonesty."
clared that Germany cannot "expect tho slightest relief from
French cruelty, carried on with
a revolver on the hip along tho
Khlne."
Some newspapers express the belief that the delegates greeted the
proposals with approval In order to
gain time "to put something over
on each other."
Liberal Press Silent.
Tho liberal press Is silent, but
the radical Kote Kahne (Red
King) suyn It is evident that the
"four oppressed peoples Kusslu,
Orniany, Japan and Siberia
will be the sacrificial offerings to
of
the commercial
imperialism
America and England.
"Whether Kngland wishes or
not," It adds, "her Japan-hatin- g
dominions will force her to go with
the United States. These dominions are a bigger trump card in
the hand of Secretary Hughes than
tho billion pounds war debt England owes."
The
Tages Zeitung.
thinks that the American program
of a ten years' naval holiday probably will result in a race to construct fighting submarines
and
airships and that real disarmament is still far away.

FIRE CAUSES LOSS OF
$15,000 AT GALLUP
I...CIAI DltPAlCH TO MW"!. JOURNAL!
Gallup. N. M., Nov. 14. Fire destroyed the interior of the Sampson building at an early hour this
y
stone
morning. It is a
Tho building was ocbuilding.
Randall
and
Austin
cupied by the
variety store and tho De Luxe tailor
shop, owned by Marrow and Owens.
The building had recently been remodeled and the two places of
business had opened up less than a
month ago. The stock in both
stores was a total loss. Fifteen
thousand dollars worth of property
was destroyed.

ROLL CALL OF
TAX RATE FOR BERNALILLO WILL
A. R. C. BEGINS
BE SLIGHTLY HIGHER ACCORDING
ON WEDNESDAY
Roll Call
Cross
Red
The
will begin tomorrow
campaign
9
Instead of
at
o'clock,
morning
today, it was announced last night
by D. W. Faw, chairman of the
The delay
Roll Call committee.
of a day was caused by the
inability of the women's teams
The
to get completely organized.
campaign will continue for three
half days.
team capThe "strong-arm- "
is
tained by W. P. McDowell
These
practically ready to go.
submen will solicit substantial
scriptions from the business men
of the city for the money with
which to carry on the work of tho
The general
Red Cross locally.
team of workers will canvass the
entire city taking memberships.
This "will be composed of both
men and women. Mrs. Felix Baca
is chairman of the woman's division but has been delayed In her
work by illness.
All of the workers will meet
at the Y. W. C. A. for luncheon
on Wednesday noon to make a
report of their morning's work.
It is pointed out by tho Red Cross
officials that the automobile tags
sold by the girls on Armistice
Day do not constitute memberships in the Red Cross, the money
being used for purely local proThe membership revenues
jects.
will in part go toward the national
It is
work of the Red Cross.
stated that $5,000 will be needed
to carry on the local work hero
during tho coming year.

GOVERNOR ORDERS AN
INVESTIGATION OF THE
HOSPITAL FOR INSANE
laPICIAl OIAPA11H

TO MORNINO

JOURNAL.

Santa Fe, Nov. 14. An Investigation of the hospital for insane ot
Las Vegas was ordered today by
Oovernor Mechem, who named Dr
P. O. Cornish, Albuquerque:
Dr.
M. K. Wylder, Albuquerque; W. C.
Las Vegas; Renjamin
Ilaydon,
M. Read, Santa Fe; and C.
M.
Rlackwell. Raton, as a committee
to eonduct the probe.
The committee, under the governor's instructions, will look into
the care and treatment of Inmates
and business management of the
Institution.
Haydon, Who served
on the special revenue commission was named temporary chairman of the committee.

TO OFFICIAL

Precinct

ANNOUNCEMENT

Is the Only County District to Get
Reduction of Rate From Last Year Basis;
Increase in City Amounts to 16 Cents on
Property Valuation of $1,000.

'

1

The county nnd city tax rate has
been Increased a few cents on the
$1,000 valJation, according to the
table announced by the county as
sessor i t the meeting of the county
commissioners yesterday. The new
rate for the city bring, $42.98 tax
on each $1,000 valuation us against
This is an in$42.72 last year.
crease of 26 cents on the thousand.
Tho increase would be considerable larger, according to Assessor
J. Felipe llubbell. were it not for
increased valuations in the city and
county and for a great amount of
property appearing on the duplicate this year which has never been
turned in for taxation before. The
state nnd county demands are
Flood
State
County
ct

.$ .00
.no
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

$2!.CS
24.68
24. 68
24.68
24.68
24.68
24.68

9

5.00
e.oo

24.68
24. B?

11
13
22
28

5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00

24.6S
24.68
24.68
24.68
24.68

City
20

B.OO

....
.

4

.

.50

siderably larger this year than last.
The city school budget has also
Increased this year.
In tho approved
tax rolls received here yesterday by the assessor from the state ta:: commission,
the proposed levy for the support
of the bureau ot charities does not
Unofficial announcement
appear.
was made to the commissioners by
telephone from Santa Fe to the effect that the commission did not
approve of the proposed half mill
levy for this purpose.
Figures showing the tax rate
the various districts of the county
as indicated in the official table
received f.om tho tax commission
are as follows, based upon a $1,000
valuation:
Total Fig. for
Specifi
City
last year
School

fr

1

.50
.50
.50
.50

1.02
1.32
8.30
l.SC

30.99
31.20
31.50
38.4S
32.04

$42
32.65
32.22
2 0.25
29.03
28.15
29.65

.50

2.20

29.08
,32.38

28.15
29. S3

.50
.50
.50
.50

5.00
1.30
2.85
1.74
5.20

34.68
31.48
33.03
31.92
35.3S

28.15
29.65
31.65

$

$2.9S
2.9S

.50

.50

$12. 9S

$9.S2

.16

.81

NUMBER OF RESIDENCES

29. 6S

32.65

TO

BE ERECTED AT MONKBRIDGE
now being put up at Old Town,
and the additional houses to be
commenced a week or two hence,
will be of the same type excepting
of a larger size and better finish.
It. is evnepted Hint the comnnnv
will build from 20 to 50 residences.
922. subat Monkbridge during
ject to tho demand for modern, attractive bungalow residences that is
dv.
existing at present.

Mr. George Roslington, president

of the Monkbridge Townsite and
Ruilding company, announces that
construction of the first two of a
number of residences, to be erected
at Monkbridge, has commenced. It
being his intention to actively develop that property now.
The first two residence.1! will be
GAKRETT AGAIN WINS.
of the same type as the RoslingSanta Rosa, N. M., Nov. 14.
Garrett, ot East Las Vegas. N. M.. ton Standardized Houses which are
stopped Kid Kempfer, of Los Angeles, Calif., in the early part of the
TURKEY DINNER IS
first round of a scheduled
bout with a short left hook
TO BE HELD AT "Y"
to the jaw, sending him through the
London society women are
ropes into the audience. Garrett's
DAY
THANKSGIVING
(o fencing as a means of Im- next battle will tpke place in El
'
Paso.
proving their dancing.
The annual Thanksgiving dinner
E
for fellows who who have no homes
in the city will be held this year,
according to an announcement
made last night by Secretary Lynn
SAYS
II. Fox.
"There will be a regular
Thanksgiving dinner,"
Secretary Fox stated," and we want
(By The Ansnriiilfil
every fellow in town, who has no
Washington, Nov. 14 (by tho Asreal homo where there will be an sociated
Press.) "It Isn't the
meal, to attend."
scrapped ships that count; it's the
about
be
will
The
dinner
given
Boost your city. Boost your friend;
ships afloat," said Admiral Huron noon on Thanksgiving
day and Kate, today in answering
quesItoost I be church that you attend,
to
res
should
attend
those desiring
ttni.u tin. hv .T:imi. ttiKO
ltoost (he street on which jon live;
iiesrc
H
'"'i wiui ine
Hoost nnd Willi your boosting, give.
concerning the American pro
Y" as soon ns possible.
Iposals.
"lsnt it true, Admiral He was
Roost tlio people round about you;
asked, "that the ratio of scrapped
can
without
Ret
BROKERS
you.
ORDER CURB
They
along
warships tinder the Hugl.cs proposi-- ,
Rut success will quicker find them;
OFF STREETS IN N. Y. lion is rather disadvantageous Into
If they know that you're behind them.
Japan considering theof present
our counnaval position
Iloost for every forward movement j
New York, Nov. 14. The last ferior Aren't
they asking too much
try?
Roost for every new Improvement.
u
Moost (his (own In which you lubor;
ket Just below the stock exchange
The admiral responded:
Roost tho stranger and the neighbor.
were ordered off the streets today.
talk about scrapped ships.
is fin "unmitigated nuisance" in a You"Why
should know that what really
Cease to bo a chronic knocker;
mporary injunction granted by counts is the number of fighting
C'KASK TO HE A PROGRESS BIjOCKEII;
onreme Court Justice Lydon.
left afloat und not the numIf you'd make your city liettcr,
The decision, unless set aside ships
those to be abandoned."
ber
of
BOOST IT TO TUE FINAL LETTER.
will end a business that has flourWill Favor Plan.
Probably
150
in
'nhed
Rroad street for
years.
The admiral declined to commit
Yours for
The Justice declared that if the po himself as to probable Japanese
Home trade and industry, for new
lice did their duty, it would not
mieeestions. but it is un- be necessary to apply to the courts .derstood that, although Japan Is
enterprise and for a revival of
our old time community
for an Injunction.
spirit.
almost certain to favor the Amerl- G. A. M. WILLSON.
The New York Curb association can proposals as a whole, It la
left Broad street several months probable theywill bo the subject of
ago and went Indoors, but other a serious discussion,
brokers organized as the Curo
"Naturally," said one Japanese
Stock and Bond Market of New naval expert, "we cannot swallow
this most
York, Inc., and continued In the in one mouthful
street. It was against the latter mentous nroiect which Is destined
organisation that the injunction to so vitally affect the future of
was directed.
Therefore, we may
our empire.
have counter suggestions or
one-stor-

Pacre
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TWO MEN SLAIN,
BODIES HIDDEN,

OFFICERS TOLD
rpiC.AH

DISPATCH

TO MORNINO

ore7)
SPIRIT

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.
AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

JOURNAL!

Gallup, N. M., Nov. 14.
Sheriff Wynne of San Juan
county and the tsiieritTs force
of McKinley county today
went to a point near Shlprock,
New Mexico, to investigate a
report that iwo men had
been murdered there and their
bodies hidden in an arroyo.
A letter was received by the
sheriff which stated that two
(lullup men, Sam Groy and
William Kellcy, who were
the resdrhing a car across
had been killed.
ervation
These two men left Gallup on
August first in Groy's car.
Nothing has been heard from
them since. Tho letter was
mailed from a town in Virginia and the writer involves
himself and a woman who
were riding with the two in
committing tho deed. It is
alleged that they agreed that
the woman should kill Kellcy
and the man should kill Groy
but the woman failed in her
first attempt, wounding him
only. She then shot Groy and
later fired another shot into
the body of the wounded
threat of
Under
Kellcy.
death she then forced the
man to hide the bodies and
tin' two proceeded in the car.
Kellcy left his room in Gallup, leaving practically all ot
bis belongings there. He was
a service car driver.
His
parents live ut Allison, New
Mexico.
in
lived
had
Groy
Gallup about three years.

gBg

Is Going Strong
Why Not ?

Everybody Should De Here at Such Reductions. Don't
miss this chance to save on Shoes.

SUIT FILED AGAINST
YANKEE COAL COMPANY
ISPlCIAt

OlBPATH

TO MORNINO

JOURNAL)

14. Suit
for
$5,851,505, was filed in the federal
court today by Mcintosh Kellogg

Santa

Fe,

Nov.

Remember the price quoted on the first pair is
is much lower than the original price and the
second pair cost you only ONE CENT.

and Stuyvesant Fish against Yankee Coal company. Plaintiffs allege they hold first mortgage bond
secured by a deed made by tin
defendant to the United State
Mortgage and Trust company, as
trustees covering property In Colfax county and Las Animas county. Colorado. And the defendant
on
faulted
interest
and that
in
following an action brought
Colorado a public sale was ordered
and the property Involved sold for
$150,000, leaving $3,988,184 due on
tne purchase price of the bonds.

See the Windows, pick your styles. Never were such shoe

values put on the market.

1

M

ten-rou-

VESSELS

T

T

CON T.

JAP

BOOST

'!.)

j

.....

s

j

fr'"

j

Thepe

YIIIIR REASON
assures you that there is
no substitute for

Scott's Emulsion

Going

An old saying, but nonethe
less true: A bottle of

Scott's Emulsion
taken in time, helps
keep the doctor away,

fast

--

Scott ft Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
ALSO MAKERS OF

IMOIDS
(Tablets or Granule)

for INDIGESTION
Our special lot of Boys Suits are moving
rapidly and mothers who are wise will
not delay

We do what we advertise
ed from our regular stock

Three

all were

pick-

ECZEMA

2

1H

."Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers

r:

UUNr-tntiMu-

SOON, IS INDICATION
(Ily The AmocIiImI

rre.)

London, Nov. 14 (by tho Associated Press). Negotiations among
British, Sinn Fein and Ulster officials
garding the future of Ireland ave entered a stage in which
the negotiators are talking of intermittent conferences extending
over months.
Chief interest this possibility bas
at the moment Is that it promises
to make impossible an early visit
of Premier Lloyd George to "Washington.

Is assuming
This development
Importance here because the Washproattained
ington conference has
event
portions In British eyes of an
of tremendous significance.

GARMENT WORKERS IN
NEW Y0RKJN STRIKE

TO

STRIKE

SETTLE
ARE

FUTILE

(lly The AhinT:iff, rreae.)
Chlcngo, Nov. 14. Preliminary
efforts i f Chief of Police Fitzmnr-ri- s

YEARS

On Face and Anns. Lost

.,,

TAKES GARE
OF 5 CHILDREN
Mrs.Taylor'sSicknessElnded
by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Roxbury, Mass. "I suffered continually with backache and was often
aesponaenc, naa
dizzy spells and at
my monthly periods it was almost impossible to
keep around at
my work. Since
my last baby came
two years ago my
back has been
worse and no position I could get in
would relieve it,
and doctor's medi
cine did not help me. A friend recommended Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and I have found
great relief since using it. I keep
house and have the careof five children
and I am very thankful I have found
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound such a help. I recommend it to
any woman suffering as I was before I
used it." Mr?. Maude E. Taylor,
5 St. James Place, Roxbury, Mass.
Backache is one of the most common symptoms of a displacement or
derangement of the female system.
No woman should make the mistake
of trying to overcome it by heroic endurance, but profit by Mrs. Taylor's
experience and try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Leaders of

anthe striking garment workers
nounced tonight that a check up
of their forces indicated 100 pet
cent of the workers answered tho
strike call In 3,000 shops today. People Notice It. Drive Them
Manufacturers who had claimed
OS with Dr. Edwards'
that 60 per cent of their employes
Olive Tablets
had remained on the Job, tonight
set the figures at 40 per cent.
A
pimply face will not embarrass you
Those who stayed at work, they

"I was troubled for about two
years with eczema. It broke out on
my face and arms In pimples and
itched and burned so badly that I
lost much sleep on account of it. My
face and arms were covered with pimples, and I was ashamed to appear
out of the house.
"I began using Cuticura Soap and
Ointment and immediately found
relief, and after using one cake of
Soap and one box of Ointment I
was healed." (Signed) Miss Helen
Mark, 4259 Maryland St., San
Diego, Calif., April 18, 1921.
Use Cuticura Soap, Ointment and
Talcum exclusively for every-da- y
toilet purposes. '
iMavbElefcrrMlrf Mall. ArMresR:MCatieliraLab
IftlilMita.Mau." Sold
eratorUi. Dipt
Soapgfic. Ointment 26 and Me. Taleum26c.
fiJteCuticura Soap .haws without mug--

said, were tho efficient, capable
welcomed the
who
operatives
piece work system and an opportunity to earn more money and
produce more goods.
Louis Langer, a union official
said tonight that unless tho strike
is settled favorably within a few
days, it will become nation wide
and spread to other cities.

HUGHES AND WIFE ARE
HOSTS AT A RECEPTION
tn.)
(By Tile Aaanelitlen
Washington. Nov. 14. Secretary
and Mrs. Hughes were hosts tonight at a reception in honor of
the armament delegates. Other
guests were from tho dlplomatlr
list and official circles.

caterpillar does not breathe
through its mouth, but through
There are nine of those on each
A

side.

'

SHRINERS HAVE FULL

MARTIN PLESTINA IS
WINNER OVER PESEK
(II.T

DAY

much longer if you get a package of
Dr Edwards' Olive Tablets. The skin
should begin to clear after you have
taken the tablets a few nights.
Cleanse the blood, bowels and liver
with Dr Edwards' Olive Tablets, the
successful substitute for calomel ; there's
no sickness or pain after taking them.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets do that
which calomel does, and just as effectively, but their action is gentle and
safe instead of severe and irritating.
No one who takes Olive Tablets is
ever cursed with a " dark brown taste, "
a bad breath, a dull, listless, "no good"
feeling, constipation, torpid liver, bad
disposition or pimply face.
Olive Tablets are a purely vegetable
compound mixed with olive oil; you
will know them by their olive color.
Dr Edwards spent years among patients afflicted with liver and bowel
complaints and Olive Tablets are the
immensely effective result. I ake one or
two nightly ;f0,r a week. See how much
better you feel and look. 15c and 30c.
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INITIATION,
BIG BALL

New

A

street parade

in

participated

Shrineni'in full remilia, lunchand a cereinonl.il in tho afternoon at the Masonic temple and a
hotel lnar
ball at the Alvarad"
niRlit
comprised the full dny'

by
eon

Indiana
Was

program of p.allut Aby.id temple
yesterday, when a. number of novices were liuidcd across1 the hot
sands of Shrinedom.
A. T. lleidlin:-'- , in yellow robes,
led off the parade on horseback.
The color bearers and the Shrine
band in parade uniform, the patrol
in colorful Turkish
the
divan in silk robes on horseback
and (he members of tho Hhrlne in
the lontr red Rnwns and foz.-i.d
made up the parade. Several
" costume were care- k',,s
'
and all errant
fully guarded
Shri tiers were arrested in their
ficcs and taken by force in the
rude. Krnest Davis, of Callup, fermer Alburiueniiieaii, was chained
In convict's uniform to a pole ut
Second and Central avenue.
The formal ball at the Alvaradu
8TONF1IAM
in the evening closed
the day's
New York, Nov. 14. Charles A. festivities.
T. Chase, potentate
Stonehain
today was
and
Walter,
Harry
secretary of the
president of the New York Na- temple,
supervised the ceremonial.
The
tional league baseball club.
hoard of directors will consist of
Mr. Stoneham, John J. McOraw, ASK LEAVE TO FILE
F. X. McQuade, R. F. Robertson,
A REHEARING
MOTION
Florence A. Stoneham, T J. Rondy
and II. A. Ferguson.
IN THE KELLY CASE
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MILLIONS!

Every year regularly more than
a million stomach sufferers in tho
United Ftstes, England and Cam-dtake Pape's Dlnpepsin, and rebut
alize not only Immediate,
lasting relief. This harmless antacid helps digest anything you eat
and overcomes a sour, gassy or
stomach in five minutes. Tf your meals don't fit comfortably, or what you ent Jes like
a lump of lead In your stomach, or
If you have heartburn, that is a
sign of indigestion. Get from your
case of Pape's
druggist a sixty-ceDlapepsln. There will be no sour
risings, ro belching of undigested
food mixed with acid, no gas or
heartburn, no fullness or heavy
feeling In the stomach, no nausea,
headache or intestinal
griping.
Prove to yourself in five minutes
that your stomach Is as good as
any; that there is nothing
Stop this food fermentation and begin eating what you
want without fear of discomfort
or indigestion.
really-wrong-

RemoveThoseSkin
Discolorations
Vse The Popular Skin Beautifler.
Beauty Bleach.
Tonifht deanM Ilia iltin with warm
water and Black and White Soap. Apply
lightly to the ikin Beauty Bleach a delightfully fragrant cream. Next morning,
again clranie the ikin, rinse with cool
water. Then apply little bits of soothing,
healing Cleansing Cream. Your skin is
then ready for your face powder and
rouge.
Black and White Beauty Bleach has
many uses will remove tan, sunburn,
freckles, liver spots, make the skin clear,
oft and youthful-tinted- .
Black and White Cleansing Cream ur
ideal for cleansing the skin, relieving chaps
and other irritations.
Black and White Beauty Blench, 50c,
Black and White Soap 25c, Black and
White Cleansing Cream 25c and 50c, can
be found at good drug and department
Stores, Write Plough, Memphis, Tenn.,
lor Dream Book and leaflet, which tells
you all about Black and White Toilet
Preparation!.

UORhIM
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Richmond, Jnd. "I thought I
would write a lino or so. to say
that I owo my good health and
strength to Cardui," says a letter
from Jlrs. Cora Courtney, of 705
North Seventeenth street, this city.
"I was all
until my
family (bought they would Jose
nie," writes Mrs. Courtney.
"My
husband coaxed me to take Cardui,
so, (o please him, I did, and I will
say I do not regret it. for I am
ablo to do all my work and do my
shopping.
"I have five children, four in
scho ', my 'husband and a boarder
to do for, and I do all my own
work for all of us. and find time
to play. We all praise Cardui.
n
woman
Every sick and
should take this wonderful medicine.
"f suffered with my bock; a very
weak feeling In my limbs.
"f felt hardly able to drag; just
tired so tired, all the time.
"It was an effort for me to do
anything but Cardui helped me so
I felt like a different woman."
If you are in a
n
physical condition, suffering as this Indiana lady says she did, give Cardui a fair trial.
It should help
you.
Cardui la a purely vegetable, tonic medicine for women's aliments,
found valuable In thousands o
such cases as described above.
Take Cardui. Your druggist sellg
n

r,

To

Suffered

n,

Cardui, and Got Well,

s
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Run-Dow-

She

Says

Lady

With Her Back, Took

nov-an-

ISPICIA,

'DlnPEPI'W!

SO TIRED

PARADEAPJp

Thr AuMielntril I'reta.)

14. Martin
York, Nov.
Plestina of New York ilefeiited
John Pesek of Nebraska in their
wrestling mntch at Madison Rciuure
Garden tonight, being awarded two
as
falls on two fouls. Pesek
for rough tactics and was
Tom
Chairman
Informed
by
O'Rnurke of the state athletic commission, that he would not he allowed to wrestle In this state asnin.
The first foul was called after
19
seconds of
11 minutes and
It came after the refwrestling.
eree had repeatedly warned Pesek
against gouging his thumbs in his
opponent's eyes. Pesek, apparent n
ly unmindful of the referee's warn-Iir. kent un his tarties and the
;i:ts
damages.
m:gho
foul was called 20 minutes
Te;i rk.'i ?i:i Texas. N'nv. 14. A second
4 seconds later.
lurv verdict of $7,700 has been ren- Chairman Itourko then notified
(,0,.f,(1 jn ,,,
fprle,.al cm.t hel.e ,
would have to
f;lV(1I. ,)f Tj R rh.,,ncrs, nPKr0, for the men (hat they
their match. Pesek. how- suffered while doinir al- did not change bis style and
U,KP(, onroi c,j nhcn. on the planta
tile referee awarded the match to,
tion of Lewis Lewellen.
Plestina.

and K. .1. Warner, arbitrator,
to brim; the strike of teamsters
and truck drivers which started today to an early conclusion, apparently had failed tonight and union
officials asserted 5,000 teamsters
and truck drivers were idle.
The first day of the strike,
which grew out of refusal of the
teamsters to accept a $3 a week
wage cut, was marked by violence,
a number of drivers being dragged
from their wagons and beaten by
strike sympathizers. Four arrests
were made. The contractors issued
a statement that they would consider no compromise.

'

Sleep. Cuticura Heals.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

AllfcNU

New York, Nov. 14.

TROUBLED

While They Last

LLOYD GEORGE CAN'T

EFFORTS

run-dow-

L

Santa Fe. Nov. 14. Tho charge
of the minutes of the
board of loan commissioners was
faked was niaiT today by A. R.
ltenehan and Catron & Catron,
attorneys tor William i. Kellv.
bond maker, in filing a motion in
the supremo court asking leave
to file a second motion for re
nearing. ino supreme court recently affirmed
Kelly's convic
tion in tho district court.
J he
attorneys
alleged pages
201, 262 and 2(13 of tho minutes
are on C'hineso linen bond, water
marked
907. and tho pages immediately
preceeding and suc
ceeding these ure watermarked
11)12 and on heavier paper. They
also say without these pages Kelly would not havo been' convicted, and Kelly is "a mere victim or a scapegoat, bearing the
sins of somebody else."

that part

run-dow-

1

Cliambcrluln's Tablets Have Dono
Her a World of fiood.
"Chamberlain's
Tablets
have
done me a world of good," writes
Mrs. Ella U Button, Kirkville, N.
Y.
"1 have recommended them to
a numb r of my friends and'all
who have used them praise them
highly." When troubled with indigestion or constipation, give them
a trial and realize for yourself what
an excellent medicine it is.
,

YOUTH FALLS FROM A
TRAIN AND SUFFERS
AMPUTATION OF LEGS
,

Jose Romero, a
employe of the Santa Fe, and a na- I k
iMI
tive of Santa Barbara, fell from
1
Santa, Fe train
No.
Saturday I aU mA
night and suffered amputation of
CATARRHAL JELLY
both legs. He was removed to the
1
guaranteed by 30 yean
Santa Fe hospital.
service to millloni at
Romero fell from tho train near
Americana. Kondon'i
New York avenue, where the acciworks wonders for your
dent was seen liy Anastaclo Rocold, sneeslng, cough.
mero, a friend of the injured boy,
chronic catarrh, head,
who was supposed to havo been
sore nose, etc
'FREE
riding from Algoduncs to

III.

20 Trealmen
llo
recelft
el year nam)
and addrata
KONDON
Mlnaeaoolla, Mian,

REVENUE SUPERVISOR
STUDIES OFFICE HERE
W. If. Armstrong, supervisor ot
the Denver district of the Internal
revenue service, arrived in Albu
querque yesterday to make preliminary investigations for a budget
system on which Jt Is proposed to
place tho revenue service.
Mr. Armstrong will complete a
rating of all the clerks and employes In the office here, in order
that a satisfactory basis for the
new system may be decided upon
The budget system will probably
not be installed until tho next, fiscal year, which begins in July,

n

have

For skin blemishes f

"RESII10L (
Soolhinq tvnd Healinc

.

It reduces irritation
and usually restores

1922.

theskintoitsnormal
healthy condition

WAR MOTHERS BOARD
MEETS AT C. OF C.
'

Members of tho various organl- zation's committees on the proposed War Mothers' memorial, held
their first meeting at the chamber
of commerce last night. A number
of other committees to assist In the
proposition will be announced soon.
Major J. It. Toulouse was chosen
chairman and li. A. Kehms sccre- tary.
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Trial free
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August, which the Colorado Induswe might
put into effect, was agreed to by
employes of the company through
the industrial representation plan,
and it would not be a breach of
faith with the United State
commission even if we had
accepted the award.
The proposed wage .ut will re
store the scale which was opera
tive prior to November 1, 1917.
Colorado Fuel and Iron pay rolls
show that wages for coal miners
have been increased six times for
coal diggers and seven times for
company men in the past five
years.

trial commission has said

MINERS

noio

BE REDUCED

K

bltu-mino-

C. F. & I. Company Says
Notices Will Be Posted
Soon; Coal Diggers Declare They Will Walk Out KIWANIANS TO DEVOTE
EVENING TO DIAGNOSIS
(lif The Aworlutrd
OF CONDITION OF CITY
Denver, Colo., Nov. 14. A wtise

rr.)

reduction of approximately 30 per
cent will be posted soon by the officials of the Colorado. Fuel and
Iron company, it was announced
lit the headqunrterB of the com-to
pany hero today, the reduction
affect eleven of the companyeighteen coal mines now being
in the southern Colorado
fields. The exact date for promul
gating the new wage scales wa3
not announced.
According to Fred Farrar, general counsel ror ne company, the
Colorado Fuel and Iron company
is not bound by the recent ward
of the bituminous coal commission
mid is at liberty to cut its wage
scales at anv time it may see fit.
The officials of the United
Mine Workers of America in district 15 announced that immediately upon receipt of notice ofout.a
wage, cut the miners will walk
In a statement today Mr. Farrar said:
"The Colorado Fuel and Iron
company was not a party to the rebv
conducted
cent Investigation
the United States bituminous coal
Is
not
commission, and therefore
bound by its award. The scale announced by the commission was
used as a basis for contract between mine operators and the
union coal miners working on our
properties, because we do not discriminate against union men, but
we have no contract with their orFurthermore, the
ganizations.
last
announced
wage reduction,
-

For Constipated Bowels

VICE PRESIDENT

FED, IS CHARGE

Purpose Is to Establish an

Ths Aaaoclatcd Praia.)
New York, Nov. 14. The National Tuberculosis association reported today that mora than 6,000,-00- 0
school children in the United
States were Buffering from malnutrition.
To correct this, ths association
soon will put into effect an unique
plan for instructing these children
In correct health habits. The plan
has been developed with the aid
of Dr. W. R. P. Emerson of Boston, nutrition expert.
Each child will be required
through his teacher and paren to
submit a card Indicating daily performance of 11 health chores. The

Understanding in Which
All Nations Will Concur,
Coolidge Declares.
(By The Aooclated

ning meal.
I took a full bath on
the days of the week
checked (X).
By doing these chores
to fifteen weeks, the child
a squire, knight or knight

eve-

each of
that is
for five
becomes

baronet

and Is entitled to wear the insignia
of the Modern Healrn
Crusade.
When he gains normal weight, he
earn
advanced
honors, by permay
forming standard Modern Health
crusade chores and be admitted tr
the Health Round Table through
physical fitness tests.
In England It Is a custom to
hang a bundle of straw under a
bridge that is being repaired, as
a sign that boats passing underneath should be careful.

STORE DIRECTORY

(By

.(Spell

wis

it backwards

FRESH MILK POWDERED

cards read:-I was
ighed this week on the
day checked (X).
Beside a good breakfast and ths
noon and evening meals, I at
and afternoon lunches, as

Fresh milk
with the water
removed

directed.
I ate only wholesome food today,
including vegetables, fruit, and at
least a pint of milk, as directed;
and tried always to eat and drink
solwly.
I drank four glasses of water,
some before each meal, and drank
no tea, coffee, nor any injurious
drinks,
I was In bed last night ten or
more hours, as directed, windows
open.
I rested lying down not less than
25 minutes both this forenoon and
this afternoon.
I played In the freah air today.

Mighty enjoyable

and quite out of tho
ordinary is that spicy
flavor in a Spur
cigarette. Just let your

4-le- af

01

Bilious

after breakfast, and after the

ARE IMPROPERLY

Prui.)
Philadelphia. Nov. 14. The alof
moved it
that
America
truism
"What's the matter with Albu to call the conference to limit armament and the absolute need for
queroue?"
The Kiwanls club has taken Its economy on the part of the nations
of the
temperature, felt Its pulee and will work for the success
looked at Its tongue, and tomor Washington conference, Vice Presrow night the members will sit as ident Calvin Coolidge tonight told
a hoard of diagnosticians. The spe- the members of the Philadelphia
cial "booster" program of the club Forum.
"The great purpose of the preswill be held at tho Y. M. C. A,
on Wednesday evening at 6 o'clock ent conference is not to establish
instead of at noon in order that a force which no nation will dare
a longer time will bo available to disobey," Mr. Coolidge declared,
"but to establish an understanding
Study tho matter.
At the conclusion of the consul- in which all nations will desire to
There lies the practical
tation it ia hoped to be able to concur,
offer some constructive treatment prospect of immediate benefit and
the
great expectation of world salthat will bring the city back to its
normal good health. A number of vation. The only price exacted Is
a trifling diminution of theoretispecialists, such as Dr. Louis
But even
whose field is hotel com- cal national security.
the lessened power of defense will
plaints, and Dr. Sidney Well, a
be
lessened
balanced
the
power
by
expert, Dr. M. K, Wylder.
general practicioner of repute will of attack."
Alms Are Not New.
give their opinions as to a possible
"The aims of the conference are
cure for the Invalid. Other mem
not
Mr. Coolidge pointed out,
in
new,"
hers of the board will also join
Dr. Henry G the idea antidatcs modern civilizathe consultation.
Coors, Jr., will be the presiding tion, he said. "Previous plans,
however," he said, "have for the
physician.
most part, turned upon political
and
transU.
overseas
S.
military alliances which unThe
naval
portation service was organized in dertook by combination to increase
the military power, rather than by
January, 1918, to transport soldiers
It had in agreement and independence to desupplies and munitions.
crease it."
armistime
of the
operation at the
The futility of the past arrange
tice 378 vessels.
ments will lay the foundation for
The number of women's foot- the success of the present conferball clubs in England is rapidly ence, Mr. Coolidge asserted, for
they have demonstrated the abincreasing.
solute necessity for some understanding regarding the causes of
war. lie said he felt certain the
conference would achieve the high
purposes for which it was created.
the vice president
"America,'
said, "Ls proposing this conference
with the most unselfish emotions.
We have emerged from the great
war less Impaired than any other
nations. We have suffered as yet
very little from any internal economic reaction. We can meet the
test of competitive armament with
less strain than would be felt elsebowels completely by morning and where. There is small doubt that
you will feel splendid. "They work we might prosper on the distress
while you sleep." Cascarets never of others.
An Apostle of Fence.
stir you up or gripe like Salts.
"America has always been an
Pills, Calomel, or Oil and they
cost only ten cents a box. Children npostle of peace and unselfishness.
love Cascarets too.
It nronoses to hold to that course
now. It seeks for a better understanding among nations, not merely for Its own advantage, but rrom
a great desire to serve. The
mlghtv power that has come, the
great advantage that is ours, win
be unworthily held unless it be
used for the cause of humanity.
"There will be no diminution of
nationality, no limitation of inde
pendence imposed upon ourselves
or upon, others. The nations win
emerge from the conference
clothed with sovereignty unim
paired and with freedom undimin
ished but if the hope of our peo
nle is realized they will emerge
with a new determination not to
rely for their security upon the in
dividual power of force, but to reiy
A few weeks ago a newsupon the universal power oi rusm
eousness."
paper man visited one of

EffllETS
to
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
physic your bowels when you have
Headache
Indigestion
Biliousness
Colds
Stomach
Sour
Dizziness
Cascarets. One or
is candy-lik- e
will
two tonight
empty your

IS

A

exercising for the time and In the
way directed.
I washed my hands before each
meal today.
I brushed my teeth thoroughly

PUPILS

SCHOOL

PARLEY WILL BE

'Tovember 15, 1921.

taste decide.

Liver

Where to Find
The Merchandise
You Want

that Spicy
FLAVOR
Kentucky Burlev

for good old tobacco tatte

Choice Macedonian
for spicy aroma

Goiden Virginia

for life and tparkle

Broad Maryland
for

Choice Cuts

FIRST

and Others

the wholesale markets of
Swift & Company.
He
wanted to see a retailer
buy a loin of beef and
then watch the retailer
sell the porterhouse and
sirloin steaks from it over
his counter. He thought
this would make a good
story.
The head of the market took the reporter into
the "cooler" where he
showed him a high class
side of beef. With a
wooden skewer he marked
off the loin and said, "That would cost a retailer just 40
cents a pound, but it's only 8 per cent of the weight of
the whole side.
"This piece, (and he marked off about
of
the carcass) is the chuck and I'll sell it at wholesale for 7
cents a pound. Please remember, this is one of our best
sides of beef. We also have beef which sells for half
one-fourt-

h

as much."

This wide variation in the price of various cuts from
the same side of beef is caused largely by demand for
the tender cuts. The others are, of course, just as
wholesome.

It seems as though more people than ever are
demanding choicer cuts, and their demand sets the price.
If few people ask for the forequarter cuts, the price of
forequarters will automatically drop to a figure low
enough to induce people to buy because of cheapness.
Even though certain cuts sell for relatively high
prices, other cuts, due to lack of demand, sell so low that
our profit from all sources over a period of five years
averaged only a fraction of a cent a pound.

It is competition between consumers for the choice
cuts that keeps prices for those cuts relatively high; an
equalizing demand for all parts of the carcass would
benefit producer, packer, retailer and consumer.
Our average wholesale selling price of all products
has fallen about 40 per cent since September 1920.

Swift & Company, U.
Albuquerque Local Branch
6
E. Grand Ave.
M. A. Maloney, Manager
14-1-

S. A.

CIGARETTES

8i

Myers Tobacco

Silks
Woolen and Cotton Dress Goods
Neckwear

Co.

Ribbons

u

Stay of Sentence

SECOND

an
writ
appeal to a higher court on a Murof error, Timothy. (Big Tim)
senphy and three
tenced to prison today following
conviction In connection with tho
J350.000 Dearborn street station
mall robbery were given a thirty-da- y
stay of execution of sentence.to

Ladies'
Wear

Brothers
Grahm
MOTOR T1RUCIC
WITH

DDD

.POWER, PLANT

EE-BROTHE-

RS

Ready-to-

-

THIRD

FLOOR

China and Glass-

Phonographs and
Phonograph

ware

NKWSPAPER MAX EXDS IJFE
Versailles. Nov. 14. Vital D'Ar-saa Toulouse newnpaper man,
covering the Landru trial here, left
the court room thiB afternoon, telling his comrades that tho case was
driving him crazy. He went to his
hotel and killed himself with a

The Dodge Brothers power plant in
Graham Brothers Motor truck has a
24H horse power rating. This is from
2 to l)i horsepower higher than the
average of 65 other well known 1 ton
and IK ton trucks.

c,

OF DISSOLUTION

NOTICE 13 HEREBY GIVEN
to all those with whom the copartnership firm of GOTTLIEB-1JEEshall have had commercial
correspondence and to all others
concerned
that said
has been dissolved as of this
ALBERT
date, the undersigned
BEER retiring from said business,
MORRItt
and the undersigned
GOTTLIEB agreeing to pay all
All acliabilities.
outstanding;
counts due said firm should be
paid to said MORRIS GOTTLIEB,
who is authorized to receipt for
same in full.
DATED, Albuquerque, New Mexico, this J 1st day of October,
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414-21-
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North Second

Phone
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Records

Bi"-.'!:ct-

s

and

Comforters

All Checks Must Be Cashed at the Main
Office, Second Floor.

J. KORBER & COMPANY.

1921.

Kitchenware
Rugs and
Linoleum

Important Notice

R

Good Health.
It you would enjoy good health,
keep your bowels regular. No one
can reasonably hope to feel well,
When needed,
when constipated.
take Chamberlain's Tablets. Chey
are mild and genjje,

FLOOR

dren's Shoes
Ladies' and Children's underwear
Boys' and Girls'
of all kinds
Wearing Apparel
Corsets
'Millinery
Ladies' and Chil

Murphy, who was sentenced
six years in federal prison and
fined $30,000 by Judge Landis, had
his bonds fixed at 60,000.
Vincenzo Cosmano,
Murphy's
lieutenant, and Edward Geirun
driver of the holdup car, who received sentence! of four yean and
fines of $20,000 each, were to b
released on $40,000 bonds while
Paul Volanti, at whose itore the
proceeds of the robbery were divided, according to the evidence,
and who received a sentence of two
years and a fine of $10,000, was released on $20,000 bonds.
Murphy and Cosmano were taken to jail when it was found that
the signers of their previous bonds
would not have time to be released
from these, and so'could not sign
new ones before tomorrow.

MORRIS GOTTLIEB,
ALBERT BEER.

Lin-

en and Towels
Curtain and Drapery Goods
Hosiery
Gloves
Leather Goods
Groceries

Handkerchiefs
Trimmings and

(Br Tho Ataorinted FraM.)
Chicago, Nov, 14. Pending

NOTICE

Travelware
Toilet Articles
Table and Bed

Sil-

verware

YEARS

Convicted, With Three Others, in Connection With
Mail Robbery; Granted
y

Laces
Notions

Furnishings and
Jewelry and

IN II. S. PRI SON

30-Da-

Men's Clothing
Shoes

cigarette in America
no paste.

Liggett

fi

V
The only crimped

BIG TIM MURPHY

Gil

I

FLOOR

783

Albuquerque, N. M.

In order to save time and give best service to all, we
request buyers to tender cash only at sales counters.

If you wish a check cashed, please take it to the
main office, second floor, before you begin your
buying.

Woman's Daily

n fi

1V1

agaztne Page

Social Calendar

THE NEW GENERATION

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

By JANE PHEXPS
CHAPS

Tucsdav.
Ideal Bridge club will meet with
Mrs. J. M. Doolittle at 2:30 p. m.
Miss Alexandria Vaughey will
give dinner for Miss Anna Harris
at Alva ratio at 6:30 p. m.
Fortnightly Music olub program
at Woman's club at 8 P. m.
Social and business meeting of
Presbyterian C. E. at 7:30 p. m.
Social at the St. Paul Lutheran
church at 8 p. m.
Cathollo Lady Forresters win
give dance at the St. Mary hall at
8:30 p. m.

had been generous
Margaret
with Joan in the matter of an allowance. But in this she had been
a bit more the arbiter than in othCHAPTER 1J.
er
Innocent
things.
That rose sweater,
"We aren't wealthy, Joan, al'
enough in itself, had awakened though if we are
careful we have
something new and urgent in Mar- enough. You may do exactly as you
ha'i
she
In
I
like
proof
Hayden.
with
what allow you. But
garet
laid it conspicuously over the chair yournust not run in debt or ask
which fronted her dressing table
for m ore."
but not until Joan had loft for
"All right, Mumsle!" Joan had
school.
readily agreed, kno.wlng her allowAll the time she was combing ance exceeded that of most of her
her hair she could see the becom-lngne- young friends.
DRESSES
of it as she leaned against
For a time all wont well. Joan KNICKER
the rosiness. Just that made her bought sundaes, ice cream and
ARE IDEAL FOR
look years younger, she thought candles for herself and occasionALL SPORTS WEAR
That morning when she ally treated the others. Once in a
Idly.
marketed, she bought new shades blue moon sho bought tickets to
for her candles, and also for the the moving pictures
she cared
lide lights. They were of the samp very little for them, much to her
delectable shade of rose as was mother's delight.
the sweater, which she had again
Then one afternoon It was Satcarefully put away in Joan's closet urday and Joan was at home from
where it belonged,
school Margaret heard a great
Margaret had relinquished her chattering and laughing on the
youth, but all suddenly she was porch. After a time she looked
clinging desperately to the attri- out. Several of the girls and boys
butes of youth.
It shocked, it were with Joan and they were
troubled her. Yet try as she would shooting craps, for all the world
ihe could not shake free from the like a parcel of southern darkles,
desire, nor could she forget the or New York newsboys betting
honest admiration of Gloria and their nickels like little fiends!
Malcolm at Joan's party.
Shocked
Margaret withdrew
"They are nothing but children, without being seen. Here was a
pleased to see me in a bright col- new problem. She had told Joan
or," she said to herself, knowing she could do exactly as she pleased
they had really noticed a differ- - with her allowance. Evidently she
snce in her, or they would not have pleased to shoot craps.
mentioned her appearance at all.
She studied over it a few mo"What pretty Bhades, Mumsle!" ments, then fell back upon an unJoan exclaimed when she came in. failing device. She enlisted Han"They will make me look nice. I nah's aid, and made lemonade and
read the other day that rose sandwiches.
There were delicious
cakes in the house, so armed with
(hades always were becoming."
"Yes, especially to nnyone a lit- the cooling drink, Hannah followtle pale," Margaret returned. Joan ing with sandwiches and cakes,
was rather inclined to paleness, Margaret again approached
the
especially when tired, in which she excited group.
rosemblerl her mother.
"Can you interrupt your good
So Margaret was safe from criticism 'n time long enough to eat?" she
laying what she did, although she asked.
flushed guiltily nt the subterfuge.
"Indeed we can, Mrs. Hayden,"
Some way Margaret realized Lonnle Carpenter returned.
that between her and Joan there
"See, Mumsle! I won almost evwould be always conflict. She had ery time.
I have almost doubled
allowed Joan to grow up with new my allowance.'' Joan held out her
new Ideas, different fist full of nickels and dimes.
standards,
manners. Superficially they seem-P- d
"Someone must feel rather as if
to have a totally different sys- - you had too much."
torn of morality; a different stan"I won it fair and square!"
dard of living. Smoking, going
"Yes dear, of course you did.
unchnneroned to dances and other Come now and play hostess."
parties, liberty of selecting their
They flocked about the porch
own reading matter, of attending table, all talking at once. Margaall p)nyr all seemed commonret listened a moment, then lett
place to Joan, young as she was. them to their own devices, sura
Put often Margaret
was very there would be no more gambling
ihnckcd.
that nftVmoon as Joan evidently
Yet In no way had she shown had attached the greater part of
her feelings to Joan. Always when the cash her guests had brought
the child seemed on the verge of with, them.
"What shall I do about it Joan
committing some impropriety the
would cleverly lead her must rot gamble." To Margaret's
H mother
BV EIXMSE.
from
New
and
away
danger,
England sensibilities, Joan
tactfully
the
Many women are
allow her to believe she herself would soon be confirmed in the knickerbocker costumeadopting
of the Girl
had changed her own mind,
habit if she could not devise soma Scouts. It is a practical and serway to stop the indulgence.
viceable garment and women find
It splendid for sports and all
wear. One of the aewest
needs it seems to fill, however, is
that of the work drew for the
home woman. A diminutive mother, discovered this use for It once
when wearing her young daughBy Edna Kent Forbes.
ter's worn-osuit to do her clean
ing. she liked the idea so well
that she purchased three or foui
want to pull or stretch them.
STRENGTHENING CHEEK
or rather she purchased
for
MUSCLES.
This kneading, rubbing motion one herself,
in khaki for herself and had
should bo kept up for several
or
three
four
pretty pink and blue'
If the muscles of the face are
the hardest part of each
ones
made.
Mother
strong there will be less danger of stroke being upwards so as to lift gingham
worked around and scrubbed with
Bagging cheeks and wrinkles and the lax and sagging muscles.
her skirt
and when thf
hollows.
Therefore every woman
When you have finished wash doorbell pinnedsheupunbuttoned
hei
who fears the approach of wrin- the face with warm water, then skirt and,rang
was
lo,
the
a mode!
kles should strengthen the mus- rinse with water cold as you can mother in a
youthful
regulation
cles of the cheeks as much as posget it, ice cold if possible. If you frock.
sible.
have a very loose and flabby skin ' Pictured here Is the usual
styl'
excertain
is
a
There
this may seem to aggravate the of these garments.
rubbing
They may b'
erclHe which Is well recommended
wrinkles for a few weeks, but after made of khaki
wool
or
for
sportt
for this. If the skin is dry, coat that the whole face will be toned wear.
The knickerbockers
oi
It with a little cold cream before
bloomers
are
stitched
below
.
I'MtMW.'"
Is
.'l'mml''il.UJ...ll'U'l.'Wll.l'lMl.'ll.)
If it
you begin this rubbing.
to
lino
the
skirt and when th.
very oily use talcum powder. This
scout exercises the skirt Is buttoned
Is simply to make the rubbing
Pelt.
to
tne
up
easier. Hold the hands over the
face with the palms of the hands,
s
that Is, the cushiony part of the
hand against the skin. Then rub
and knead the muscles vigorously
What
yet not too vigorously.
you want is to stimulate the circulation of the blood and to exerYou do not
cise these muscles.
JOAN

SHOOTS

Pasre Five
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oatmeal ois
applied to
the hands immediately after uslnc

LETTERS.

ANSWERED

bran-wate-

Mary: "Is there any book I could
tell
purchase by mail that would canme how to make all kinds of
indles and bonbons at home
cluding chocolate creams?"
Answer: Send me a stamped,
envelope and I will
send you the name of such a book,
together with the name of Us publisher. Then you can write to the
publisher, Inquiring the price of
the book plus the parcel postage
you would have to pay on it.
A Soldier's Mother: "Is there
any way that I can keep my boy's
letters, written to me when he was
fighting In France during the war,
from fading or blurring out? They
were all written in pencil and I
prize them so much. Some day I
and
may have a daughter-in-lagrandchildren who will also want
to keep them."
Answer: Yes, you can preserve
them In their original state by this
simple method: Boll a kettleful of
clear water until steam is coming
from the spout with a rush. Hold
one sheet of the letters at a time
In the cloud of steam, turning it
all ways so that every part of the
writing is steamed. When the page
feels quite limp, pin it up for a
few minutes. Then mix 2 cup of
milk and
cup of cold water together in a bowl and, with a soft
brush, spread this milk and water
mixture over the surface of the letter. The letter must lie flat on a
table while you do this. Hang .he
letter up, then, until it is almost
dry. Then place it between two
large sheets of white blotting paper, with books heaped on op to
weight it down. I know Just how
precious those letters must be to
you. Many mothers are framing
them.
Reader: "I have a cousin who
lives in a nearby city and works in
a cleaning establishment. She frequently has to clean gloves, collars,
ribbons, etc., by hand, and she is
troubled by the odor of gasoline
which remains on the hands even
long after she has touched gasoline. When her gentleman friend
takes her out in the evening she
Is embarrassed
by thin clinging
odor. What can she do?"
A
Answer:
handful of ordinary
table salt rubbed on the hands after using gasoline will take away
the odor. I would advise your
cousin to keep a Jar of salt at her
place of business, and beside It a
bottle filled with either bran-watThe salt reor oatmeal-wate- r.
moves the odor of gasoline and the

Sae 771UA
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mm
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BEAUTY CHAT

tor

Baking Powder
than of higher

priced brands-- it
goes farther.

SAME PRICE
for more

Millions of pounds
bought by the government Quality
the best.

WHY PAY WAR PRICES?

infants and invalids
ASK FOR

FREE

COUPON

ALESMAHSHIP CLUB

Substitutes

Rich milk, waited grain extract In Powder
Dieestiblo
No Cooking
Nourishing

For Infants, Invalids and Growing Children
The Original Food Drink For All Ages

CREDITS

Good for 100 Credits in
The Albuquerque Journal

Avoid Imitations
tad

than 30 years

Ounces for

Ho r lick's
the Original

j

100

100
Credits

Credits

Had your iron
today?
Eat

er

in hi

Mrs. Anne Murray Dike, who has
with Miss Anne
been associated
Morgan on the American commit-te- o
for devastated Trance, wns recently sent a letter of appreciation
for her work by M. Louchetir. He
wrote her after touring the depart
ment of the Alsna.
While he Indicated that the dulns
nnd devastation
remain In the
many sections as "silent but accusing witnesses of the war,' he added:
"We cannot forget the work ac
complished already by your committee. It Is Indeed a strengthen
ing nld as well as a guarantee for
the future to be ahle to reillze the
extent to which your committee is
contributing in the department of
tho Alsne to the restoration of cur
ruins and to the return to normal
conditions of Ufo. Permit me to
thank you."

salt, keeps the skin from becoming
Irritated from the salt.
D. R.: "Kindly repeat your recently published recipe for Dili
Pickles. I missed it."
Answer: To Put ITp One Quart
of Dill Pickles Fill a glass 1ar
with cucumbers the size of a finger
and between them sprinkle a few
dill seeds. When the jnr is filled,
add 1 tablespoon of salt and pour
cold water Into the Jar till full.
Put more dill soed on top of
AND
pickles and a few grape tendrils 6,000 TEAMSTERS
If you have them, then seal airCHAUFFEURS ON STRIKE
Each day put the cloned
tight.
Jars in the sun. The water will
(By The Aaioriatrd frees.)
get cloudy and then, In time, it
Chicago, Nov. 14. At least six
will clear again then the pickled thousand
teamsters and chauffeurs
are ready for use.
went on strike today, according to
officers of tho International Hroth-crhoof Teamstors
nd ChaufThe necklace, now an ornament,
was formerly something that was feurs, in protest agul.ist a $3 weekThe decrease
had
reduction.
ly
a badge of disgrace, worn only by been approved by Patrick Berrel,
slaves as a symbol of their servi- president of the union.
tude. The possibilities of the neckThe union officers declared that
lace for decorative purposes caused tho Chinese Teamsters' union, an
It to lose itfj servile significance Independent organization, had Joined In the strike.
and become an article of wear.

w

or

r,

AMEICAN WOMAN IS
THANKED FOR FRENCH
RESTORATION
WORK

m

more

raisins

I HEREBY CAST
Miss, Mr.

or Mrs

100

FREE CREDITS FOB

.j..

Address.

Dlst. N'0...;...

This coupon, nently clipped out, name and address of tho
candidate filled In, and mailed or delivered to the Campaign
Department of The Morning Journal, will count as 100 FREEJ
CREDITS. It does not cost anything to cast these Coupons
for your favorite candidate, and you are not restricted In any
sense in voting them. Get all you can and send them In
they all count.
Tills coupon must bo polled before 9 p. m., Tuesday, Nov. S3.
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relied upon Gouraud's
Unental fjtttm to keep
the skin and complexion in perfect condition
through the strew of
the lesson's activities.
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FRANK

FEERNOT3 IXCAPE,
v A PLAY.
Ack 1.
Scene, supplr.
Mr. Feernot. Frank, look at your
a dlskgrace to huhands, theyre
'
manity. Go rite up and wash

now York Cltr-i- ""

!;

jt

1

ar

them.
Frank Feernot.

Ah, heck.
Feernot.
No back tawk
neither or youll rue the day you
was born.
Frank Feernot. If I go up I may
never come down agen.
Mr. Feernot.
Leave the room
and dont enter it agen ded or alive
till your hands are as white as
enow.
Ack 2.
Scene, same, a hour later.
Mrs. Feernot. Its strangely funny Frank hasent came down yet.
He's ony got 2 hands to wash no
matter how good ho washes them.
Mr. Feernot. That bov will come
to a bad end. Wy cant he be like
me wen I was his age? I use to
get more dert off my hands In S
minutes tnan wat other bova could
in a half a hour.
Mrs. Feernot.
I think III Jest
take a run up and see wat he's
doing.
Mr. Feernot. Soot yourself.
Ack 8.
Scene, upstairs.
Mrs. Feernot.
Frank.
wats became of you? O myFrank,
good-nihe's gone forever. I remember his fatal werds and Frank
does wat he says wen he
thinks of it, O wsll theres no use
crying over spilt milk. I mite as
well stick my hed out the window
and get a breth of fresh air wile
Im up heer. o my goodniss theres
Frank climbing down the frunt of
the house on a rope made out of
tore up sheets. Frank, is that eny
way to treet good sheets? Corns
back and 111 give you S peaces of
pie Insted of ony S.
Frank Feernot. Thats a bargain.
Now that Im down this far I mlt
as well come in the frunt door.
Ack 4.
Scene, supplr.
Mr. Feernot. Did you wash your
Mr.

This Exerciso Poos Away With
Wrinkles.

PRIZE.
I One$15.00
Chance for Each Person

for the best trade mark
and emblem for our Dairy
$15

Products. Contest closes 12
o'clock midnight, Nov. 20.
1921. All contestants must
accompany their suggestions
with a bottle cap of the
Albuquerque
Dairy Association. The board of directors to be the judges.
FREE TO Alili

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
Phone 351

1

up and decidedly Improved In appearance by this treatment.
Kitty M.: If your legs are so
stout they shake when you walk,
you must reduce your weight. If
this is really the cause of the feeling of weakness in them, you must
Perbe very much overweight.
haps, however, the unsteady feeling Is the result of
have you been III lately? If so,
exercise, build yourself up and you
will l'eel all right again.
Bee Bee: Reduce the ankles by
massaging and kneading them vigorously with the hands to work off
the superfluous flesh. If you are
too stout, your ankles will be thick.
Any strenuous outdoor or gymnasium exercise will tend to make
the1 ankles slim and neat
looking.
The American soldier has finally
become a curiosity In Belgium,
,
England and France.

cn
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Dr. Uulrd baa absolute proof tHat tu
berculosis can ba healed In all ellmatea
Reaults
by THE INHALANT METHOD.
are nation-wid- e.
For further particular!
addreaa THE INHALANT METHOD CO.,
Suit 609 Union Leagus Bldg, Key No.
til, Los Ansalst, Calif.

Groceries
Hosiery .
Drugs
Silverware

Shoes

Underwear

Suits
Coats
Dresses

Men's Suits
Men's Overcoats
Men's Shoes
Men's Furnishings
Beds and Bedding
Rugs and Linoleums
Phonographs and Records

Yard Goods
Jewelry
Travelwear

Corsets
Skirts

EVERYTHING IN THE MAMMOTH STOCKS
YOUR COMMAND-- IN

all-wa-

I forget.
.(The End.)
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Opens
$400,000 Worth of Merchandise
at Salvage Prices

ss

hands?
Frank Feernot

lr

,L 1mm
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Gloves
Notions

Children's Clothing

OF A MODERN DEPARTMENT

STORE AT

ANY QUANTITY YOU NEED IN ANY LINE

For Cash Oimly

DELIVERIES

GET
HOURS

NO EXCHANGES

NO APPROVALS

NO MAIL ORDERS

SALE

Furs
Travelweat
Draperies
Kitchenware

YOUR

AND

ENTRANCE

NO

TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

TICKET

9 a. m. to 12:30 Noon

NO REFUNDS

AT CENTRAL AVENUE

DOORS

2 p. m, to 6:30 p. m.
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GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE
St-

-

IN FRIZES

Including Five 1922 Model
Automobiles Free

Vi

0

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
STUDEBAKER TOURING
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

CAR

COOPER MOTOR C O., Albuquerque, N. M.
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The Albuquerque Morning Journal is announcing a
tremendous gift distribution which it was hoped would
help to collect up arrearages and subscription accounts
and possibly secure more readers to this paper.
In planning this advertising event, The Journal has
tried not to be "cheap" a glance at the prize list will
verify this statement. Over five times as much money
has been appropriated for distribution as is usual in
towns of this size.
$8,000 Think of it, Eight Thousand of dollars, is to
be distributed in a few short weeks to those who participate in their spare moments.
The response today the lack of interest and effort is
pitiful. Few persons have entered their names and
even fewer have even attempted to secure a subscription

KM

ft:

or a renewal.

Easily morec subscriptions have been paid at the office,
since the campaign was announced, by subscribers themselves in the regular course of business than most of
the participants have brought in.
Now, The Journal is going through with this proposition.

f

The five big automobiles and the hundreds of dollars in

THIS

("1

ft
I?

n

o
gold and silver are going to be given away just as announced. The Journal, in its existence never has nor
never will back down on a proposition or a promise.

BUT It would seem that more people, who are just
as live as people in other communities, just as wide
awake, certainly just as intelligent, would realize the
opportunity for profit before it is too late.
Furthermore, The Journal does feel that its readers
should be willing to do more than collect a few coupons
and sit back with hands folded in return for the big
gifts they will receive.
This is the last call the few names that have been entered will soon be published and the distribution of
prizes will be made and this mammoth event will rapidly pass into history.
If you are alive, if you have the least spark of business
judgment the least ambition to better yourself financially and add to your present income get in your
name. Show a little action and make more money in
your spare moments than most people make in a year.
we'll
You'll never again have such an opportunity
wager you that. Never again will a newspaper offer
such awards.

YOUM OPPORTUNITY

m

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

ft

fcf.

Eft

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER

LIGHT

"6" TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at UJUrfcK MUIUK

-

-

-
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-
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City Electric Commences Its Building
Program For The Erection of

CITY IS MAKING

fSTUG

I

BID FOR

Employe's Residences at Old Town

NEW GUARD UNIT

president of
company, announced today that' in accordance
V: Military Affairs,. Committees with his promise made at the re
From Many Civic Organ-t- f. cent building costs meeting, at the
mummer or commerce, the comizations Meet With State pany had commenced
the building
of a number nf rMiHani at rA
Guard Head This Evening Town;
the foundations for the first
two ot tnem are already in, and
"
Henry Rolf the construction actively
Adjutant General
progressto
In
be
the city today
Biowu will
ing.
confer with the various civic or- The
residences
are
of
value of
a
4 gantzation military affairs com-- about 2,00ra, each; finished In
mittees, which will meet atv the11 rhamhpr nf Commerce
this eenijt ing at 7:30 o'clock. Plans will be
maae ny me committees, representing the Chawber of Commorce,
KIwanls. Itotary and other similar organizations, for securing one
of the new state national guard
units for Albuquerque.
READ
HUG E
' Several
new units will be or- M
within the state within the
ft next few months and Albuciuerque
has a chance to secure the motor CROWD
AT SALE
transport unit, one of the most Important of the proposed troops.
The adjutant general has stated to
"Chamber
of Commerce officials
Itosenwald
Brothers, opening
Ahat Albuquerque is the logical lodepartment store to the pub
cation for this unit, but that he their
must have assurance that tho en lie today for the first time since
in the
tire city will
the fire which swept a section of
of the troop and that the ino imra rioor or their building.
merchants will assist in every way will be prepared to demonstrate
possible for their employes to be- what heroic effort is able to ac
long to the unit and to take part compliah In a short space of time.
in its operations.
The store
show In only
' Many merchants and other em-- 1 a few motstoday
that there has ever
plovers in the city have already been a fire. The windows in the
announced their intention of
southwest corner of the third floor
with the unit, ami the mect-'V'n- g have been covered with canvas and
tonight will probably develop there are spots where it Is possible
4lans for a booster campaign for to guess that a fire once raged.
the unit in case it Is awarded tho but in, the main, cleanliness has
city.
superceded disorder In a surprisFollowing the meotlng. the adju- ing fashion.
tant general will address the Cham-bAll goods have been cleaned and
of Commerce mass meeting
The corner where the
and will put his proposition before fire was tho hottest is spick and
the chamber members, probably snnn and Is filled with trays of
.100 of whom will be at tho reor- dishes. The phonogranhs are polganization meeting tonight.
ished and ready for display. The
shelving has been cleared and all
- The
of
ears
women's
piercing
goods have been placed on tables
for the wearing of
is a for quick purchase.
survival of the old heathen cusGoods are marked as to size and
toms of mutilating the body to pries In order that the time of
some
both clerks and customers mav be
gou.
piease
A'
saved. The ladies' and children's
shops have been moved to the third
floor and the linens taken to the
first floor. Dresses have been
moved out of their cabinets and
into plain sight. Even the silver
goods and the drugs are out upon
counters.
Toe Nail Turns Out Itself
The special clerks out at the
Fourth street entrance yesterday
2 if You Toughen Skin
nave the Impression that there had
been an accident
the spot. The
- A noted authority says that a number secured tnat work
has been
'Saw drops of "Outgro" upon the so large that special methods have
Blin surrounding tho Ingrowing bepn adopted for thpir handling.
nail reduces
inflammation
and Yesterday the entire army of help
and. so toughens the tender, was marched to the Lyrlo theater
jain
.sensitive skin underneath the toe for Instructions, It helnr Impossiblp
nail, that it can not penetrate the to assemble them within the store.
"lesh, and the nail turns naturally
The sale Is to begin today.
.jlutward almost over night.
The largest Japanese chrysanthe"Outgro' is a harmless, antiseptic manufactured for chiropodists, mum plant ever grown, bearing
llowever, anyone can buy from the more than 2,Bn0 blooms, Is owned
.drug store a tiny bottle containing by Mrs. Walter H. Jeffords of
directions Adv.
Philadelphia.

White stucco, and are on a plan
known as tha Roslington Standardized House, which he has copyrighted and which has been scientifically designed with very great
care on a basis whereby there is
practicully no wastage of labor and
material used In them, and the size
and lengtha of lumber are of the
classification which takes the lowest basis In lumber schedules, and
any variation in either the size,
style, and design of tha house, adds
to the cost In a greater proportion
than it adds to the value. Adv.

George Roslington,

the City
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CONSUL

PLANS

FOR

TICKET CAMPAIGN
At a meeting of the university
athletic conferonce held last night
at the men's gymnasium, plans
g
were made for a
campaign for the 'Varsity games
with Arlrona and tho Aggies.
It was explained at the meeting
that if the university Is to end the
season with a financial gain, there
must be a largo attendance at tho
two coming games. To secure this
It was decided to stage an active
campaign throughout the cuy.
Captains of tho teams will meet
today In Rodey hall, to complete
plans for the campaign. Each cap- lain will have ton men worhlng
under him. and each squad will be
assigned a certain district of the
city to cover thoroughly.
The teams will concentrate their
efforts on the sale of tickets to
Saturday's gamo with Arizona, it
being thought that enough tickets
can be sold to this came to pack
tho bleachers and bring a neat
amount into the athletic fund.
ticket-sellin-

of

Theaters Today

Connection With the
Sacco and Vanzetti Case
in

"B" Theater Jesse L. Lasky
presents Gloria Swanson, one of
(Bt Tha Associates rran.)
the screen's famous stars, an the
Washington, Nov. 14. A crowd leading character in Elinor Glyn's
of 300 radicals, in which were a
"The Great Moment,
number of soldiers In uniform, con a Paramount feature; also present
gregated before the American con- lng the "Burton Holmes' Travel
sulate at Tamplco,
Mexico, last ogue" and the "Current Events"
night and threatened the life of the pictures.
consul, the state department was
Lyric Theater "What has this
informed late today. The demon man been to you 7 ' her husband
con
was
In
was
Is
said,
stration,
demanded, therefore see popular
nection with the conviction for Anita. Stewart starring in the Louis
murder by a Massachusetts court B. Stewart's production,
"Playthings
of Sacco and Vanzottl, Italians. Of. or Destiny, also showing "Money
flclals of the department expressed Talks," a Gayety comedy.
the belief that the Mexican govPastime Theater Frltzl Bruernment would take steps to pro nette
puts over a big thrill in the
e,

story-pictur-

tect tho consul.

SANTA CLAUS OPENS
BRANCH POST OFFICE
WITH LEGION WOMEN
Children all over New Mexico
whose fathers are sick soldiers are
asked to address their letters to
Santa Claus to the American Leg
ion auxiliary nearest them. The
forces of all of the legion auxiliary
posts are going to devoto them
selves from now until Christmns to
being secretaries for the good Saint
Nicholas.
Children of Albuquerque disabled
service men will address Santa
Clans In care of Mrs. Belle Nye
It is
at 1116 South Broadway.
promised that all letters received
lure will be handed to Santa Claus
and will receive his careful attention. The state woman's auxiliary
recently organized Is undertaking
this work.

Gasnler picture, "A Wife's Awaken
ing," which is the main attraction
at the Pastime today:' also present
ing reels of the latest "Fox News"
and "Mutt and Jeff cartoons.

DAUGHTER SEEKS TO
GET $5,000 LEGACY
UNDER HOPEWELL WILL

MMiaMiWVstlKnraiP1

DEATHS

AND

FAIRBROTHER

$40,000.

WHITNEY

HARDWARE

CO.

Toys at Less Than You Expected to Pay
GET A BALLOON FREE TODAY

FUNERALS
Mrs. Mabel A.

ESPINOSA Funeral of Joronl-m- o
Esplnosa, who died Saturday
morning at his parents' residence
In Martineztown, will be held this
morning from the residence to the
San Ignacio church, where services
will be held. Burial will be In Santa Barbara ccmctery. Crollott is in
charge.

FUSSING

WITH

The funeral of Mrs. Lu-IBaca, who died Sunday night
at her residence, 621 West TIJeras
avenue, will be hold tomorrow
morning at 8 o'clock from the residence to the San Felipe de Norl
church, where high mass will be
said by Father Weeks. Burial will
be in Santa Barbara cemetery.
Crollott is in charge.
BACA

FUTILE TAILORS
One
Several men enter a publio place.
may have spent lavishly on his clothes,
nnd obtained nothing but an appearance
of being overdressed.
,
Another has perhaps but Invested but a
tithe of that expenditure in his appearance,
yet there is a subtlo something in the
hang of his clothes and the ease of his
manner which draws true deference from
all who note him. Discrimination
has
visloned for him the folly of fussing with
futile tailors and ho knows that the vast
clothes are not
majority of
for him.
He wears the sort of super-fin- e
hand
tailored clothes Eubank Brothers display
for his special benefit. ready-to-we-

BYRON The body of
Byron, who died Sunday,
shipped to his old home
ance, O., for burial today.
is in charge.

EUBANK BROTHERS
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m
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no

west central

Phone 513
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John

E.
will be

at

Alli-

Neil

MORRIS Private funeral ser- wora t.M fni. Hlva ir I llnr.
rls were held from French's chapel
yesterday morning at 10 o'clock.
uuriai was in jrairview cemetery.
IVES Funeral
services were
held from the Lead Avenue Meth
odist church yesterday
afternoon
for Byron H. Ives at 3:30 o'clock.
Rev. F. E. McGulre officiated at
the service. The body lay in state
at the Elks Home from 1 to 3
O'clock. After the services the bodv
was shipped to his old homo In
Gouevenour, N. T, C. T. French
was in charge ot arrangements.
V
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Judgment of 1892 vindicated by world's approval of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
a simple vegetable compound for constipation So safe thousands give
it to babes in arms Now has largest sale in the world.

MEN

11

New-Fangl- ed

it muy lc rented to burliness Women
for additional income for the institution, wis agreed upon by the
Business and Professional Woman's
club at its dinner last night at the
Y. M. C. A. The furniture will be
donated l.y tlic members.
I'pon the report of a committee
appointed by Uio club to investigate
conditions ji t tho nursery, it was
decided that the club should furnish the two dormitory rooms on
the second floor not now used by
the nursery. The commilteo composed of Dr. Margaret Curlwright,
Mrs. Kose K. Hudson, .Mrs. Klla M.
La liar and Mrs. Alta Hawker will
solicit furniture, fur the rooms.
Mrs. Hawker announced that slio
was inaugurating
a movement
among business women to contribute tho proceeds of one day's work
toward paying oft the 3,2U0 debt
of the nursery.
A report of the recent benefit
dance at the Klks' club for the
building fund was made, Bhowing
that the net proceeds of tho affair
amounted to $:S84.85. The money
will be deposited in a new building
fund which will be Increased from
time to timo by tho club. The
proposition of buying any of several pieces of property under consideration was definitely rejected.
Miss Elsa
of the
Schroeder,
Equitable Life Insurance company,
was elected a member of the club.
Mrs. 1). U. Mclvee, assistant secretary of tho chamber of commerce; Miss Uurlburt, lawyer; Miss
Lillian Franzen, superintendent of
the state girl's welfare home, and
Miss Kathcrine AlcCormick, woman's gymnasium instructor at the
state university, were introduced
as new members of tho club, Tho
attendance prize, a chock for
lit the
Iteidling Music
store, given by Mrs. A. I. Keldllng,
was won by Miss A. V. Milner.

CALOMEL
SALIVATES

LOOSENS TEETH

NEW CLUB BUILDING
OPENED AT JUAREZ
Fred Crollott returned yesterday
from Juarez, Mexico,
morning
where he attended the opening of
the new building of the
club. The new building,
which is one of tlio finest club
homes in northern Mexico, has just
been completed at a cost of more
than $65,000.
Mr. Crollott attended the open
ing at the Invitation of former Gov
ernor O. At,Larrnzolo, who Is a
part owner' of the building.
Latin-Americ-

I

c n-

!

Journal want ads get results
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con-

head-acne-

s,

mental depression,
and

indigestion, sour stomach
other indispositions that result
from constipation was entirely
by means of simple vegetable
laxatives, herbs and roots.
These are still the basis of my
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
which is a combination of
Egyptian Senna and other mild
laxative herbs with pepsin.
Recently new medicines
have been brought out for
constipation that contain calomel, which is mercury, salts
of various kinds, minerals, and
coal tar. These are all drastic
purges, many of them dangerous, and the medical profession

Prom a reecnt portrift of
DR. W. B. CALDWELL
Founder of Dr. OftlHwolO Srrnp Pepila
Born Shelbyvllle, Mo., 1639

Is warning the public against
them. Certain coal tar products
will depress the heart; certain
salts give rise to intestinal
poisoning, impaction and rupture
of tho intestines. If grown peo

ple want to use them no one can
deny them the privilege, but
they should never be given to
children.
The simpler the remedy for
constipation, the safer for the
child and for you, and the better for the general health of
all. And as you can get results
in a mild and safe way by
using Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pensm, why take chances witli
pills and powders and strong
drugs, even if disguised in
candy? My remedy, too, costs
less than most others, only
about a cent a dose. A bottle
such as you can find in any
drug store, will last a family
several months, and all can use
it. It is good for the babe in
arms because pleasant to the
taste, gentle in action, and free
from narcotics. In the proper
dose, given in the directions,
it is equally effective at all
ages. Elderly people will find
it especially ideal.
The formula of Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin is on the cover

of every bottle, and the
ingredients have the endorsement of the U. S.

CIA
000 AAnrtri
r(
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Svriinir PpnoJn
J
CpU

n remembrance oj my 8 jrd birthday I have set aside the sum of Ten Thousand
e
bottles of my Syrup Pepsin. Only one
DoIar,
jj away in
Free Trial bottle to a family. All are constiwtea now and then, and here is an
opportunity for you and others to try Dr. CaldWIi'j Synip Pepsin FREE OF
KvPP
CC CHARCJE. Ask for your free bottle today, simply lending name and address to
Dr.W. D. Caldwell, 31 4 Washington St., Monticelio, III. Do not postpone this.

LACK OF FUNDS OF
VARSITY ATHLETIC
COUNCIL IS SERIOUS

and other valuable considerations."
OLD BABY IS
declared by officials to be the first
DISPOSED OF FOR $10 Instrument of its kind known here,
was filed in district court today.

Aoi
(By
Nov. 14. EngLeicester,
Houston, Tex., Nov. 14. A deed land defeated Kni(.,
At a meeting of tho nthletlc
Ireland In an interof a national soccer match today by
council of the ntnte university the transferring the ownership
matter of athletic finances was three weeks' old baby boy for "J 16 4 to 1.
taken up. A startlina laelt ot funds
was noted, and Dr. John D. Clnrk.l"
Inst
chairman of the committee,
night made tho following; state
ment:
"It Is ahsolutely Imperative to
have a large attendance nt the next
two footlmll fames played hero be
tween the university and Arizona,
and the university nnd the Atrricul-tura- l
rolloge. The accommodations
for
are exceptionally
good. There are 2,000 seats on the
field, with motor car space for f00
morp. Tho officials for tho games
are the moat efficient and best In
tho Rocky Mountain conference.
Our team is the best we have ever
had, and we are playing tho two
best teams in the southwest.
"Those who tsivf the tame last
Saturday were absolutely delighted
Whenever you get to the point self In work or play without bewith the field and the seating
coming completely exhausted.
where you can not stand the
After this, instead of giving an
of work and play, you
'I'nless the presence of an en
alibi when invited to
need something to revive your fall- say "sure, count me In."recreation,
thusiastic and really college-sizeVou can
football crowd is to he had nt tne ing vitality and endurance.
do It If you will begin taking the
be
games, very sad results may
known as Garren's
In life, when new
At the middle
fall the athletic council of the you really would stage love to get Tonio product
which Is giving marvelously
school."
out and enjoy some recreation, vou quick revival of health, strength
have to deny yourself because "you and endurance to exhausted and
worn out folks. After using it a
INDIANS ASK COURT TO
can't stand to exert yourself."
That Is the surest sign you are few days you will have the fire of
REVIEW THEIR CLAIMS
lacking In the necessary vltamlnes enthusiasm, and the endurance to
TO LARGE TRACT LAND to give nourishment to your nerves carry out it's urging, like thousands
and tissue, nnd they are going back of folks who are praising it.
on you. Your nerves are already
Garren's Tonic Is sold In Albu(By The Aoelnled frees.)
weakened from lack of strength. querque by the Alvarado PharmWashington, Nov. 14. The Texas How can you expect to exert
your acy. Adv.
Cherokees and Associated Tribes
asked tho supreme court today to
review their claim to more than a
million acres of land In Texas. The
court took, tho motion under adAn engine knock is
visement.
tUdgt hammer bk""
They contend that In 1822, they
settled on unoccupied land in easton the fimn had
ern Texas, then a part of Mexico,
that the republic of Texas recognized their title and entered Into
a treaty with them to obtain their
friendship, but that after acquiring independence, Texas repudiated
the agreement and that they flod
to Mexico. Onada and throughout
the United States.

"I Used To Be Able

To Do Those Things"

s

This Remark So Often Heard From Middle
Aged People Is An Admission of
Failing Vitality.
etren-uousne- ss

d

jut

a

How soon

does your engine
begin to knock?
lubrication is back of most engine knockthe terrific heat of the engine, ordinary
Under
ing.
oil forms great quantities of black sediment. The
thinned down oil passes the pistons, fouls spark
plugs and carbons the piston heads.

Faulty

Sediment

is reduced by B6fo when you use
Veedol, the lubricant that resists heat. Excess
carbon troubles are stopped.

For Corns

Stops Pain Instantly Removes
Corn Completely.

liil. a I reus.)

Tha

"Gets-- ir

Drop in

and let us fill your
crankcase with the proper grade of
Veedol. We believe there is no oil
like Veedol for reducing expenses.

STATE BOARDS HOLD
EXAMINATIONS

HERE

to-da- y

Examinations will be held today
by the state pharmacy board for
all applicants for state pharmacy
licenses. The board met at tne
BOND-DILLO- N
chamber of commerce yesterday
and transacted regular business.
DISTIUBCTORS
The examination will be completed
today.
New Mexico
board Albuquerque
The utate accountancy
will hold sessions at the chamber
There a eorr eft grade of 'Veedol
starting today and will transact
(til or grease)
general business and give examinfur every pari tf any automobile, truck r traflor
ations to applicants for account-

CO.

have

two-thir-

of the money usually spent for couch

preparations, by using this
old recipe for making couch
syrup. It U simple and cheap but it
has no equal for prompt results. It
takes right hold of a cough and gives
immediate relief, usually stopping an
ordinary cough in 24 hours or less.
Oct
ounces of Pinez from any
druggist, pour it into a pint bottle,
and add plain granulated sugar syrup
to make a full pint. If you prefer,
use clarified molasncs, honey, or corn
syrup, instead of sugar svhip. Either
way, it tastes good, keeps perfectly,
and lasts a family a long time.
It's truly astonishing how quickly
It acts, penetrating through every
air
passage of the throat and lmigs
loosens
and raises the phlegm,
soothes and heals the membranes, nnd
gradually but surely the annoying
throit tickle and dreaded cough disappear entirely. Nothing hotter for
bronchitis, spasmodic croup, hoarse
ness or bronchial asthma.
Tinex is a special and highly concentrated compound of genuine Norway pine extract known the world over
for its healing effect on membranes.
Avoid disanpointment hv nnkinovour druggist for "2a ounces o- trinex- wiin iuh directions and don't
accept anything else. Guaranteed to
give absolute satisfaction or money
funded.
The Pinex Co,
KomP,tly
Ft. Wayne, Ind. n

ant certificates.

HEADQUARTERS TROOP
TO GIVE DANCE FRIDAY

2i

-

-

Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
Then the treatment of
stipation, biliousness,

l'

Millions
Use

EasUr and thrvtr mrulr at home,
but It boau them all for
4uwk results.

Thousands of housewives
found that they can save

HEN a' man is in the 83rd

year of his acre, as I am.
there are certain things he has
learned that only time can
teach him. The basis of treating sickness has not changed
since I left Medical College in
1875, nor since I placed on the
market the laxative prescription I had used in my practice,
known to druggists and the
public since 181)2, as Dr.

k
which
products. It rfi a
goes on forever. When waste nro- ducts get in the blood, thev cause
a lowered vitality. As a result, wo
become subject to many painful
and embarrassing ailments.
When these symptoms appear,
Nature is warning us. To throw
orr tha waste products, the blood
must be purified. Don't clog your
blood.
Just clean It ut. Nature
will do the rest.
Pure. rich, red
blood nourishes the body and fights
otr disease.
S. S. S.. the standard blood nurl
fler and system builder, is the Ideal
The
remedy for ekin eruptions.
effect of S. S. S. Is to rid the sys
tem of the waste products which
are causing the trouble. For over
BO years H. S. S. has proven to be
of unusual Merit. Begin taking
S. S. H. today and write for 56 page
illustrated booklet. "Facts About
tho Wood" free.
Personal medical advice, without
charge, may also bo had by send
lng a complete description of your
case. Address Chief Medical Di- THREE ALLEGED AUTO
rector, Swift Specific Co., 741
9. S. S. Laboratory, Atlanta. Ga.
THIEVES ARE NABBED
All drug stores sell S. S. S.
Belen, N. M., Nov. 14. A new
Ford car belonging to Robert Ed- mondson was atolen from Its park
ing place near the Harvey house,
about 3 a. m. Sunday. Mr.
accompanied by Special
Santa Fe Officer W. F. Hawkins, of
Belen, with another car, traced the
stolen one to a place beyond La
Joya, about twelve miles soutn
from Belen, where the car had
stalled In the deep sand and the
three thieves had fallen asleep.
They gave their names as William
U Haugh. J. J. Ledry nnd Robert
Stevens and claimed to have come
from the north. The three were
n
captured by Hawkins and Edmond-soand taken to Los Lunas for a
preliminary hearing.

Everybody, everywhere needi to know
what millions ot foiki have already
learned about "Uets-lt,- "
tho guaranteed

Famous Old Recipe
for Cough Syrup

w

se

life-wor-

Fair-broth-

We are showing an exceptional high grade line
of toys at reasonable prices.
On opening day we will give a Special Cash Discount on everything in our Toy Department of
10 Per Cent.
This is a real saving as all goods are marked in
plain figures and for cash.

Furnishine of the nnnpr flnur nf
the day nursery home, in order that

OF

Waste Products
The

Fairbrother, wife of Charles E.
Fairbrother, died at a local hospital yesterday morning after a very The Very Next Dose of this
short Illness. Mr. and Mrs. WalTreacherous Drug may
lived at 906 South
ter street. The body was taken to
Start Trouble
Blakemore's Mortuary Home pending arrangements.
You know what calomel is.
It's mercury; quicksilver. Calomel
McFARLTN Word was received is dangerous.
It crashes Into sour
yesterday of the death of Mrs. S. bile like dynamite, cramping and
79 years, at
8. McFarlln, aged
you. Calomel attacks
sickening
Long Beach, Calif. Accompanied
the bones and should never be
by her sister, Mrs. Martha Over- e put into your system.
man, tha deceased left Albuquer-'quIf you feel bilious, headachy.
about a year ago to make her
and all knocked out,
home In California. While living constipated
jUBt go to your druggist and get
here, the two sisters resided on a bottle of Dbdson's
Liver Tone
North Second street.
for a few cent which is a harm
less vegetable substitute for danFuneral services gerous calomel. Take a spoonful
6CHENCK
for John Schenck were held yes- and if it doesn't start your liver
at and
terday afternoon at 8:30 o'clock W.
straighten you up better and
Strong Brothers' chapel, Rev. of- quicker than nasty calomel ana'
A. Guy of the Christian church
without
you aick, you Jut.
Members of the paint- go back making
ficiating.
and get your money.
ers' local acted as pallbearers.
Don't take calomel. It makei
Interment was In Falrview
you sick the next day; it loses
you a day's work, Dodson'e Liver
straightens you right up and
The body of Miss Tone feel
LUNDdREN
great. No salts necessary.
Esta Lundgren will be shipped this you
it to the children because it
afternoon to her former home in Give
perfectly harmless and can not
Her sister. Miss is
Oakland, Neb.
salivate.
Amanda Lundgren of Itoswell, N.
the body.
M., will accompany
Strong Brothers are in charge.

OUR TOY DEPARTMENT OPENS
TODAY (TUESDAY)

ASSIST NURSERY

Doctor at 82 Finds Mothers Prefer
His Formula to
Salts
And Coal Tar Remedies for Babies

Pimples

Pea-bod- y,

JIF

CLUB

Asking for aj accounting of the
estate ot willard S. Hopewell from
Anna It. Hopewell, executrix, and
for the payment of her alleged
a, 000 legacy under the will, Jean
Barka, daughter of the deceased by
his first wife, started suit In tho
district court yesterday. It was al
leged In the complaint that the
plaintiff had received but $650 of
her legacy and that the payment
had been put off from timo to time
by the attorneys of the executrix
who claimed that the debts of the
eetate had not yet been nald.
It was alleged In the Complaint
In
Blood
that all of the assets of the estate
had not been disclosed to the court.
CONTRACTS FOR ROAD
Is sought directing all of
An
PROJECTSCANCELLED the order
additional
alleged So Do Blackheads, Boils and
property,
not to have been contained In the
Similar Skirt Disorders.
Inventory, to be listed with the
Santa Fe. Nov. 14. Highway En court.
The additional property
gineer Glllett today cancelled con claimed to belong to the estate in
The
is forever
system
tracts for three federal aid projects eludes several pieces of real estate striving human
to get rid of (he waste
Dan La Rue, of Palestine, valued at about

(held by
ITexas, because, he said, the con
tractor was In financial flirncuity.
The contracts totaled nearly
Arrangements were made for
continuation of the projects, which
are located in Guadalupe, Grant
and Eddy counties, by A. O.
La Rue's New Mexico
nger, and the payment of obliga-Itloincurred by the contractor.

PARENTS ATTENTION- -

LAY

300 Radicals
Demonstration
a
Stages

Crowd

ear-rin-

ill:

REDS

THREATEN LIFE

'

INGROWN

UM STUDENTS BUSINESS

Page Seven

The headquarters cavalry troop
has announced plans for another
of their benefit dances at the arm
ory on Friday evening at o'clock.
Muslo will be furnished by tho
Sandstorm Jazz orchestra, A com
mittee composed of Sergeant Black,
Corporal Bradford and Private
Toulouse are in charge of tho arrangements for the dance.

End Your Corn With "Coto-It.- "
pclnleis corn and callus remover. Any
corn, no matter how deep runted, departs
arrives.
quickly when "Get-It- "
el 111 pie, yet limply
wonderful,
because all soreneas et'im with the first
application. Get rid of yuur corn and
wear shoes that fit. Ule shoes limply
make coma irrow bluRor.
Your money
back If "Gels-It- "
falls. Insist on the
genuine. Costs but .a trlflo everywhere.
A Timely Suggestion.
Mfd. by B. Lawrence A Co., Chicago. Sold
This Is the season of the year
In Albuquerque by Alvarsdo Pharmacy.
when the prudent and careful
Eurfe

to Bcfcrtl

CATARRH
of the
BLADDER
Each Canaille fumvl
bears nam.
Bnrnrrofcrmntrrfc't'

tSJ

housewife replenishes her supply
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
It is almost certain to be needed
before the winter is over and results are much mora prompt and
when It Is kept at
hand and given as soon as the first
Indication of a cold appears and
before it has become settled tn the
system. There Is no danger In giving it to children as It contains no
opium or other harmful drug.

Veedol Oil is for sale by the following dealers:
McColloiigh-Bnlc-

k
Co.,
421 W. Gold Ave.

Frank P. Trotter,

116

W. Gold Ave.
& Guttierrez,
S. Third St.
Slmonson & Uanlelson,
321 S. Second St.

Garcia

1600

South End (iuragc,
702 S. Second St.

Fourth Street Garage,
406 N. Fourth St,
American

Garage,

Fourth St.
Butler Anto Co.,

219 N.
424

W. Copper Ave.
& Robber Co.,
123 S. Broadway.
Kistlcr-Overland
Co.,
211 N. Fourth St.
Motor Co.,
Laurterbnugh
434 W. Gold Ave.
Qnlckcl Auto Supply Co.,
600 W. Central Ave.

Highland Tire

'

White Garage,

123 North

Morrow
313

Fourth.

Antri Company,
West Silver.

jfei ,Usssi!afciitiSi

Anto Laundry & Garage,
424 N. Second St.
Mctcalf Auto Repair Shop,
107 S. Fifth St.
Nanoleono Bros.,
221 W. Copper Ave.
Central Auto & Machine
Works
621 W. Central Ave.
!
Hoover Motor Co.,
418 W. Copper Ave. ',
R. V. Gilbert,
Morlarty. New Mexico.
O. W. Bond A Bra.
Mercantile Company.
Encino. New Mexico.
F. H. Wood.
I
Duran. New Mexico.
Mountainnlr Motor Co.,
New Mexico.
Mountainalr,
Steel's Garage,
Estancla. New Mexico.
Vaughn Auto Company, '
Vaughn. New Mexico.
White Ijnkefl Company,
Stanley. New Mexico.

'

f
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shorter way out of the difficulty has been found by
a woman phrenologist in England who rejects the
complicated proof In favor of something much

tie, and when It's thick enough
you pour It out In a buttered pan
to cool that's all I know," said
Waddie. "I'm going to flavor my
candy with dried clover leaves,
he went on. "We have a lot of
'em!
Surely enough there was plenty
of dried clover in the den, for
woodchucks, or groundhogs, are
very fond of clover.
"I'll help you make the candy,"
offered Uncle Wlggily, and so ho
did. Soon tho sugar, molasses ani
clover leaves and tops wero boiling on tho stove, and when the
candy was thick enough it was
poured out into a buttered tin
"We'll set it outside in the air
to cool," said Uncle Wlggily. "Then
I'll help you clean up the kitchen,
for your mother will not like it to
come back and find things upset.''
The bunny and the little
k
boy lind scarcely put the
kitchen to right when, all of a
sudden, at the door of the burrow
through which the tfunnv had
come ciuwn, tnere sounded a
cry of:
"Let me go! Let me aro! Oh.
don't hold mo so tightly and don't
Durn me so: Oh, let me go!"
wnars mat 7" asked Waddle.
coming closer to Uncle Wlggily.
"I don't know for sure, but I
nave an Idea," spoke the bunny.
Carefully he peeked ud thrnnch
the hole. Then he laughed. "Serves
you right!'' cried Mr. Longears.
iNPxt time Keep away from Wad-diecandy. There you go. Ha

AS THE PEOPLE VIEW IT

slmpller.

By

Sho maintains that up to a certain age girls are
brighter than boys because the girl's head grows
faster than the boy's. More particularly is It the
breadth of the head that counts. We are told that
girls are apt to be round headed and boys long
headed.
This
expert consoles the boys,
however, with the information that later on In life
boys' heads begin to widen.
Further investigation may find more convincing
we
proof for this contention than it has now. Or
may have to do what we did In the case of the belief In tho weight of the brain discard It altoUntil such time comes, however, there Is
gether.
one thing which all the owners of heads will do

JOURNAL Pl'BIJSIUNG COMPANY
D. A. MACPH KKSON.
CARL C. MAGEE.
Nereis rv
President.
MsriMff-- !
.Buelnesi?
D. A. MACPHEKSON.
Kdltor-tn-Chl'
. . . .
CARL C. MAGBB
HEPHEKENTAT1VK8
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquette Bldg.. Chicago, in
I
M
ynrU
RALPHR
IXIQ A N 4 8 E.
second-class
matter at the pnstoffice
Entered as
of Albuquerque, N. M
under act of Congress of
March 17. 1879.
TEHMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. 85c:
yearly. ,n advance. $9.00.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
ratine than la accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The American
Directory
Newspaper
The only paper In New Mexico issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Presa la exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use. for
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
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A FEELING OF JOY,
amount to much, then she went
This Sunday morning, November crazv over a little sissy of a
13, 1921, here at Albuquerque, New Swede boy that worked in a tailor
Mexico. I rend In the Morning shop. The author does not tell her
Journal, the list of proposals pre true storyA wnno sue was in
woman who would go
sented to the disarmament conference yesterday at Washington.
I to Washington, under circumstanc
also read President
Harding's1 es and conditions bosuch as she did,
would at least
very likely to
speech opening the conference.
assume that I am not different act quite differently than the au
from other citizens of our country, thor says she did wnno tnere,
or of the world, in my complete
Tho husband, Doctor Kennicott,
onthrallment. If mankind ever was a mollycoddle; first, for havhad reason to say that nn occur- ing married a woman that did not
rence on earth is surely God's own love him: and second, for not hav
act, this must be the time, and ing wrung the neck of the little
this conference the manifestation.
Swede, when he caugnt tnem toWe are filled with a grateful sensa gether out in tho bushes beside the
well to remerrfber.
and blessed road in tho dark that night; and
For the proper development of the Intellect it Is of holy thankfulness,
hope, for the great meet- third, for not having then and
moro important to make good use of one's brains expectant
ing and its results. May its ses- there filed a bill for divorce, and
than to rely for success on their weight, or on thl sions be thrilled and encouraged alleged Carol's adultery, for every
by the music of the spheres, and man who reads me dook will
size or shape of the head.
that if she was not guilty
its results be what God would
B. S. RODET.
of the act of adultery, she might
have,
ARE WE LOSING TIEE HOME?
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Herald, made Sunday, that New Mexico
less
trail in the rear on matters affecting tho develop-- ! losing when home and family life become
to
1
of the western states and proceed to put itself portant with us, and in a resolute determination
By WALT MASON
In the front rank of those states in an active lend- - prevent this at all cost.
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The Herald had special reference to the Western
States Reclamation association meeting at Salt Lake
City on November 29 and 30. Its insistenco that the

Mexican Petroleum '
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
Montana Power
New York Central
Northern Pacific ,
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper....
Reading
Rpp. Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Studebnker Corporation
Texas Co.
Tobacco Products

heavies, $8.25; she stock and bulls
steady to weak; most cows, $3.50
6.60:
18 3i 4.00: heifers iienerally $4.25
one load yearling heifers, $7,25;
most bulls. $3.00 f!j 3.50 canners and '
72
cutters mostly steady; bulk canners
70
$2.50
2.75; cutters generally, $3,00'
35
ffiS.25; calves 50c to $1.00 lower;
14
few vealers $8.25 08.60; bulk de
69
sirable kind, $7.5O8.O0; stockers
49
and feeders steady to weak; early
23
'j.
sales, $4,000)5.75: dockers, $4.00
7!)
'
.,
6.50; mostly $4.50 & 5.50.
18
73
Hogs Receipts, 8,000; closing '
active to packers and shippers;
45
6914 mostly 10c to 15c lower than Sat- ITnion Pacific
122 14 urday's nverarfe; bulk light weights
few light
81 14 to packers, $6.80(S'6.85;
United States Steel
top,
56
packer
lights, $6.90 7.00;
Utah Copper
$6.50
bulk
of
6.85;
sales.
$6.90;
most throwout sows ,$5.506.00;
NEW YORK COTTON.
pigs steady; bulk around $7.75; few
j
New York, Nov. 14. Cotton fu- desirable kind.
6,000;
Sheep Receipts,
tures closed steady; December,
sheep
about
most
ewes,
$3,75
fat
steady;
$16.55;
January, $16.41; March, (0)4.00; lambs
generally steady to
$16.43; May, $16.26; July, $15.90.
strong; upots higher; best westerns,
$9.00:
lambs
feeding
steady; early
NEW YORK METALS.
r
top, $7.75.
New York, Nov. 14; Copper
14.
Nov.
Denver, Colo.,
Cattle,
steady: electrolytic snot pnd nearReceipts 11,300; steady; beef
13
c.
by. 13 '4 c: later, 13 U
Tin steady; spot and nearby, steers, $4.00 iff 6.50; cows and heifers. $3.004.75; calves, $6.00?D
$28.75; futures, $29.00.
Iron steady; No. 1 northern, 9.50; bulls, $2.0003.00; stockers
and
feeders, $6.00 9.50.
J21.00f 22.00;
No. 2 northern,
2
southern. er:Hogs Receipts, 1,800; 15o low$20.00W21.00; No.
top, $7.25: bulk, $6.00j)7.00.
$1 S.OOtfB 20.00.
Sheep Receipts, 14,500; strong
Lead steady: spot $4.70.
to
shade higher; lambs., $7.50
a
Zinc quiet: East St. Louis de
8.30:
ewes, $3.00 4.25 ; feeder
livery spot, $4.75.
lambs, $7.25 8.20.
Antimony spot. $4.75 ff 5.00.
Foreign bar silver, 67c.
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Mexican dollars, 51 c.
Kansas City, Nov. 14. Butter,
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
unchanged; creamery 45c; packing,
24c.
Chicago, Nov. 14. Reports that
Eggs unchanged; firsts, GOc; secforeigners were trying to resell
United States hard winter wheat at onds. 30c.
prices equal to those current for
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Chicago December
delivery did
much todav tn cause Iofs of
Nov. 14. Butter highstrength in wheat. Prices closed er;Chicago,
extras, 44c; firsts,
creamery
to
net lower with
heavy,
December $1.05A to $1.05
and 36c(fi!43c; 38 seconds,
c.
standards.
to $1.09. Corn lost
May $1.09
Eggs unchanged; receipts, 5,59 i
c and pro
e. oats V c to
Me to
cases; firsts, 63c(ff55c;
ordinary
tO 50C,
visions
A hesitating start, followed by a firsts, 43c(fi)47c; miscellaneous, 50o
34
5?5
c;
2c;
extras,
refrigerator
moderate bulge in values, preceded
firsts, 33 c.
wheat declines. Material falling off refrigeratoralive
14o
higher; fowls,
Poultry
in the domestic visible supply total
springs, 19c; turkeys, 35c;
gave only a temporary advantage 5?'21c; 15c.
roosters.
to bulls, and continuance of the
Potatoes steady; receipts, 169
drought in the southwest failed
also to exert more than a transient cars; total U. S. shipments, 643
cars:
Wisconsin round white, bulk,
On
influence.
the other hand
$1.75ifi
heavy profit taking was Induced by $1.852.00 cwt; sacker,
the advance and tho market des- 2.00; Michigan and Minnesota
cended rapidly when selling from white, sacked, $1.70(5)1.90 cwt.;
and North Dakota Red
a house with London connections Minnesota
cwt.; Dagave emphasis to gossin about ex- River Ohios, $1.501.65
kota, $1.60(1.75 cwt: Idaho rus
porters letting go holdings at less sets,
2.4 5 cwt.
$2.23
than replacement costs. Bears contended that the setback was hardHo-.Not
to Tahe Cold.
ly surprising In view of 11 to 12
Some persons are suoject to fre
cent upturns since November 4.
colds, while others seldom, if
Final quotations were practically at quent
have a cold. You will fiad
the day's low. Corn and oats ever,
that
the
latter take good carei of
swayed with wheat, notwithstandtake a shower or
dealers were coldmsclves. They
ing that seaboard
bath every day in ft
after cash corn here on a liberal w;.rm sponge
over heated
avoid
room,
sea e.
or J
Provisions sold at the lowest rooms, sleep with a window openover
parny tpen, avoid excesses,
prices this season. Renewal of big eating,
over
heated and
becoming
receipts of hogs here seemed chief- then chilled
and getting the feet
ly responsible.
wet. Then, when they feel the first
Closing bids:
indication of a
they take
Wheat
Dec, $1.05 ?8 ; May, Chamberlnin's Coughcold,
Remedy with$1.09.
out delay and it Is soon over.
Corn Dec, 46c; May 52c.
Oats Dec, 32 c; May,' 37 c.
.
POUND SALE.
Pork Jan., $13.50,
On Tuesday, the 15th day of No- Lard Jan,. $8.27; Mav $8.70.
vermber. 1921, at 10 a. m., in
Ribs Jan., $7.07; May, $7.47.
front of the city, hall on North
Second street, I will sell one sorLIBERTY' BONDS.
rel mare about 6 years old, 15
hands
weigh 900 pounds,
New York, Nov. 14. Liberty branded high,
on left shoulder, roached
bonds closed:
$95.14; first 4s. mane.
$94.60 bid: second 4s. $94.60: first
J. R. OALUSHA.
$94.50; second
$94.62;
City Marshal.
third 4Mb. $96.30; fourth
$94.64 : Vletorv
$99.70; Vicj
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Lizzie; "Don't cat those prunes,"
THE DOCTOR BOOK.
1
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say to .lames: "this volume says
New York. Nov. 14. l're.)
to
make you dizzy and underI
The finaneat that pie."
say
they'll
"Don't
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mine your growing frames." The cial community expressed its hearty
"THEY."
Freddy; "Don't eat that cake,"
to
endorsement today of Secretary
kids are always being chidden,
say to Jane; "the doctor hook de- sage advice there is no end; the Hughes' proposals for a naval
holsuch a diet things they like are all forbidden, iday but that feeling evidently did
meeting meets with tho hearty approval of the Th ninhon 'tell us: "When the boys come hack
that
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for they'll have fought is insane." The doctor book I tho
not
recomto
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They will not be the same; tne
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things
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it reeks with wis- mend. And wise old lads are al- which became reactionary after a
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It predicts that ways wilting big books on "How hesitant opening.
dom
unalloyed,
that to which we are entitled was given in the ,.iOn
nn honorable race.
Shares which once occupied the
kids will perish who fill with pies to Train Our Boys." where everysuits obtained in procuring an agency of tho War They have challenged Death and dared him face their
void.'. Don't eat that thing that's uninviting ts given as center of the stage as "war brides,"
aching
Finance Corporation for New Mexico. There is not
to face."
particularly the various steels and
Jam," I say to Sammy, "or 1 ap- a cure for joys. I read the volume several
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4s,
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Oil of New Jersey was tory
Standard
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den of expense incident to this trip. It is a matter
LEGAL NOTICE
with his pink, twinkling nose. the feature, reacting about 13
"And why are you alone?"
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zenshin is the right of trial by Jury. Whether or for instance.
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ly. And then he went on; "Oh, it's u
Atchison
Notice is hereby given that
pounders up to $2.75 early; verv
grand jury.
comnaval
head
of
Chuck!"
the
Waddie
Admiral Charlton, at the
& Ohio
36
Baltimore
few above $7.10 later; bulk $6.75 George W. Hall administrator of
A court can find a defendant guilty of contempt mission, reports that some 2,400 guns have been deUncle
54
hello,
Wigglly!"
"Oh,
Bethlehem Steel "B"
7.05: light lights In odd lots up tho Estate of Mary E.
de14
without the intervention of a petit Jury. Thus re- stroyed at Heligoland, many of them of the largest joyfully cried Waddie, the groundto $7.65; pigs, lflc to 15c lower; ceased, has filed in the Hall,
Butte and Superior
Probate
to be razed, hog hoy, who was brother to Carefully he peeked U
had
also
the
All
calibre.
42
California
emplacements
Petroleum
desirable
7.85.
most
Court
kinds.
ft
of
a
$7.75
with
can
citizens
be
perbranded
Bernalillo County New
sponsible
the docks dismantled and leveled, the submarine Woodie. Woodie, you remember,
114
Canadian Pacific
Sheep Receipts, 39,000; killing Mexico, his final
as such
v through, the hole
nicious form of lawlessness without being privileged quays
the Jetties blown up. The island was the chap who'made the clap31
Leather
Central
obliterated,
classes 25c lower; natives and fed Administrator and report
the Court ha
to submit the evidence to a Jury of their peers.
will soon be in the unprotected and unthreatenlng per and scared away the Alligator. "Did your mother say you might?" Cheasapeake & Ohio
55
westerns sold to packers early. appointed Thursday the 8th
dayjff
"I didn't ask her," said Waddie. C. M. & St. P
22
It can be Been readily, therefore, why all the state in which it was when Lord Salisbury traded it "I'm glad to see you, Undo Wig$8.75 ft 9.00; city butchers,
$9.15; December, 1921, as the day ftr
w
26
"Anyhow, she wasn't here to ask. Chlno Copper
glly!" said Waddie.
culls. $6.00(5)6.60; no choice handy hearing objections, if any thoro
authorities agree that the process of contempt shall awav witn Germany xne immon "
be,
she
often
makes
know
lived
molasses
But
&
didn't
25
I
"But
Colorado Fuel
you
Iron
weight fat lambs sold early; good to the approval of said final rebe used sparingly and only when guilt Is apparent thrown into the North sea. So thoroughly has been here," went on Mr. Longears.
62
candy when Woodie or I have sore Crucible Steel
high- port and the discharge of said Adwethers,
strong
$3.60;
asking
and the interference with tho process of tho court the destruction at Heligoland that the naval author.
7
"This Is our new home," went throat, so I thought I'd make some Cuba Cano sugar
er for feeder lambs, but no early ministrator.
12
Erie
sales.
Witness my hand and the seal of
very real. Its harsh, or too ready use may easily Itles of the allies are convinced that it will be im- on Waddie. "We are going to stay for myself this time."
"Do
our
to
for
winter
how?"
Mr.
a
ever
72
harbor
build
.......
asked
there
take
you know,
Great Northern pfd
warships. here for the
long
said Probate Court this 3rd day of
be arbitrary and may be a weapon of malice, or a possible
36
Announcement of the end of this island fortress sleep, you know. Come on down. Longears.
Cattle-Rece'
Kansas City, Nov. 14.
ipts, November,
Inspiration Copper
1921.
means of repressing legitimate criticism or harm- ccmes
18
I'm home all alone and I'm having
"Well, I guess you Just boll up Int. Mer. Mar. pfd
fittingly on the eve of the Washington
all classes dull:
J?'RED CROLLOTT, '
28.000;
23
less academic discussion.
beef steers weak to 25c lower; top
dandy fun making clover candy." some sugar and molasses in a ket- Kennecott Copper
Clerk of Said Probate Court,
A contempt citation Is a criminal proceeding.
;
It can be used only by the state and solely for the
(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams Trade Mark Registered U. 8. Patent Office)
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
Gene
By
Byrne
of
of
the
and
purpose
vindicating
dignity
authority
the state. Private malice, or private advantage,
must not enter so sensitive a precinct. It is a matter for the court alone to determine whether Its
In
dignity and authority have been undermined.
vuh!
determining this question ho may ask for such help
sicAtfse res
VooopnV
as he choses. But private parties can not use It to
HEARD
YOU hlEAER.
YOU
NEVER
AHJAll?
3
BC
WrNr4r
6wm
i
humiliate or silence an adversary.
'
or
TrUMotis.
of
heajid
opCKMtHik!
lace,
Thoughtful men will dissent from the doctrine
that a contempt proceeding Is to be used to curb
V
the freedom of the press, or to prevent the free disI PONT
IT WT
I ti m sspi
N
cussion of questions which are of public concern.
i iik.
j
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BRAINS.
Time was when It was maintained that the reason women were mentally Inferior to men was because women's brains weighed less than men's. In
this way we once accounted for a good many oi
Whatever we did
woman's alleged shortcomings.
not understand and could not explain In any other
way was accounted for by by a shortage of weight
In her brains.
Today there are many people who believe that
at least at school age girls are cleverer than boys.
There may be very complex reasons for this which
the scientist could reveal if he cared to; but a much
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HAVH TO 0 WITH
TO THE CAMPBE-Li- .
KjrsiCHT
i

MAIE

-

COMPLETELY
Ft:RXISHEP
AXD CAN BE ISED UV
TWO FAMILIES
An extra we.' built house close
Contains
in, In the highland
six rooms; modern, basement
screened-i- n
front and bach
full
size lot; good
porch;
walks and outbuildings.
is completely furnished
with extra Rood furniture and
is aJo arranged for two fam
illos. '.'be price on this propel 'v la right and Rood terms
can be had if desired

OHIMAACIE
5ICK. MAvtS
AM- -

COT

'

1911 by

Registered

the International News 8srvlos.
U 8 Patent Office
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REALTORS.
OCR MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC

X

l

ifjsvU

ZAPF

I

We give special attention to locating the stranger in a home.
Our autos are at your service
Several houses and apartments
for rent,

Thii-hous-

FOR RENT
Highlands
for light house-

furnished....

keeping

2-

furnished

3-

$ 25.00

- Rioms

furnished
garage ,

and

Tell us what you want
nave it.

Close to

Just
Mountain road. Ixt
50x142 feet south front. Lovehouse, screened
ly
porches, fireplace, plenty built-i- n
floors
features, hardwood
throughout. Price and terms

north

$3C.0C

w ma)

five-roo-

are rlsht.

210

FOR SAMS.
$3,800
brick, modern, Bleeping
porch, corner lot, highlands, cloie In.
$4,200
brick, modern,
large
roum, large glassed poroh, Third ward,

A

REAL GOLD MINE

Seven-roo-

Six rooms,
two extra
hallway,
large porches, bath, garage, lawn,
shade, close In, Highlands. This
place Is an ideal home. It is so
arranged that it can be used for
two flats. Orly $5,000 on reasonable terms. Don't overlook tnis.
Realtors.
It's sure a buy.
120 S. Fourth.

SHELLEY REALT

FURNISHED,

$750

CASH

Six large rooms, two good porches

modern house, close in, splendid
fine
location; newly decorated,
shade; J7E0 cash, balance like
rent. Step lively, the price. $4,000
J. P. GILL, REAL ESTAT3.
11 J S. Second.
Phono 72S-J.

SUDDEN SEKVICE.
white stucco, adobe Tha Red Arrow (all uvar tha
ran
bungalow, Just completed, oak floors, dera sudden service on KodakWest)
finishing
fine garage. University Heights.
to people who demand quality.
Work
Some good ranches for sale.
Houses
n before 11 a. m. mailed tame
day
and lots In all parts of the city. Business property and business opportunities. Work In before 5 p. ra. mailed soon next
Address
tc
work
day.
Some good ranches for sale.
Huuset
THE RED ARROW,
and lota In all parts of the city. Bust- B. Laa Vegas
cess property and business opportunities Albuquerque
want
g representative
(Wa
to TO'JK
A. FLEISCHER, REALTOR.
territory.)
1'lre Insurance,
Automrblie Insurance.

Plate

Ill

FOR RENT
Four-rooFOR KEiVj'
ivvu ouuin Arno,

Dwellings
modern house.

FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house.
Oarage. Inuulre at S03 South First.
FOR
Kffift
Three rooms, furnished"!
LOST Ladies'
bruvvn
gauntlet glovei,
water pain, 120.00
1013 South Kdlth.
Plume 1700; reward.
Friday niKht.
RENT
four-rootOHT One caeing with rim, aize 84xT
J2S
house, at
North Fourth. Ir.
Ajax tire; return to I2S Weit Pacific;
toward.
LOST Ktick pin,
nudern furnish-e- d
green stone, anake VOti RENT Four-roohouse, sleeping porch.
border, lost down town; return to 121
id! East
,
Central.
Pouth Arno, receive reward.
LO&T Friday night, mink fur choker, FOR KENT Furnished
f3ur"
house,
rooms anu Bleeping porch, 30 month
between Heiald Hail and First street;
911 West Iron.
reward. 1119 North First.
i
LOST Ore canteen and canteen carrier FOR HEN l
cottage, luruisli-ad- ,
' from running board of car, between South u East Pacific. Inquire SM
: Los
Walter.
Lunas and Albuquerque; reward.
423 South Plrat.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished hous...
at 803 South Arno. Inquire 3:':'
STRAYED
Bmal' gray sheep from pan
on University of New Mexico campus;
puoiie ijm.H,
reward if returned to Public Health
JjOH RENT One side of double
house;
chemistry building. University
private bath; furnished, ilghts and
N'ew Mexico,
1008 South Arno.
"dilii1'
!?;
FOR RENT Three llgh, n.TusekoeTTSg
DRESSMAKING
rooms wit sleeping porch. 424.
Electric Co., Dhonel7gtl.J
F0't RENT Modern furTlVhed cottage,
.
.
three rooms nmi kmh
DRESSMAKING
Room 11
- Imperial Hotel, phone 605.
sleeping porch- Inquire 218 Routh Hlcli
of all kinds, by the day. FOR RKNT
DRESSMAKINU
four, five and sTi
room housesthree,
Mrs. E. Washburn, phone 1549-and apartments: somo
,.. .
I7EM8TIWHIll7TeVtln"willlams Mil furn shed. W xr u.uim
llnery. 801) South Broadway, ph 1073-FOR KENT Nicely furnished
bungalow
WANTED
Of ssmaklng. by day or at
very
two glassed-i- n
my home; chlldren'a sawing a special- - porches; modern,
fine place for Blck. sleeping
1180-J- .
600 North Second,
tv.
Inquire
phone
"""'I' r.(4ltn.
DRESSMAKING
Ladlea' tailoring; even
1'OU RENT Three-roohouse
with city
Ing dresses, beading and embroidering
wster and electric lights, at 60S
South
Phone 12r.-Ninth, rent II (.60. City Realty Co., i07
Went
box;
and
side
"old. Plume
PI.BATI.Nli,
7.
accordion,
mali orilers. N. Crane. S15 North FOR RENT Furnished three-roomod-er- n
Seventh Crane Apartments, phone 814.
h.mte, with glassed-l- n
Porch, and garage, at ;.I7 East sleeping
ORIGINAL INDIAN designs for
Pacific.
stencilling; blouses, smocUe Inquire at 1006 South Edith.
use.
or children s clothes. Phone 3S1-- J. 1801 FOR RENT One-ha- lf
of brick-hoEast Silver.
iuuiri anu
porch, modern, individual bath rooms,
SPECIAL NOTICE
u nuuneii
jara. u( south

.LOST AND FOUND

.u,,vu

v...

CO.
GILDB .SI.EEVVE ELECT3K
ELECTRICAL supplies of ill Kinds, due
to our low overhead exp,ie, we nsn
give you better prices on fixtures, lamps
wiring, supplies, etc. We deliver, Phoat
l.'20-J- .
1720 West Central.

Furniture

FOR SALE

8? LE fumed oak china closet.
small reading lamp, baby bed, two
cots and kitchen table. Call mornings
1010 North Twelfth, phone 1161-.FOn SALE 10x10 tent, Victor phono- lattrenses,
grsph, beds, new cotton
Morris chair, wardrobe, shot guns, rifles,
326 South
used furniture.
also first-clas- s
First.
FOR

MATTRESS RENOVATING
KI'S RENOVATIM! 3 Stt and up
Rug cleaning rurntture repairing, fur
nlture packing. Phone 471. Ervln Bedding Company.

IJaT'I

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE TO CONTKACTOKS
Sealed proposals for constructing
tha
section
national forest road project, located in the Datil national forest. Cat.
'
ron county, New Mexico, will be received by the district engineer, bureau of publio roads, U. S. department of agriculture, at Albuquerque, Now Mexico, until two o'clock
p. m.. on the 22nd day of November, 1921, at which time and place
they will be publicly opened and
read, Tha right is reserved to reject any and all bids, and none will
be considered
except those from
contractor! ascertained to be exThe
and
responsible.
perienced
length of the project to be con7.98
structed is approximately
miles, and the principal items of
work are approximately as follows:
Necessary clearing and grubbing.
44.193 cubic yards of excavation.
1,668 lineal feet of culverts, 27 M
Ft. B. M trestle bridge material,
M0 lineal feet log bridges, and incidental Items, The bureau of public
roads will furnish to the successful bidder for use in constructing
this project available equipment
and TNT explosives at the prices
the
and on the terms set forth in this
proposal form. The funds for of
project being limited, the limits
thib contract are indefinite, and the
Is called to
attention of contractors
the special provision on Pge 7 of
the specifications entitled "Length
The work
of project indefinite."
embraced in this contract shall be
175
weather
within
completed
working days following the execusecrethe
contract
by
the
tion of
The contract
tary of agriculture.
form and the maps, plans, specifications and estimates of quantities
by responsible .
may bo wamined
contractors at room 218. Luna-Albuquerque
building.
Strlckler
"
New Mexico. All proposals must be
accordance
in
and
forms
on
made
a part
with Instructions, forming referred
above
;r -f the-- a specifications
nnrnmnanled
hs
by- a
.
J
wv
T 1 1. mill 1,1
(n an amount
'
least equal to nve yai w
the total amount of the proposal jmiB. B. AVHEELISR. JJlstrici
, lneer.
ni.rlh.irn MlnnffKntflL TtfOdUCer
recently shipped a ton of honey
to market by parcel post.
e,

Alpine-Reserv-

'

.

I

LI

rlt

A

INI

FOR

Five-rooRENT
brick rnrnsT
both, screened sleeping porch, window
shades and coal range In house, newly
decorated, garnpre. eo. water free. Call
at 220 North High.

WANTED

Position

WANTED Work by exuervlco mail. Address Box 11, care Journal.
WANTt D laundry work to lake home.
... uy tut? gay,
zioi-j- .
REGISTERED URADUATB Eurso wantB
or nigni nuty. Phone ItH-M- .
"y
HEALTHY young lady desires stenographic or clerical work; experienced;
references. Phone 1916-J- .
WIDOW
LADY,
with boy in school,
wants position as cook or housekeeper;
best of references. Phone 1403-LADY wants position as
housekenper or
taking care of one or two convalea- cents. Address Tinx 88, care Journal.
WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
WILLIAMS A ZANO,
keep books.
room 8 Mellnl building.
Phone 701-. uitv,
..If,
i
NiiriKt.-- - -...... . " V f.lio
CfOIIUIOJU
Qr.
.rA
hoBDltal. Wfin-nnalllnn .t..,,n
kt
ng ,ioue for healthseek ir.
41i
Siuth Edith.
WANTED
A
Intelligent
young man deslrea noNlll.m. nlBn,Fl..nl
.
.- -I
and hntteru Mti.H.nn.,
l
furnish
references; not a health- .
criver.
ia.t care journal.
BUSINESS depieaaloo "makes available
CaDahlo
a Mm,m a ., i
1.
Amnrlc.n
keeper and stenographer, with thorough
knowledge of Spanish and salesmanship,
detailed qualifications on request. Address Results, Postofflca box 241, phone

FOR SALE
FOR BALE

Ranches

Fine Valley Ranch, close in,
than Improvements cost; or
will trade for good residence In town.
Postofflce box 124 or phone 688.
FOR SALE Country home, stucco house.
even rooms, steam heated, electric
e
lights; on
ranch; In alfalfa and
orchard. Address Postofflca box 177, or
S407-R- 4
phone
FOR SALE Nine-acr- e
ranch, on main
ditch; new house and garage;
mile from school, one and one-ha- lf
miles west Barelas bridge.
Inquire at Hunt's Ranch.
IF LOOKING for a comfortable home
and a pleasant and profitable established business, you can secure same at
a bargain; four acres, two miles from
postofflce. on main ditch. douDi.
asa,
garage, chicken houses, tools, blooded
chickens and turkeys;
also furniture;
will sell on terms to responsible .eopte.
Phona 241 J 5.

at

less

L

ftAlUM BlSVICt

INC

1

Z

1111

his

SOME BUY'

brick,

furnished,
sleeping porches to accommodate
12 beds. Ideally
located for a
rooming house. Will pay big per
cent on the investment. Priced to
sell quick, J 5.250.
ACKLHSON & ttrUFI'TTH,

Phone 414.

OTTt T)FAn
MEJf :
With the mud of France three
years paat, why not a home in
thla beautiful restricted addiWhere
tion to Albuquerque.
Every one who knows ifrnnts
Is
the healthiest
that the air
in the country.
Nice level lots 0x1 4 3 feet sold
for cash or terms, $10 down
and $10 per month.
HEIGHTS
UNIVERSITY
WE ARK GENERAL, AGENTS
Let's help you start thin home
now? Our Autos are especially at your services today.
TO

J fl
1921

cloio In
$6,600 New

Glass, Burglary, Public Ua
billtjr. Compensation Insurance.
Surety Bunds.
South Fourth St.
Phone 674.

5

I

D, T, KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.
V. Gold.
Phone 907--

of

3

$35. 00

and sleeping
porch, furnished . , . . $40.00
Lowlands.
house, furnished
65.00
house, furnished
$100.00
house, fur65.00
nished
- Room apartment,

PIPPIX
Fourth Street,

A

--

Phone

r

459--

CO,

i

S16

J.

W.Gold.

A KICK LITTLE HOMI5
t ITK LIMITS
ON
ACKKN OK WELL

brick
house, hardwood floors throughout, large basement, heat, garage, corner lot. It you are
good
looking for something
don't fail to fco this. The price
is right and wi can offer
terms.

Phone

V. Gold.

TAKE

156.

A

HOME
appeal to you,

A

That

for sale before you buy or
build.
Our listings are the
best and most complete In
town. If you want to build see us
about our easy monthly payment plan.
We write Insurance
for the
Leading American Companies
J, D, KELEHER, Realtor,
211 W. Gold.
Phone 410

Koad.

A GREAT

HOME

6 rooms fuinished.
glassed in porch
oak large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
floors, built-ifeatures, base- etc. Good location and priced
ment, furnace, garage, splendid right with terms.
location, in Fourth ward. Trice
H. F. GILMORB
$5,250. Good terms.
i!4 W. Gold
Phone 442-R. McCLUGIlAN,
204 V. Gold.
Phono 442-- J

will

brick,

white

five-roo-

m

finish,

n

FOR RENT
FUR

KENT

Room.
Room,

Rooms
ilt

Copper.
416 North Fourth.
Large front room. 1488-Sleeping rooms. 112 North

FUKUEN I
FOR RENT
WANTED
Experienced cook.
FOR RENT
Manhatworth Fourth.
Edith.
WAXTED Automobile machinist. Apply FOR RENT Furnished room. 710 South
clty Electric Car Barns. Old Town,
Droudway,
WANTED
Messenger boys, not
to FOR RENT
Furnished rooms. 606 West
school.
Western Union Tlo-fr,- going n
Tijeras; no sk-k- .
wAiwfcij Middle-age- d
man wlthouT FOR KENT Beverai unfurnished rooms
k- 124 South Edith.
an1 I"
Phoanm,"405-R2da'ry
KENT
Front bed room; no sick.
Ml
WANTED
SSI automobile, to FOR
41j)Wel Marquette.
nandle yeast business. See Mr. Frlsble
FOR RENT Three unfurnished rooma.
vH??ii0ll,iJYdnesday.
329 North Fifth St.
EMPLOYMENT General "itore
clerk! FOR KENT '1 hree furnishes
rooms,
no
a .meriran; mu,t "Peak Spanish,
modern. lOtl North First.
ouuin imra. i'hone 354-FOR RENT
Furnlsnee rooms.
'
lit
I'OOK' AND
Souin Waiter, phone Kitt?-- J
MR. McNERN Y, of the
McNerny Com-patiis In your city for a few davs
RENT
FOR
Furnished
reaa
room,
to place a state distributor for the only
207 North Fifth.
close In.
Mc
Henry steam Generator and
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
System for all types of motorLubricating
cars Mid
609
South Walter.
housekeeping
trucks, haves 60 per cent of gas; no oar-boFO KKE.Vt
Furnished front room, with
more power and speed: makes
your
bath
710
motor have that same pep as on a
connection.
West Letd.
rainy day
Thousands
In
every FOR RENT Furnished room, furnace
owner a booster, liig income use;
307 South Walter.
heat; no sick.
assured to
agents and state man. This meana
;all
real opportunity to a party with a cleana FOR RENT Two"or' three r'oVma for
light housekeeping. 423 West Iron.
record and small capltnl.
Offlcea In all
principal cltlea of the United states and FOR RENT Nicely furnlstied bed room,
420 West Coal.
close In. Phone 1686-Lanada, Eea Mr. McNerny, Hotel Combs
city.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; "no
no
414
children.
Wast Silver.
sick;
R ENT
WANTEu Experienced collar
R oms, by the" week
urgirl. K. FOR
celslor Laundry,
nace heat. 118 Uj West Silver, ih ne
WANTED
Experienced cnok for small 69.
snnnt.rlum hotel. Coll 2400-.I- l
il'tiK RENT Noatly furnished sleeping
WANTED
Girl for general housework, " room, steam heat, close In. 317 South
hlrrt.
Mornings oniy. Apply lsifi Enst Silver.
- r-- FOR KL.Vi' I jght housekeeping rooma,
.
rr:
....... n niri
l :
wavtp
nouseworK.
cloae in ai d musonuble. 806 East
Apply mornings. 423 Luna boulevard.
WANTED
Girl for general housework;
no washing.
FOR
RENT Furnished, three rooms far
Apply 310 North Thirteenth.
housekeeping; around floot. air. Went
I
Lead.
WANTED
Girl for general housework.
Apply mornings.
Mrs. Albert Stern i FOR RENT Three" modern' rooms, fur1123 West
nished for housekeeping. 421 West
Tijeras.
nania re.
WANTED
American-speaking
Spanish FOR RENT
for
girl
Sleeping rooms for gentlegeneral housework. Apply 60S
men employed, 18.00 up; no sick. 318
South Fourth.
west
Oliver.
WANTED
Assistant seamstress In alteration room; must be competent. Ap- FOR RENT Attractive front room,
for two women,
ply Economist,
per month.
12011
East Gold.
Vt AN rED
Lady stenographer; state
e
KENT
FOR
If any. and education.
oom.
furnished
Nicely
Address C M,. cara Journal.
entrance; also garage; no sick.
1110
Second.
North
WANTED
A cook In a family of tour;
good wages to right party.
Nice
room
with private
Mrs. D. FOR RENT
eimiian, iqb west Copper.
tamiiy; with or without board. 807
North Fourth.
WANTED
Oood competent gill for
eral housework; good wages to right FOR RENT Two front rooms furnished
party.
for IlKht housekeeping. Apply after
Apply mornings. 315 North
Twelfth.
p. in . 408 west Lead.
EARN BOA RD Room and 110
month FOR RENT rtcely furnished front bed
while attending schuol, catalogue fr
room, In furnace-heate- d
home, close
Mackay Business College, lOIIVi South In; no sick. SJ3 North Fifth.
Main. Les Angeles.
FOR RENT Two
clean housekeeping
WANTED
Woman of cheerful disposirooms; also one nice front sleeping
409 West Iron.
tion, to keep house for three adults; room.
a good home Is offered to the right
per. FOR RENT Room and glassed-l- n sleepson, Phone 1394-or apply 1424 East
ing porch; gentlemen only. 224 South
Gold,
Walter St
Phone J278-WANTED
American.
FOR RENT
.
Housekeeping rooms and
ernl hmiMivn,l,
... , i,, niaiiiru l.nave
l
nouee
sleeping porch, for two parsons; no
In which man and wife can live, but do
110 South Walnut. .
children.
not need man's services. Phona 804--J,
or apply 80S EastGrand. city.
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms;
ratea by day or week. Over Pastime
WANTED Girl to be companlofor "my
Theater,
am
tut, West Central.
wife;
employed nights; will give
girl good home, room and board, salary. FOR KENT Glassed-l- n
porch and two
Could use girl going to
school.
airy rooms, board across street. 114
Girl
must be with my wife evenings. Call or North Maple, phone. ISfld-W- .
write 07 South Edith.
FOR RUNT Nicely furnished front bed
S16
room, suitable for two; no alck.
Male and Female.
H70-J- .
WANTED
Solicitors.
Call In parson. North Eleventh, pttono
ELGIN
HOTEL
Hanna'a 403 West Central.
Sleeping rooms an?
housekeeping apartments, by the day
IF YOU are unemployed and efficient,
ur
week
month
02Vi West Central.
register with our Employment Department. Western School for Private Secre- FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light
ool-taries, phone
housekeeping, with bath c nnectlons;
WANTED Well qualified bookkeeper water, lights and phone. 710 West Lead.
NewFy
and stenographers for positions In New WOODWORTH
furnished, nice
Mexico and Arlsona.
clean Mums and housekeeping apart
Apply mornings.
ments by day, week or month.
Expert Service Bureau.
81J

Male

"

f

BUULII

AUTOMOBILE!

11IIIU.

FOR RENT

Bulck touring car;
first-clas- s
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co..
elty.
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O.
K Sheet Metal
Works, 210 North
Third.
FOR SALE
Some extra good used cars;
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., 0
West Central.
FOR SALS 11)31 Hudson sport model.
worth I2.S00.
will sell for tl.850.
Phone 490-FOR SALE:
model N
See Mr.
Hupmobtle. at a sacrifice.
fearee. at White Oarage.
HAVE DODGB car, driven 000 miles,
will sell or trade for cheaper car, Ad- dress Dodge, care Journal.
FOR SALE Automobile, 1921 baby Over-lunused only nine months, 1390 cash;
Party must sell. Call at Kahn'a Store,
109 North First.
SALE
A few small used cars,
WANTED Board & Room FOR
terms If desired. Korber's Auto Dept.,
WANTED-Roo- m
and board for'fiigh Dodge Brothers Dealers, 218 North-- Sec
school girl; referencea exchanged. Ad- - ond, pnone VH3,
aress vox 137, care journal.
FOR 8ALE Two Tlulck light sixes, 1918
WANTED Room and board by man emmodels, 1650 and 1700; Ford truck,
ployed; walking distance; In private I17K- - n, .,- -, W,rja
ri,iu.
1350; Ford speedster, 1176'; Dodge tour- mmiiy, nuoresa cox it, care journal
vmr
low
WANTED Single room, not more than
ew, mi jvMiunin
rlva blocks from postofrtce; permanent;
Estate'
FOR SALE Re--al
gentleman employed; evening meal; not
elegince but comfort; must be reason- FOR BALE-- One lot 60x142, corner v.a'.e
A.
M,
describe.
Address
New
and
Tork avenue. Inquire at 419
able; tuily
J.,
care Journal.
West Santa Fe.
FOR SALE At a bargain, lot 60x142.
MONEY TO LOAN
located Ninth and Sliver, pries 1700 If
old at one. Phona H66-Wlf HAVE 110,000 to loan on "ciose''n
Short
Qober,1
Albuquerque property.
and Gober.
MONEY
TO LOAN
On watches, dla-- '
monda, gun and everything valuable
vivaneu, parts ana supplies tor an
Mr B. Marcus, Its South First.
makes, all work guaranteed.
C H
411 w Copper
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches Moreneafl. phone I4S-conand gold Jewelry; liberal reliable,
WANTED Agents
fidential Gottlieb Jewe y Co.. 105 N. let.
CONFIDENTIAL loana on Jewelry, dia- 130 PER DAY selling circulating waler
monds watches. Liberty bonds, pianoa
pumps for FORDS, exclusive territory.
automobiles. Lowest ralea. Rolhman'e Also county right men wanted. Write
117. South First. Bunded to the state. Polar Bear Pump Co., L
Angeles, Calif.
5

I,

Nicely furnished close-i- n
oatn; private
rt
entrsnen: anltahla
t n.n Dantia
men. sio eoutn TMra.
FOR RENT One r two well furnished
i
rnnmi In iau
outside entrance, and private access to
young; no sick, rnone jsa-o- i
.....a
FOR RENT To
health and employed; furnished front
room.
South Edith, a short distance
from Central. Phona 1461-OR RENT Well
furnished, close-In- ,
sleeping room, adjoining bath and has
private entrance: no sick. Apply at 214
East Gold, or after 4 p. m at 201 South
Bleeping

cotnew four-rooPractically
tage, large front and back porch
furnished
Lot 60x
complete.
142. Only $2,400. Terms.

room, aajoimng

Mcdonald

Heal Estate
Phono 0U0--

FOR SALE

W A NYED

HouseT"

WaSiTEC To" trade, corner lot Fourth
ward, as first payment on small house.
rnone 410 Koester.
WANTB D Small furnished or unfurnlsh-e- d
houso; good location; state price.
si., iicra journal.
WANTED To buy four or five-roo.. uuun, iiiusi. db oargitin io
cbbIi, or don't waste your time. Address
m . rmy, care
journal.
WANTED To hear from owner of good
home of not leas than flva rooms:
prefer Fourth ward or close In highlands:
state terms, If any. Address Box 89, care
journal.

CARPENTERING
PETTIFORD

108 S. Third.

Houset

eOR SALE By owner, leaving town,
two furnished cottages; modern; terms;
these must be sold In the oext few days.
us poutn Hign,
""
''
- IiW
- - MAI IT
uum
WUU.III .LULL'
house, screened-l- n
aleitnlniv nn.ph ha.b
am zrun porcnes, oatn, ugnu and gas
B owner, 823 South Arno.
FOR SALE--- At
a bargain, If takenat
once, new
house, largo lot;
Buiiauie ior garaen ana cnickena.
Aa
dress J B. F.. care Journal.
FOR SALE
By owiioi. 718 West Coal;
Frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, two
targe porches, newly decorated, vacant.
Terms if desired. Phone 1803-FOR SALE
New four-roomodern fur
nished cottage, on South Walter, fovu
down and
J. A
monthly payments.
Hammond, 824 East Silver, phone 1522-BY
FOR SALB
OWNER Five-roostucco, hardwood floors throughout;
large living room, extra large
excellen' condition.
806
West Tijeras
roaa
81,400 Two-roohome, furnished, on
North Fourth street, corner lot 60 by
142 feet; 8600
cash balance 810 per
month. Franklin & Co., Realtors, Third
anauoiu, pnone 057,
FOR SALE OR FOR RENT Six brand-nefour-roohouses, corner of Ninth
and Gold; will sell one or all on reason
able terms. Bee F. H. Strong, or U. C.
Bonnet, phone 76, or 145.
FOR SALE Account leaving city, fur
nished or unfurnished
mud
srn house; screened porches, nicely ar
ranged for two families. West Central,
near park. Phone owner, I204-- J
FOR SALE By rwner, at bargain price,
new nve-roostucco bungalow; good
location, Fourth ward: fire place, oak
floora throughout; all wood work In Ivory
enamel, only S760 cash and balarce like
rant. Phone 1389-and
FOR SALE By owner, five-roolarge front porch, modern bungalow,
In good residence
section; east front,
lawn and trees, In very best condition;
would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
town.
Phone 14R8-FOR SALE--Ne- w
two rooms and large
sleeping porch, lot 60x136; alfalfa
water,
large chicken yard, shed,
acequla
chicken house and goat stall, cement
very easy
floor, J700 cash, balance
terms. 1411 North Sixth, phone 1568-FOR SALE By owner, In the Fourth
modern bungalow, garward,
age, has light and heat; very best residential district in city; priced right;
easy terms; not priced over phone;
Phone
shown by appointment
only.
S040--

BT OWNER,
modern house In
Fourth ward, hard wood finora,
porchee, three
large screened
light airy bed rooma with extra large
closets, fronts east on large lot with
lawn, trees, etc; everything In excellent
Phona
condition; terms It desired.
1977--

J.

FOR SALE By owner, 318 McKlnley
avenue new four-roohouse and bath
room; large front porch, double windows
In all rooms; extra well built by day
block from
labor; electrlo lights; one-haNorth . Fourth street; close to school,
stores and cars; large shade tret In
front: make1 the first payment, tha real
Ilka rent. Apply 1512 North First.

BUSINESS CHANCES
FOR SALE
Garage, beat location In
town. Fhone 878.
FOR BALE Butcher shop; good location.
Aariress Butcher, care journal.
WANTED Man with amall capital to In
vest In good business. Address O. u.
M., care Journal.
FOR' SALE One of the beat buslnsss
properties In Albuquerque. Ill South
First street Inquire at Savoy Hotel of.

flea

FOR SALE At a bargain, five second
hand pool tables and one billiard table,
In first-clacondition; also on twelve-fosoda fountain. A- -l condition. Inquire at 120 West Silver.
FOR SALE Two-ator- y
brick rooming
house and residence combined, on large
lot near business section; room for a
buslnsss building: a bargain at $8,800,
part terms. J. A. Hammond. 824 East
Silver.
BUSINESS FOR BALE Old ; '.abllshed
DUSiness.
noicanii
locaiea. jn rauruav,
...a
. ,nn&
anil aei, ,ua ymuo
Ul
llliyi or u.u
Good reasnn for selling. If ln' rested Id
goim-nse- a
aoar-B- s
proposition.
juscui'va
MAN, box B38 Albuouerque.

THE ODD JOB
kind of work
rhone 107 J.J.
WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, paintins ana roor repairing Phone 4d6-- k
A

worsham,

Insurance.

-

BUY

TYPEWRITERS

TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled
BEFORE BUILDING or having your
and repaired. Ribbons for every ma
house repair. d. call 854-Exour figures chine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
are right. Mo Jok toe large ot too small. change, phone 03-12 South Fourth,

SALE

Phone

10J3.

314

Second

TREES

SHADE TREES

AND

FROM

ORNA-MENTAL- S

ALBU-

QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get 1'our Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.,
Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR

SALE

Miscellaneous

FOR
RENT Room and board, with
Bleeping porch; first-claboard. 410
East Central.
FOR RENT Large furnished room with
table hoard; ratea for two people. 217
South Fourth.
FOR RENT Desirable room and poreu,
with board, for gentleman convalescent.
106 South Cedar
BOARD by the day or week; first-clas- s
home cooking.
1105 ISast Silver; near
sanatoriums.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
hoard
Lady preferred
618 West
Fruit. Phone 1472-JAMESON'S RANCH Idas! location lor
few reservations
now
healthsrekers;
available
Phone J238-- J
REN'i
For
sleeping porch and room,
adjoining bath, with board; rates 56
1838 East Central.
month
Kolt KKilT-Furnis- hed
rooms with or
wl.hout board; bath and phona. 816ft
South Second.
Phone 820-F R RENT Room anf
sleeping porch.
1th board for convalescenti ; gentlemen unly, prlvate home. Phone 1148-FOR RUNT NIceiy
rurnlshed" rooms
with steam heat and first-clatable
110 South
board
Arno. phone 1327-1'OH HEAI.TIISEICKERS Modem
nurse service.
with
Casa de Pro. B18 West Gold, phone 814-FOR RENT Nice moms with sleeping
poretves, with board, for convalescents.
Mrs. Resd, 612 South Broadway, phone

BUYS

CASH

$1200

house, furnished or unfurnished; fireplace and sleeping porch. Newinside and out.
ly decorated
Balance
monthly.
Close in.
A. C. STARES
Insurance
Real Estate
319 W. Gold Ave. I'hone 168
modern

Five-roo-

,

FRUIT

nni Cold Avenue.
riiiiBO 610.

V. Gold

Rent-Room-

lUR BALE
unck House, on
817 North
North Edith. Hhone S401-R- J
FOR SALS Coalotl beater.
Fourth.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Good Income
TRY BODDY'S MILIu. BEST IN TOWN
properly. Apply owner, 619 West
Phone !413-Rs- .
FOR SALE
seven-rooowner,
By
your door,
brick, DENVER POST delivered at
two sleep.ng porches, full lot 814 North
6o per month.
Phone 1949-Walter.
SWEET CIDER too a gallon, war tax
FOR KALE New dwelling," 1800 South
cents.
110 South Walnut.
Edith; fine well; loo-focorner; fin FOR SALE Canary birds. 218 South
Ished In elgh. days, (1,000; terms.
Walter, phone 1I7-J- ,
FOR SALE Three-roohouse and FOR SALE Thresning machine. 875.
glassed sleeping porch; modern; a
Pustofflce box 412, city.
bargain If sold today. Inquire 614 South FOR SALE One ton loose
hay. 818
Hign.
North Eleventh, phone 914-FOR SALE Five-roobungalow, priced FOR SALE Adobe ! loillu house,
right; look It over and be your own
Garcia. 1202 North Arno.
judge; flue location; terms. 1489 West
NAVAJO RUGS
central.
ly at cost. 117
North Mulberry, phone 1730-FOR SALE Extra well built
N"lCE
ROASTED PINONS 15 cents per
modern stucco bungalow, close
Robert Macpheraon. 1114 West
In; fine location, lit North Elm.
pound.
ppiy Central.

Arno.

FOR RENT Docember 1, large exclusivs
room, northeast and south exposures
with south sloenl g porch, In a strictly
first-clas- s
private home; would conalder
caring for person not too III, who Is will
Ing to pay for servlceB rendered; can
furnish goats' milk: no nthnr nick
Ad.
dress Exclusive, cara Journal.

&

J

QUICK

Modern home, five rooms, brick;
very close in m Fourth ward.
Terms reasonable and will be
sold for $4,750.00.
ROLL1N E. GUTHRIDGE

Five-roo-

m

West

FOR

G

hardwood For
corner,
s
with Board
floors, garage, $4,500. Eight-rooROOM
AND
two
hardwood
BOARD; also (ante board:
corner,
garages,
home cooking.
209 North High.
floors, steam heat. They are fine
locations and good buys. Close Room and sleeping porch, with good
hoard.
Hates
reasonable.
Phone 806-to postofflce.
NICELY
furnished room with board;
V. II. McMILLIOX,
private family; no alck. 10!7 Forrester.
20(1 West Gold.

"A BARGAIN'

HELP WANTED

Two beautiful
lols on East
Silver. Price reduced for quick
sale, Bingly or together. Want
to see them? Call
J. A. nAMMOXD,
824 E. Silver.
Phone 1522-t- t.

at some of the homes we have

W, C. THAXT0N
705 West Mountain

FINE HOME SITE

LOOK

A

V

LMl'ROVED LAM).
Four-rooadobe, pebble-daahewoodwrrlt newly painted, cement
aldewalks, fine well, adobe storehouse, stable, chicken houses and
runs, main ditch, plenty of water for
Irrigation, 40 bearing fruit trees,
vines, bushes, flowers, shade trees;
place Is well located one-hamile
north of town; good neighborhood.
Price Is $4,750, Easy terms. Bee us.
DIBCKMANN REALTY COMPANY.
Benltors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
308 West Gold Ave.
Phone 870.

FOR SALE

LEFT

I still have six fifty toot lots
left in the Albright-Moor- e
Addition at $300 each. Seventh
street is now being opened
which makes these among the
best located lots in the entire
addition. Don't delay. Get started on the upgrade right now.
$20 cash and $10 per month.

A; L. Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Autd
Insurance, Loans.
233

t

ONLY SIX

SEE THIS
Six mom modern pressed

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL
l

IUII.M-.tS-

.

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney,
io rus 16. 17 and 19. Cromwell Building.
Phona 11 53-CHTSIt'lANH AM) Hi KOM1NS.
UK, a L. Ill It ION,
Diseases of tue Stomach.
Suite. 0 Harriott Building.
KM.

S. C
Eye,

tl.AKKE,

Knr, Nosi and Throat.
Phone $3$.
Building
Office laoura
$ to 12 a m . and 8 to 6 p. m.
till. .sUKdAKKT I'.limVKKlllT,
Office Oram Bldg., Room 16. Phone (71.
1123 Kast Central
Residency
Phone 671.

Barnett

W.

M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
I'ractlcv Limited to
GEMTO
rniNAKY DISEASES
AND DISEASE-- , OF THE SKIN

VYaBserman

Citizens

In

Lalion-tor-

Hank

lilrtit.

Connection.

Phone

"w

NHtt.

CHIROPRACTORS
EMCcABlttr.N-r- '

4'litrnprartor.
Id and
Armljo Hulldlng.
Small wardrobe trunk, priced FOR RENT
Rooms
with sleeping
1 ED
reasonable; call after & p. m at 1118
WAN
Miscellaneous
board If desired.
Also
porches;
garNorth Twelfth.
age for rent. 801 South Edith.
Ph mo FOR
FOR SALE A few choice Navajo rugs. 1.140-J- .
catering and serving, call 15S9-reasonable. FOR RENT Large,
WANTED Cottle
right from reservation;
to
board.
Phone
airy front room.
2409-R308 South Arno.
suitable fjr two; two beds; also glassed
In sleeping porch,
cracker-Jac- k
FOR SALE Money-mske- r
WunieU
with best of board.
carpeiitei work. Job or days.
fin foutn waiter.
I'hone 1033-machine, brick form, at Brown
MIRAMONTES-ON-THE-MESCompany.
WANTED A good used rus, tfxa; price
FOR KALE New
coaloll
heater, 84 A SANATORIUM-HOTEfor tubercular
reasonaoie. rnone 13'18-- j.
Rudd gas
817
water heater,
$6.
convalescents; graduate nurse In atOVES POLISH ED end set up. Brvlo
North Fourth.
tendance: rates by the week or month.
Bedding Co., phone 471.
A DOZEN
15 CENTS
PHOTOS,
till I Call 2400-J- I.
JANITOR for housecleaning work, floor
change my mind. New Studio, over FOR RENT Sleeping porch. southern
waxing. J. W. Lowe, phone 1972-M- .
Putts Drug Store.
exposure and room; bed or convalescent
flrst-dass
board, nurse's
FOR SALE Blue velvet suit, il.o 36; man patient:
"r write C. W. Hunter, general delivery.
1123 Kast Central,
care; reasonable.
pony skin coat, size 38; both good conCedar street entrance.
814 West Gold.
ISXl'ERTS trunk and furniture crating.
dition.
Call for Joe. Phones 807 or 390; prices
FOR SALE Nice fresh eggs, 80o per FOR RENT Room and board, with long reasr
table.
In
connection with
rleeplig porch,
dozen, st Ely's Poultry Yards, 623 8oulh
dressing room; men convalescents pre- STOVES POLISHED and set up. Call
Eighth, phone 1118.
fresh
etc.
Phone
O. K. Sheet Metal Works, phono 1870-ferred;
eggs,
milk,
FOR SALE
Used tracloia.
and
2404-J4- :
216 North Third.
m.le west Barelas bridge.
with gang plows.
Hardware Depart RESERVATIONS
may now be had at RANCH Kits, NOTE Wo buy chickens,
ment J Korbei ft Co.
The Murpney Sanatorium. Rates; $20
turkeys and eggs. Southwestern PoulFOR SALE Cheap, gentle driving and to $26 per week.
Includes private room try Co., 8IS North Eleventh.
wnik horse, city broke; also good stock with sleeping porch, connected
bath
with
UNION
LATHEHH
dona
Lathing
saddle. Phone 8I02-Jand toilet
General nursing, medical
by J. K. Thishoff ft Sons.
BUY YOriC"cfUN
before the season care, excellent meals, tray service. All 704promptly
North Eleventh, phone 875-J- .
ild
opens; fifty shotguns and rifles ic rooms have steam heAt, hot and
UNION
LATHERS
done
116 West Gold
Lathing
select from
running water Phone 491 Dr Murphey.
promptly by J. E. Thlehoff A Sons,
FOR SALE Sun house, almost new; first
1104 North Fourth, phone 875-RENT
FOR
cIrss lumber, can be used aa sleeping
Apartments WELDINl AND CUTTING of metals;
Call at 101 South Walter.
porch.
FOR RENT Kurntsned apartment and
also welders' supplies and carbide for
FOR SALE One
rocker, on clothes
garage. Phona 1890-sale. ,N. M. Sleel Co.. Inc., phone 1947-chsst, library table, Honsler kitchen FOR PENT Desirable furnlsned apart- MAX BARGAIN
STORE, at 816 South
cabinet, child's bed. 116 North Sixth.
ment, close In: no sick. $15 N. Fifth
First, will pay the highest pricea for
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. Thete FOR RENT Furnished or unfurnished your second-hanclothing, shoes and
Is only one place to obtain It Albufurniture.
Phone 858.
two ruoms with sleeping porcrt, Phnne
querque Dairy Association. Phone 861.
2128-HUU CLEANERS
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cotMATTRESSES
modrenovated 33 60 and up,
Ft : RENT Furnished
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
214
ern apartment: hot water beat
lurouure repaired and packed. Ervin
lots.
Swayne's Dairy, phone 1916-We t Coal.
Co.,
Bedding
phone 471
FOR SALE Monarch typewriter,
Just FOR RENT Desirable two-rooBETTER
DOKAK
FIN1SHINU It la
apart.
overhauled; excellent condition; real
better. Return postage Dald on mall
ment; no sick; no children. 1104 North
bargain at 3t0. Mr. Hale, Hotel Combs. Second.
orders. The Barnum Studio, 2194 West
FOR SALE Wheat, 82 15 a 100; oats, FOR RENT New
small, modern furnish- '.remrni, Alouuucrque, IM. Jll.
$1.80 a 100; corn, 81.60 a 100; will exCareful Kodak finishing.
ed apartment.
Inquire apartment 7. WANTRD
change for pigs or poultry. Phone 1216 West Homn.
Twice dally service. Remember, satis,
1957-faction
Send your finishing
RENT
FOR
guaranteed.
furnlsned
apartments: to a
FOR SALE Good selection of Navajo
reliable, established firm. Hanna
three rooms with bath.
rugs and Germantown pillow tops, Hotel. 216 V, North Second. Albuquerque A Hanna. Master Photographers.
priced for quirk sale. 1005 East Cen FOR RENT
ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW CLEANING
Three rooms, glassed sleeptral. Phone 1419-CO. Windows
cleaned
and
floors
ing porch, private bath; furnished for scrubbed:
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
arors. nlrin.
ni i.n. .
1701-Phone
light
housekeepln.
cleaned; reasonable rates and honest work.
prsvent fallen Insteps, cures all foot FOR RENT Two
rooms,
nicely
large
box 101. phone A. nrsnone, sua.
troubles, 81. Thomas F Keleher. Leather
furnished for housekeeping; gas and fostorrice
Co. 408 West Central
Phone 1067-- J
coal range, desirable location. 616 West
FOR SALE Guaranteed pure extracted Coal.
ROOF WORK of all kinds Repairing
honey. In five and
palls; tr FOR
Three-rooRENT
furnished
and
roofs built up, work guaryour grocer cannot supply you. phone
apartment, with bath and two sleep anteed. painting,
1302-Cull 642, tor man.
or call at Popular Apiary, Ed
Ing porches, newly decorated Inside and
Kneese.
nut; wntrr and lights paid, 822 East
FOR SALE Detroit Jewell gas range, mat.
Phone lf-four burners, large oven and broiler.
PERSONAL
Good condition.
Also has cook stove
608 Luna Boulevard. Phone
attachment.
BARBER fur private
Phone
208E-FOR SALE Bucks, does nd frying rab1421-bits and hens. 710 West Lead.
FOR SALE Pearl necklace, best made,
BARBER
F"r homes, sanatoriums.
If not as FOR SALE Two dosen White Leghorn
Imported, jndestructable;
Phone 2307-beautiful aa those sold for $25 to $45,
208
y
laying pullets. Phono 16S0-J- .
'essons-bVIOLIN
a French violinist
Address
Arn-jreturn
you may
North
it; price $13,
623 South Broadway, phone 166 1 W.
'Pearls," care Journal.
FOR SALE Twenty-fou- r
hens, WAN! ED Private
laying
pupils, te icVjt has
ASBESTOS) ROOF PAINT
twenty-fo-- r
mated pigeons, cheap.
special training for primary gradts.
OOOD tor all kinds of roofs. $1 per gal Phone 1972-319
N'lth
High, phono WjJ
Inn.
The Mansano Co., 110 South FOR SALE About twenty White LegSTUDY FRENCH wlth"a"French teacherT
Walnut, phone 1834-Try a built up
horn laying hens: also a few mixed
Either clasa or private Instruction. For
roof, will last aa long aa tha bulldlp-t- f
chickens
Phone 2402-Jparticulars csll at '.88 South Broadway,
A
SPLENDID flock of bronse turkeys, or phone irsi-also oung turkeys for NOT WITH
birds;
breeding
FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City your
NO. what has passed.
Suniisy or Thanksgiving dinner. Forever willSTANDI
E ectrlo Railway, below par.
Dr. R. H. B Watklns.
my friendship last;
phone 241s-JIn difficulties, Oh, call on me,
U Hujt, N. T. Arraljo building.
RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred Olva thine commands, 1 will serve thee.
S. C. R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks.
U.
cockerels, pitilets, hena and pena for breed- USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT Ing.
413 West Atlantic, phone 1483-TIME
CARDS
Roof Koter; Roof Cement atopa leaks.
MOUNTAIN
VIEW" 8. C. R.
Reds.
Mohair top dressing: Plymouth Cottage
won twenty ribbons
1821: a
Paint; Valspar Enamela, for automobiles superb lot of cockerels January,
and cocks now
Satisfaction ready for sale; bred from my finest exHomestead
Floor Paint
assured
Tho. F. Keleher Leather Co.. hibition matlngs; visitors welcome. C.
408 West Central, phone 1057-P. Hay, 286 North High.
MT ENTIRE stock of S. C. It. I. Reds;
FOR SALE Livestock
hens, pullets, cocks and cockerels:
WESTBOL'NT Dally.
breedln. im&s or slnglea; pure bred C. P.
FORSA'f.'''3rw
1423
Train.
Arrive.
Depart.
atock, Backed by generation of No.
Hays
South
George Bleke
Broadway
1
The
Scout.... 7:30 pm 6:30 pm
In
beat
winners
the
show in the
prize
FOR SALE Holeteln-Jerse- y
No. 8 Calif Limited lt,:3t am 11:00 am
cow and country.
H. B. Watklns. phone i416-.INo. 7 Fargo Fast
10.60 am II 20 am
heifer ralf; will take
SALE Year-ol- d
hens, ibout tw No,
alfalfa In trade for calf. 1220 South High. FOR
The Navajo 12:35 am 1.00 am
and one-hal- f
each, over five to
SOUTHBOUND.
JUST ARRIVED with a carload of young one party. 28o pounds
pound, delivered; also Nu
El
10:10 pm
Colorado horses and inares. for sale springs, yearly rooaters,
Exp
fat hens, ducks, No. 27 El Paso
Paso Exp
11:30 am
cheap; soma broke and some unbroke; turkeys and geese.
Come to
yard
WAlah
t.Ant nlna .n Ihlrla.n lttni1rrt do you own picking and saveourmoney.
EASTBOUND.
J
No.
t
The
8:10
a
have
also
good
pm 1:40 Dm
Navajo
pounds;
803 South
Co.,
Albuquerque Poultry
No. 4 Calif. Limited 6.00 pm 6:40 pm
stud colt to sell and one set of harness, Broadway.
810 North Broadway.
no.
s. F Eight. 7:25 pm 8:10 pm
Scott Rldetmur.
7:20 am 7:50 am
FOR SALE We are breeders of grade FOR RENT
Office Rooms No, 40 The Scout
FROM SOUTH
Holsteln oowa. and have on hand beOffice space or desk r n No. $8 From El Paso
86 pro
tween three and four hundred choice FOR RENT
close In reasonable.
Address Box .vn ju FTnm El Pasi 7 00 am
cows and heifers.
As we are a little
care Journal.
No. ID connects at Telen w'th No. It
crowded for .room, would Bell a limited
number at a reasnn&ble price. The City FOR RENT Attractive
office, steam for Clovis, Perne Valie- - Xe-a- a
city and
Park Dairy
Coast
Denver, Colo.,
water
beat, light and
furnished O
Company,
7541.
No. 29 connect at Tlelon with No, tl
phone Tork
Wright building, opposite postofflce.
R ENT Three Wry" desirable office frm Clovis enf points east and aoj'h
OR RENT Miscellaneous FOR
rooms light, heat and water: will rent
FOR HENX Private gaiage.
817 Murtb
separately or aa a whole. A. B. Winer,
813 hi West Central, phone 828.
Fourth,
628.

FOR SALE

f

ESI

FEDERAL BUREAU

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR

PURE

Is in stock again and the price

is

much lower

ta u

BILL

pound of the following assorted will please you.
Cocoa Taffy Bars, Canto Cakes, Cocoanut Fads,
A

other Macaroni Products
aaammmmmmmammm

PASTIME
GASNIER

BY

DIRECTED

"A WIFE'S AWAKENING"
The tale of a mini with a twisted soul; of a wife who trusted
with common sense.
mid a iiiothcr-hi-lii-

Also "FOX NEWS" and
PRICES

ADMISSION'

By

BOO

men find women

SEVERAL TOWNS

LOCAL ITEMS

INDIAN

Coal Supply Co Phone 4 and D.
Mrs. Alejandro A. Sandoval has

been confined to her room for the
las three days by illness.
A referee was appointed to hear
testimony in the divorce proceeding of Pev.ey L Farner against
.Eunice M. Farner.
Bernlce Garcia de Gonzales was
prranted a divorce from Curios
Gonzales by the district court yesy
terday. She was granted the
of her minor child.
Four dollars full wagon .load
amoun
limited
factory, wood,
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
The American legion auxiliary
will meet tonight at 7:30 o'clock
at the armory.
Men
of the
Congregational
church will hold a special meeting
at the church parlors Thursday
evening at 8 o'clock. Refreshment
Will be served.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic
physician. Woolworth Bldg. Phone 644W
Miss Flora Sanchez, daughter of
Mis. Beatriz C. Sanchez, D06 West
Tijeras avenue, left last night to
visit her sister at San Bernardino,
Calif.
Edwin Sanchez has returned
from Chicago after an absence of
several months.
Pay Poll Tax at High School.
Mrs. E. Davenport,
who has
spent several weeks hero as the
of
her daughter, Mrs. G. W.
fruest
Bond, Jr., will return today to her
home In Wisconsin.
n
Dr. H. Bowers was called to
yestorday on professional business.
Dr. John M. Tutt, C. R B
of
Kansas City, Mo., member of the
lioard of lectureship of the Mother church, the First Church of
Christ Scientist of Boston, Mass.,
will lecture at the Crystal theater
tonight at 8 p. m. The public is
jiiviivti to auena.
William Nevis and John Hernandez of the internal revenue service left yesterday
for Gallup.
They will be gone for two days.
There will be a regular meeting
of the Woman's Benefit association
of the Maccabees this afternoon at
2:30 at the I. O. O. F. hall Initiation of candidates,
Iyal Order of Moose will meet
tonight In Moose hall at 7:30
O'clock. All members are requested to be present. Visiting members
welcome.
Mrs. Lillian Robins, of Philadelphia, a former resident of
who has been visiting
here for the past six weeks, will
leave tomorrow for the Grand Canyon and Los Angeles, where she
will spend the winter with relaBe-le-

i

e,

tives.

Phone

917-- J

TEN

pleas of guilty. These were given
the lighter sentences, and upon
conviction the other drew from 60
to 90 days. The arrests were made
hy special Officers Beach and
Wyatt.
"We realizo that the unemployment situation is serious in the
other sections of the country," the
justice stated, "but that does not
excuse hoboes who break Into
trains. Wo intend to make Bernalillo county a snappy place for this
class of drifter and law breaker."

The score follows
Cnniphell.
1 47
R. V.. Kelly
155
G. Kelly
1 34
Graves
Scott
18
119
Campbell
Totals
Gilberts.

Harris

Totals
CITY

rbone

1

36

1 3

1

141
118

146
165
108
114

6S3

674

667

108

145

168
115

1

Ppahr
I'eguo
Miller
Gilbert

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

37

143
1

1

36

27

145
157
122

177
150
109

131
145

669

708

654

Kl.KCTRIC
SHOE SHOP
113 Sou lb Srrond.

AA7--

Frrr fnll and llrllvcry

1

Let Us Send a Man

FOR SALE

J 58

FOGG, The Jeweler

Expert Watch. Clock and Jewelry
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
122 8. 4th St.
Phono 90.1--

of 'irl
and once Th;

""Tr

ATTRACTION

TALKS"

"MONEY

)

A Gayety Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

100 lbs. Potatoes
40 lbs. Potatoes
18 lbs. Potatoes
9

$2.40
$1.00
50c
25c
$1.00

lbs. Potatoes

15 lbs. Sugar

Carnation Milk, tall
Pet Milk, tall can
St. Charles Milk, tall
Red Cross Milk, tall
Armour's Star Hams,
Cactus Butter, lb

Potatoes

122c

can

12V2c

can

can...

lb

Nut Ola, lb
Monarch Food of Wheat, pkg..
Cream of Wheat, pkg
Campbell's Soup, can
Florida Oranges, dozen
California Oranges, dozen

13c
13c
29c
50c
28c
25c
28c
11c
55c
60c and 70c
9c, 13c, 15c
50c
33c

Florida Grapefruit
Armour's Sliced Bacon, pkg
Brookfield Sausage, pkg
We Deliver Your Order for 10c. Why Pay More?

Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE
Twenty-si- x
years of high quality and low prices.

WILLY-NILL- Y
J. A. Skinner

205 South First Street

a

PJ
fm
M

Have you listed your rooms for the Teacher's Convention?
If not, phone the Chamber of Commerce 43
"'- -

''-- ' 'iJ

""'iiHnifiiT

-- :

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

f

P
m

Phone

1915--

RAZOR BTiADES.
Send or bring your dull blades for
35e
Double Filgc
25e
Slnglo Kdse
(Per Dozen)
set
and
honed
razor
by
Have your
experts. Work Ouaranteed.
KOBZA BROTH F.RS,
At Ruppe's Drug Store.
WE

BI'SIXESS

IX

ARM

PLEASE

TO

YOU.

Phone us your next order for
and Eggs
POULTRY

Chickens, Turkeys
SOUTHWESTERN'

COMPANY

Phone

D14--

We

also

fireplaces, and
keep logs for
sawed and split wood

Yard
Chavez Cash Wood Second
Phone

1425 S.

18B8--

I.

W. BRASFIEI.D, (be Wntcb Maker
American, Swiss and -- ngllih Makes,
All Work liuarnritted.
Ill South 1 Irsi.
rhone 017--

1

S

SHELLThe FINEST
.
ED; Machine-ShelleThe choicest HOLI
DAY GIFT.
nut-me-

Machine-Separated-

Fannie

S.

Spitz

802.

Telephone
323 North Tenth St.
Send for mail order price list.

SPECIALS

ik nn

Class A,
Wool Blankets
MEDICATED AND SULPHUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
n attendance Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty
-- all
for appointment.
MRS. TERRY DEAMER. Prop,
'hone (1H5-B08H W. Central

Rossiter - McConnell
DESIGNERS AND BUILD ERF
lobbliiK promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Phone 45. 211 West Gold.

Blankets, new
Class A,
O. IX Breeches

(gl Qft
iDLtUO

(JJ )A
dJI.lU
nn
jQ
)tlUU

Reclaimed
(21 9 PI
Army Shirts
P
Leather
DU
tD't TO
Puttees
ATTENTION
100 Men'a Leather
(J0 HTO
tD&tl
Army Jerkins
Prompt attention to mail orders

tjf

tDl.'J

LIBERTY ARMY
117 North First St

RUGS

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry, Gems,

Laces.

WRIflHT'S

Tradln Post,
-'Indian Building

Opposite

Repaired.
Russet Shoes
Extra Heavy Navy

SUPPLY CO.

CURIOS
NAVAJO

WWtUU

Postoffice.

Fresh Lump Lime
In Bulk Best on the Market
SUPERIOR WTIITE LIME CO
Warehouse
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
Phones 4 and 5.

1021

roni.intc

p
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Especially for Gloria Swanson by the World
Famous Mfoor of "Three Weeks"
"HOLMES

You to look over our stock
befora buying.

Wiseman's Watch Shop

TRAVELOGUE

EVENTS"

"CURRENT

IT WILL PAY
215

k
W?
,,

f

f
I
$

i

luxurj

J

&

f

blis
flrt
hinn

S

Cookstove, hot water
connections, $25.
SOUTH BROADWAY.

NOTE

ADVANCE

MATINEE Adults
NIGHT (6 to ll) Adults

PRICES

IN

Children

.25c

10c

,

.I5c

Children

35c

Including Tax
Have you listed your rooms for the Teacher's Convention?
If not, phone the Chamber of Commerce 43

South Second

The Woman's
Catholic Foresters
Will give their monthly card
party and nance Tuesday.
November 15th at

St. Mary's Hall

BIG MASK BALL

TONIGHT

Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
802. Fannie S. Spitz, 323

North Tenth.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
New five room, modern bungalow in excellent, location
Fourth ward. A fine home
or good business investment
Address L. M., care Journal.

Barelas Hall Given by Barelas
ind Old Town Boosters Club.

Sandstorm Jazz
Orchestra
$15.00 In cash Prizes
Admission, Couple
Extra Lady

$15.00
$1.25
.25

When You Think of
Drugs or Drug
Sundries Think of

Phone

121

Brecht's Best Chocolates. Full

Line White Ivory. Manicure
Sets, all styles. Everything for
the sick room.
ONCE A CUSTOMER
ALWAYS A BOOSTER
Try our FREE and prompt
delivery service, it will please
you,
PHONE 121.

BY DR. JOHN M. TUTT, C. S. B.
Of Kansas City, Mo., member of the Board of Lectureship of
the Mother Church the First Church of Christ Scientist
of Boston, Mass.

Crystal Theater
TONIGHT, NOVEMBER 15TH,
INVITED

8

P. M.

TO ATTEND

We give you

sen-Ic-

and quality and guarantee every order..

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
PHONES

4

5

Trucks Bring Comfort to Yonr Home

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:48
Arrives In Santa Fe. .'.10'4B
4:80
leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:80

am
am
pm
pm

COAL, $11.50

We Are on the Job

DELIVERED
Car on track. Immediate
Delivery,
STORE,
208 W. Sliver
Phono 217.

Your Trunk

Hauled for

25 Cents

-

Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
I'hone 542.

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Chjar Store.
210

Singer

Weal

Onlral

QUALITY
Highest

HALL'S ROYAL
PHARMACY

COAL and WOOD

Let Our

Phone 600

Free Lecture on Christian Science

PUBLIC CORDIALLY

i'tuio.
and

i ft

M

I

ALSO

Shelled

PINON-NUT-

official Washington!
id Russia!
Imilc
In In;.
Social- IntHicm
i,d- nnRiinar lhcpd,,
In the mountains of the.
cstl All hound togi tin r
with a Koldin tin i ad of
eypsy love.
OlItterlnR f .lorli-- s

'

ft

FOR SALE
One

Admission $1.00 per couple
Music by tho White Lightning
Harmonize rs.

Shelled
Shelled

Bar- -

J

-

K

life In

M;:,1rl,,s

Sllr

Service

Do You Keep a Fireplace
In Your Home?

pm

I
Bililnd-tlie-sen-

five-roo-

J.

Quality.

j

POi: SAI.K UY OWN Kit
lust finished sit room modern
oreas brlok nd new
modern except heat. Both in
Hish''inr's. Also
mod
am house op West Oold. lust
'omnletlng. Call at
821 V
Phone IIMfl--

Fresh Country Pork

Pure Sausage, Backbone. Fresh
Hams and Bacon and Pure
Lard, nnv quantity delivered

""l

Post-offic- e,

Fancy White Colorado

VrTk

"PLAYTHINGS OF DESTINY"

95

Every business, professional or
salaried man in the city of AlbuHOUSE ROOMS
querque should now make it a BITTNER
point to acquire a nice building lot 3 0 4 South First.
Phone 221-on the Heights on the easy payment
sooner
or
a
with
view,
later,
plan
of building themselves a home up
there, where it is bound in a few
years to be one of the most desirTo replace that broken window
able modern home communities in
glass. Alhnqucrqn Liimbcr Co.
the state of New Mexico.
Phone 4121.
423 North First
Carl Johnson has just bought a
nice building lot facing east on
Harvard avenue, where he expects
to build a home.
Tho Builders Supply company
are doing a big business on the
Heights, having delivered three carloads of lumber within tho last
One gentle riding pony. Apply
several days.
123 NORTH FIFTH
Dr. C. W. Witter has purchased a
between 9 and 10 o'clock.
lot on Cornell avenue, where he
hopes lter to build his home.

Taxi & Baggage

3tt

ADDED

a.

tkS

'i

the inimitable star in a drama of human pawns
on the chessboard of marriage

f

HOBOES STEAL
AND DRAW
LONG JAIL TERMS CAMPBELL BOWLERS
BEST GILBERT MEN
Ten hoboes who broke into a
fruit car in the Santa Fe yards
AT THE "Y" ALLEYS
Sunday night and stole several
took two
crates of apples consigned to the
Campbell's howlers
L. B. Putney company from Washgames out of three from the Gilsecond
the
ington growers, were handed Jail bert team last night in
sentences ranging from 30 to 90 match of the new "Y" bowling
days yesterday afternoon by Jus- tournament. Graves turned In the
tice of the Peace Desiderio Mon-toy- high score of 165 for the Campbells and Pegue topped the Gilbert
Several of the hoboes entered list with 177.

APPLES

4H,

STEWART

Sll-iv-

Music and Jewelry Store

tfflh

s

Presents

MAYER

B.

fteV

:

Destiny"

'Playthings

YOU'LL ENJ0Y-- n'
once for

association, re- celved word yesterday that Santa
Fe countv would require 75 addi- -'
tlonal railroad certificates to care
for the teachers who are coming
here for the annual convention be-- !
ginning November 21.
Word was also received from
Oitv that additional reservation, would hp necessary. Tho
Hope schools in rddy county are
sending a biff delegation.
Manv of the towns will send
Las Vegas
musical organizations.
Normal. Silver City Normal and
Santa Fe schools will probably be
among those sending musical

vfo.in

in

ANITA

the New

of

John Milne, secretary

ROTHMAN'S

Albuquerque Camp number 1.
Woodmen of the World, will meet
tonight at 8 o'clock in the Knights
Of Pythias hall.
There will be Rebekah drill practice this evening at 7:30 o'clock in
t. O. O. F. hall. The regular team
and substitutes are requested to be
present.
The congregation of St. Paul's
English Lutheran church will hold
a.
social in the church
parlors this evening at 7:45 o'clock. 158

LOUIS

TO SCHOOL MEET

At Reduced Prices

117 S. First St.

ffi!l Anita Stewart

INCREASE QUOTA

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
BASKETS,
RUGS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY

cus-tod-

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

P. M

11

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

e,

and JEFF CARTOONS
REGULAR

TO

1

Raj

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

ington for a vote today, according
to thn house calendar.
It was es
timated yesterday by the Federal
mat tuny
Employes' association
this number would bo affected em-by
the bill, not counting postal
ployes.
New Mexico representatives were
wired yesterday by several organizations asking favorable action on
the bill. The hill has been under
process of drafting for about two
years and cover's a complete reclassification of federal employes
and u classification of the typo of
are doing and the
work they
amount of skill required.
If passed, it will automatically
increasu the salaries drawn by the
greater part of federal employes,
although in some instances it will
probably act as a pay cutter where
persons are drawing salaries for
certain positions, but in reality ure
doing other type o work.
The greater part of the federal
bureaus are now operating under
the same work classification and
pay classification that was adopted
when the bureaus were established,
thirty or
many of them twenty-fivmore years ago. The only increase
the
meet
to
which has been granted
increase in the cost of living has
been the special war bonus, but this
after next
will not be effective
spring.

676

The Highest Grada Macaroni
Egg Noodlet , Spaghetti and

SKINNER'S

LET'S GO

More than

ROBERT .10NE8

.........

CONTINUOUS

u

in New Mexico are vitally interested in the civil service reclassification bill which will come up in the
house of representatives at Wash-

Coal and Bomb Walter

Phone

TODAY

tarn

Proposed Reclassification of Work.
ffected

CRESCENT GROCERY

115 Marble Avenue
Phone

JP

1

rum

mm

500 Federal Employes in
New Mexico Will Be A-

Chocolate Fingers, Chocolate Marshmallow Creams,
Let us send a pound for your
Spiced Jumbles.
inspection and approval.
WARD'S STORE
HOMER H WARD

I1

CLASSIFICATION

Shipment of Cakes and Crackers
Just In

IWe
ISell

fovember 15, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Page Ten.

SERVICE ECONOMY
First Class

Real

At the Army

NEW STATE COAL CO.

and Navy Store

PHONE 35

350 Engle Iron

Army Cots S3
Some of these have been
used a little, but they are
as good as new.
Remember the price is

only
ARMY

$3.00
AND

NAVY STORE
323 South First

GALLUP, SUGARITE, SWASTIKA COALS
ALL SIZES
CEDAR AND PINON WOOD
Dry sawed and split to suit your needs.
Phone and tell us" your coal and wood requirements

Phone 91

For Your Fuel

GALLUP LUMP,
GALLUP EGG
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood
Combine satisfaction
and economy by using
Cerrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.

HAHN COAL COMPANY

r

